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Augusta, Sunday afternoon and did damage to the extent of £11,000.Several of
the great London music halls are reported
to be competing for the services of Dora
Wiley, the “Sweet Singer of Maine.”.
W. 1\ Rice, who engineered the big iron
and coal works deal at Fort Payne, is
back there again, sending out circulars to

from Springvale Me...
; Lynn six years ago lias
abandoned his atSucci, the faster,
tempt to go without food for 52 days. He

had fasted to within a few hours of 44
days.Small pox is spreading rapidly
among 500 Chinese in quarantine at Angel Island, San Francisco. They were
landed from the steamer Kio Janeiro, Jan.
in
and
Circulation
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County.
;,.rgest
stockholders requesting them not to take 20th when there were two cases on board.
definite action about the disposition of _The Western farmers, especially those
Journal is the paper for Maine seathe property until they communicate with in Kansas and Nebraska, are refusing to
faring people."
him.
This will interest some of the peo- sell their grain.
They are dissatisfied
hold
r-srRiPTU'N Terms, in advance. S2.UO a year;
ple who were sufferers by that unfortu- with the present prices and will
in
the vear. >2.7.0: at the expiration of the
their grain until it rises.\dditional adnate collapse.
>3.00.’
vices from the Mexico border confirm the
I'or «<n<- square, tone inch
FRTtsiNo Terms.
Ill the report that (iarza has crossed into Mexico
\Y'.\>ll No TON WllISl'KlilNt.S.
_th in column >l.o" tor one week, and 27»
i'or eaeli subsequent insevtiou. \ trait ion of Denali* Tinirsdav Mr. Hale presented the with 5000 well-armed mounted Mexicans.
charged as a full one
He lias another band in the Santa Kosa
most t .ieihle deimuistration that has yet
mountain country of 1500 to 1S00 armed
been made anywhere of the triumphs al( outputs of To-<Iay*s Journal.
of New York
ready achieved, and of the future possi- men.\ssemblyman Foley
has introduced in the assembly the soHe showed that
bilities of reciprocity.
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It gives
t hi
the criticisms of this policy within the called liquor dealers' excise bill.
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ba.MMi upon the misconparty.
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-.ill
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houses where bailees are held, and
ception that it was a step toward free night
I V E 2
give a special lieensi for balls for the salt*
trade instead of an ally to protection, had
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Kaiik'l's Ml.
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Court of ( (dorado has granted a stay in
\ .i.i ... I. Mate! lal to, Wain.* IL-to,;
the Democratic party in opposition to reI'Aci; 3.
lie (1 raves case.
Judge Wells of counsel j
iprocity as only hindering the enlargeI:.
>•:
Ihirkett's
lieilaill,,
for Dr. (.raves says tlie granting of the i
llnpro\rnient
ment of markets for the products of tin*
He writ of supersedeas leaves it optional with !
American farmer and workingman.
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ing the contributions of American millers
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opponent of this henelicial policy.
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IndustrieChristian Lmiravor AuniHe pointed out in detail just how recipro- to the famine stricken districts in liussia
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city had enlarged our markets. One por- has been met by private subscription.
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tion of his speech is especially significant, Two thousand railroad men from all parts
Soei.u Sea
lie! fast
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inasmuch as it indicated the loss to Spain of the country met in New York Sunday
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of Cuba as a market and the closer affilia- for the purpose of bringing about better
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tion and even the possible annexation of organization.< onsiderable trouble was
11. Mis-.n,ii
Ministerial Wage-, not
that rich island to the possessions of the caused at Hridgeport, Conn., Sunday, by
i'Mt a Snppoii. Register of Deep Water
Ilie I fa -t I uiectotw
I'niied Stales as a result of one of the a St. John schooner in the harbor which
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day morning, adopted Springer
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and decided to attack the McKinley high tone, Italy.
tariff hy various separate bills.
Upon j Pom-rical Points.
27th the
Jan.
this policy the Democratic members of the Third District
Congressional Committee.
NEWS OF Tin: M EEK.
committee decided to act as a unit— 1 he F. W.
Hovey of Pittsfield, Nathaniel MenCommittee of Ways and Means has decid- der of Waterville and J. W. Black of Sears\ini-’ Mattkks.
A petition has been
ed that wines, spirituous and malt liquors
port, Hon. John Hopkins not being presiivulati«»n
the lawyers at Aumay he sold with meals only in the main ent, met in Augusta and lixed the date for
Hen.
of
for ti.*
re-appointment
restaurant at the World's Fair_The actholding the District Convention for the
.lies Hamlin, of Ban,“or. as reporter of
ing sec vet ary of the treasury has sent the nomination of delegates and Electors on
It was unanimously signed.
sions.
House a letter requesting an appropriation
April 28th. the day following the State
.Mr. B. \V. Mi Keen. the newly eleet- of slO.Ot'M) for completion of the public
Convention.
The coining District Con>ee reran of the State Board «d'A“iiall
building at Eastport. Maine.Nearly
vention for nominating a candidate for
e.
lias assumed his duties ami is at the
the
that
are
Congressmen
pleased
Congress was discussed informally, and
1 >epartmeut.Mrs Maria, the wife Chilian affair has ended so
satisfactorily the sentiment of the committee was to
apt. \\ yer («. Sarifent, of Sai“entto the honor of this country.It. is stathold it at the usual time, the very last of
is dead.
She had an attack oi the ed in Home tin* Italian government lias
June or first of July. The committee callfollowed by pneumonia, which resent to Washington a list of the families
ed on lion. Seth L. Milliken and Governd in death in a few days. Before her t licit.
according to in* 11:111 a 11 claim, an* or Burleigh to get t heir views, and those
via“e to ( apt. sar,“'ent. she was the
entitled t<- compensation tor the loss of
gentlemen did not dissent from this pro:ow of
Bev. H. B. (lower, formerly ;i j relatives
by the lynching at New Orleans, gramme. One of the candidates for Con•list preacher of Sed“wiek.
She was and that
Secretary Blaine has promised gress has already taken steps to lease the
tnothei of Fred Cower, of Bell-Howcr the Italian
government to submit the mat- whole ot a Waterville hotel for the day of
fame
of
Lillian
husband
(the
phone
ter to ('migress with the expectation of
the convention.
The old basis of repreion.) who went, it]* in a balloon and favorable action.
The amount of com- sentation will he followed.The
Repubnever heard of attain.Robert (
he
left
to
the
case
is
to
pensation in each
lican State Convention for the election of
liolsdied in Roxbury. Mass., .Ian. 20,
American government.!t is said that
delegates-at-large to the National Repub•1 •>>.
He was born near Southwest
many 1 >emocratie congressmen would re
lican Convention and Electors will be held
ib-:;. iii Maine.
J>iiriii“' tl»e rebellion fuse* to go into caucus on the silver epiexsat Bangor April 27th_Mention has been
-iT\ed as lieutenant in Nim's batten
tion if the- re*sult was to he binding.
made of a movement to secure pledges
Tile survey of the Aroostook railroad Senator and Mrs. Ilale
gave* a elinner last from one million Prohibition voters. Waleoinpleted .Ian. 27th. It shows a Thursda> night in honor of President and do
county has tints far contributed 1 out
•ndid route in a very direel line, and I Mrs. Harrison.\t a
abinet jneeting of Iter
(plota of -Ms_At the annual meetthe road ran be quite easily built. t
Friday it was decided to reply to chili ing <>! the People's Prohibitory Enforcew inlet term of the Banuor Theolo“ithat her last reply was satisfactory io this ment
League in Augusta Jan. 28th. about
nil':.; \ lias been closed ow iii“ to the
governmemt: and when re*paration to the* 2b members were in attendance.
Presimes of tin
“rip amoii“ t he si udeiits. | sullen is i>\ the- assault is made and the dent John C. Stewart of York delivered
b‘iui !.
Putnam,
of Maine, was I'nited State's tlag is salute-el. the- incident
an address in which lie discussed the resoted vice president oi tin New■ England ] will 1m- conside-reel closed
by this country lutions passed at the hotel keepers' con! i\sso. iaiion formed at Worcester. !
.In the House- Friday Mr Beeel introcliotn an
vention, siiying that several
"":,i ..loshna s. Linnckin. a“ed bb
J eluce*«l a bill authorizing the see* ret ary of lies and others libels on the fair fame of
one -! Thomaston's merchants and I
-.
wai to convex to -••bool district No. 1 *J of
a
direct
declarathe
state.
are
also
They
;
\meiie.
111. died .Jan. ;
F\press \
Kittery a portion of the- Fort M<clary tion of intent to violate the law. Mr.
f pm i;monia.
A w lie amt f«»iir ehildmilitary rc*er\aiioii i n ext hange* for other Stewart reviewed the address of President
-unm
him... .The Maeliias river is j iaml.In order to show what might be
Partridge of the druggists' association at
d to ii.iv i^at ion.
Ten im lies of simw I clone undci the ne-w nde-s. thePepubli- length. The league has been engaged in
in tin- storin of ,lau. 20th. making t!ie
Sat
caiis in the- House oi
Pcprescnlntivcs
! organization during the past year, having
s 1.
!;:1 il of the season. \ decision
urday. umler the lead of Messrs, iJe*e*e 1. done hut little in the wa\ of an enforcee I id e red Hi
the Old Orchard divoive Buchanan and Buriowe-s. lilihustere <1 for
ment of the law.
There are :JUO share.t
m-oti
Thursda\.
Tiie libel of sin hour,
This was done by raising the* holders.Portland Democrats are
going
.rle> ii. Fisk., proprietor of Hotel
on
motions
of
no
dilatory
point
tpiorum
to celebrate Washington's birthday w itli a
e.
was
dismissed.
Mrs. Fiske has concerning the- eonsieh-ration of the new
big supper, which is to he the lirst gun in
td\ be“un proceedings foi divorce on rules.The annual
report of Commis- the
campaign, and for the elec<
liar,“e ol
riielty.V nuinher of sioner «tf Pate nts Simmonds shows by lig- tion municipal
of Darius II. Ingraham mayor.\t
ue people are it; the party whieh left
ure-s and
tables the- aceomplishments of a
of
the
meeting
Republican state central
''on in the su-amei
Halifax, dan. 27th.
the patent otlice urges the necessity for committee of Indiana
Thursday, it was
lie New Fnuland (.rocers Bermuda
enlarged epiartcrs and more help, and re- learned that that organization was sol id
ursion.Tin* Portland Press of dan.
thelaw.
commends several changes in
for the renomination of Harrison.The
"iitains an excellent article on the poPreside-nt Harrison. Hon T. B. Peed and
secret of Senator Hill's confidence in his
rn Maine will occupy at the Columbian
Chaune ey M. Depew were among those control of the State
is believed
position. 'I’lie article is accompanied present at the seventh annual dinner of to be the fact that democracy
Messrs. Manning and
uts of the Maine building and “round,
the (iridiron Club in Washington SaturHerrick have determined to take no part
-door plan from the architect's drawday evening.The Democratic caucus in the movement for Cleveland.The
and a diagram showing its location
night approved the new e-ode* of territories of Utah, Arizona, New Mexico
Saturday
he fair “rounds.The pleadings of
rules.None of the law officers of the* and Oklahoma
hope to be admitted to
defendants in the suit of the directors
government are aware of any law of the Statehood by this I 'ongress.The course
in* National shoe and Leather bank of United States whic h
requires foreign ves- of lectures to be delivered before the Au•urn. against the bomlsmen of its desels entering the* United States ports to
Blaine club this winter by the cantin;: cashier. Marshall ( ( Pereival. display American colors. It is stated, gusta
didates for
ongress in the Third district
tile.i '{'hursday. 'They charge that that the trails-Atlantic steamers of
foreign opened last week with a lecture by the
directors kept Pereival in office after
but
such
custom,
established
register
Hon. s. L. Milliken on the tariff.
The
v
knew that lie was a defaulter, when
merely in nature of a compliment, and it speaker discussed the question very clearshould have notified the bondsmen.
is not a legal requirement.The state
ly. explaining the difference between a
.The coroner's jury has decided that
department at Washington lias received tariff for revenue only and a tariff for prodeath of Mr. Frank Cilman, of Banfrom Minister Smith in Russia a full ae- tection. and
pointing out the superiority
was accidental and that
tlie railroad count oi the iaiiiine.
He says there are
of the latter as a means of fostering home
not at fault.The Portland Public
14.000,000 people suffering.In the industry.
ran contains bbJMMi volumes and the
United States iSupviune court Monday in
.ine Historical Society's Library 10.000 the* ease of the state ot Maine,
Fish am» (iamk.
The Megantic Fish
plaintiff in
P.
lines_ .(diaries
MeKenny. the error, vs. the Grand Trunk Railroad com- and dame Corporation had their liftli ansi
citizen of Auburn, is dead at the
it
of
was
ordered
the
that
Canada,
imal banquet at Hotel Brunswick, Boston,
pany
of 100.Lewis II. Ryder and Walter mandate should not he issued until fur- last
Thursday evening. It was a grand
-'iniih. the two yomi“ men who were ther Order of the- court.The House
affair and many notable sportsmen were
the Foxeroft stat’mn by the
over at
continueel its discussion of the
Monday
present. Among the after dinner speaknin,“ train over the Maine ( cntral rail- proposed code oi’ rules, the question of ers was Mr. dock Darling, the Maine guide
i last November, have sued the eonicounting a quorum being the chief topic and game warden, who told how lie
\ foi S20.000 in each ease.
Mr. Smith of discussion.Hun. E. S. Phelps has
brought u load of seven moose and 40 deer
one le“ and receive*!*some injuries on
to Boston years
been appointed chief counsel for the*
The marketmen put
ago.
other le“.
Mr. Ryder was injured on United States before the IJehring Sea
up a job to get his game cheap, but he out-pine.Ilmi. (ieorm* W. Ladd died commission.The President Tuesday witted them by himself selling from a
home in Baiii“«»r dan. 01st. after an
issued a proclamation announcing the com- cart.
He told how he once scooped in t»S'>
•! several weeks,
lie was horn in
pletion of arrangeinemts for reciprocity caribou, or thereabouts, atone fell swoop.
mist a. Sept. gs. ISIS, anil « aim‘to Banwith Germany.
(Laughter.) There was a woman who
in is:,.*'.
Hi* lias 1 >i‘i‘ii a prominent
when she lirstsaw .lock exclaimed: "Why,
mess man there, atone time being in
look like an ordinary man.
I expectThe Retail and Wholesale you
lx liltiKi-',
•u*
lb* was
with the West Indies.
ed to see horns, hair and a forked tail."
Marble Dealers' Association of New Engted to tin* -Pith Congress from that
Dr. Bishop suggested that .Jock wasn't so
land and the Provinces, held its annual
net in lsT-S. re-elected in 1SS0, and
much of a sinner as l«e had been painted.
meeting in Boston, Jan 27. President Ed- .Dr. W. M. Haines of
a candidate in 1 SSg lmt was defeated
Kllsworth, takes
Hon. <
A. Houtellc.
Mr. l.add was ward 11. Kavanaugh, of Lynn, presided. a
great interest in fish culture, probably
Mr. Samuel Bryant, of Rockland. Me.,
on
tin* C reenback-Demoeratic
led
few in the state being better posted outlie
vice presidents elected,
was among tint.
A daughter. Mrs. Philhrook, suithan he.
As there has been an
and the directors included A. P. Copp, of subject
his wife having died sometime ago.
>.
immense amount of controversy over the
New
York
Senate
Cornish.
Me.The
.< attic ( ommisNioner George 11. Haiwhether land locked salmon
finance committee has decided to report question
up in Massachusetts giving the peoeach year or not, Dr. Haines had
bill spawned
without amendment a
of that State some unpleasant facts favorably
fifty salmon weighed and tagged in the
u their herds of cattle.
He says that appropriating SJOO.OOO for the State's ex- fall of lsPO and the winter of ishl at Oreen
hibit at the world's fair.< iencral Man..0 per cent, of the cows that furnish
Lake. There were three caught with tags
k to Hostoii and other large cities have
ager James T. Furber of the Boston and on them in the fall of 1S91.
None came
■eri ulosis.
The Traveller quotes him Maine railroad died at Ins home in Lawthe brook to spawn, that were tagged,
death was hastened up
tying that the chopped meats known rence, Jan 27. His
and Dr. Haines has been convinced they
of pleurisy.Emperor
"Hamburg steaks'* and the ^rank- by an attack
do not spawn every year.
He went to a
was celesausages" are largely made from William's thirty-third birthday
great deal of expense to have the salmon
with
the
cusJan.
27th
in
Berlin
brated
nout
and diseased cattle.'The
tagged hut it was certainly worth someJames E.
ne friends of Hev. A. .1. Sturtevant, of
tomary festivities.Hon.
to have the question settled.
Collector of In- thing
of
French
Portsmouth,
to
will
he
learn
‘q»a. California,
pained
Lobsters took a drop of $2 a barrel last
she ternal Revenue of the New Hampshire week, due to the
the death of his wife last week,
incoming of the Nova
a
native of Vassalhoro. Me., her District, and Dr. lb II. McIntyre of Wes#
Scotia catch
In the Provinces lobsters
Mr. Stur- Randolph, Vt., deputy collector in charge can be
"len name being .Miss Doe.
caught and sold from .January 1 to
New England, will
nnt formerly lived ill
Fayette. He of sugar bounties in
July 1, and these fish are now being ship'duated from Colby I'niversity in 1877.
shortly select the officers necessary to car- ped into this country free of duty.The
in the Superior Criminal Court, of ry out the regulations for the inspection MaUnicus
Fishing Co. have closed operaof sugar made the coming season.An tions
•in, Mass., Jan. :10th. Hev. George A.
for the season, having a fairly prosall
the
straw
has
been
by
signed
'hews, of Essex, convicted of burning agreement
perous Business. They will start up about
board mills in Indiana by which the prices the
store in Essex. April 10, 18‘Jl, was
middle of May.Representative
cent higher than
tcnced to the State prison for four for 1892 will be JO per
t* Rhode
Island, has introduced
will he Lapham,
'is.
Andrews is a regularly ordained they were last year, and consumers
in the National House a bill providing
t!,‘i* Will Haptist minister and has been compelled to pay $40 per ton for straw- that
citizen
of the United States may
any
N”Jcd jus pastor of churches in Thomas- board instead of $80 as heretofore. This at all times take n^nhaden and mackerel
will advance the price of all materials w ith
Rockland and other places in Maine.
seines
purse
dong the sea coasts
packed in pasteboard boxes.......At the and shores of the Unite*
was very successful in his labors at
states, and along
ir
is
denied
in
Paris
American
Legation
nli Cushing, and through his efforts a
the shores of the several Wands thereunto
to resign.... Dr.
intends
Reid
that
Minister
church was built in that town.
and in the bays, ltjwbors and esat adjacent,
"
tow n of Sidney celebrated its Centen- .1. B. Andrews was arrested Friday,
tuaries of the sea coasts and shores of the
with
attempted
bribery.
charged
United States, and of the islands, and in
Saturday night by a rousing meeting Lynn,
He wrote to Alderman Houston offering all waters under the maritime
Jurisdiction
uange Ilall under the auspices of the
•"*1 Grand Army post.Fire broke out him some money if the doctor secured a of the United States where the tide ebbs
to
Mewett’s fish market, Water street, certain appointment. Andrews came
and flows.”
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A. R.
that my Government authorized the flag, deserve the gratitude of the nato conclude an agreement looking to tion.
It is worth a hundred million dollars to
arbitration, and my Government subsequently approved the agreement concluded this country to have the world understand
by me.” And yet you do not pretend that there is a country, and a united counBLAINE.
that a word was ever written of the agree- try, behind the dag.
[New York Sun.
which you say was made between us. 1 W1IAT THE DEMOCRATIC' BOSTON Ol.OBE
ment
The President Thursday sent to ConIt
is
that
l
to
ever
bind
impossible
sought
SAYS.
gress the additional correspondence in the
the Government of the United States in
But the United States cannot, on any
Chilian matter. The following is the subthat way.
It would have been in the
pretext, become a party to any scheme for
stance of the message:
highest degree imprudent for me to do so. the
ignoring or the indefinite postpcmement
In regard to the Matta note, which was
The response of Mr. Pereira to our note
of her elaim for redress on behalf of her
of Jan. 21 withdraws, with acceptable ex- the subject of contention betw een us. you
murdered sailors.
Every victim of the
it up by the following declaration : “I
pressions of regret, the offensive note of Hum
Valparaiso mob stood as a representative
Mr. Matta of the 11th ult., and also the j added, however, that it was far from being of this
country. The brutal blows which
request, for the recall of Mr. Egan. The j the purpose of my Government to act struck him down were dealt none the less
in a manner at all offensive to the Presitreatment of the incident of the assault
Indy against the inalienable rights which
dent of the United States or to any meniupon the sailors of the Baltimore is so
belong to our common American citizenconciliatory and friendly that 1 am of the her of ifhis Cabinet, and that Mr. Matta's ship.
rightfully interpreted, admitted
opinion that there is good prospect that note,
We have learned something from this !
I afterward had
the difference growing out. of that serious of mi such construction.
we might to prolit
the honor to inform you that 1 had receiv- affair witli chili, and
affair can now he adjusted upon terms satit ill the future.
The lesson that a lea- j
ed instructions from my Government to l»y
to
the
usual
this
l.uvi
rnment,
by
isfactory
suitable show of force held in reserve, yet j
methods and without special powers from inform the I'nited States that, considerin readiness for immediate use, is the best
< ongress.
| ing the views expressed by Messrs. !>u- guarantee of respectful treatment, and
This turn in the affairs is very gratify- j1 ilianan and Webster in lS4!»and ls.‘»0, that
hence of peace, is plainly taught by this
ing to me, as 1 am sure it will be to the the message sent by the President to ConCongress and to our people. The general gress are domestic communications which
We are all of one mind that the* Aim ri !
as a basis for the interpretasupport of tin* efforts of the Executive to cannot serve
can
tlag, the Ameiiean legation ami the j
enforce the just right of the nation in this tion of foreign Powers or their representas \ Vi!
;
I
M : i.kij.
sailoi must and shall command
American
m\
tives.
Government
had
no
to
objection
matter has given an instructive and useful
"'In* lies b| I'll at The i -Hi 'I h'- D
and decent treatment in Valparaia 1
llleiiT
respect
of
the
note
out.
of
December
11
striking
of
illustration of the unity and patriotism
* 1* Mn
A t:. |'i >r I he past yi
-pii
such words as might be considered dis- so, or six’y-tive millions of fret.- people
our people.
j
will know the reason why.
-Iri s t lie e.,ininand to |
t A uburi
sin .*•• ss- v
Should .t be necessary. 1 will again om- I agreeable by the Inited States GovernCOUNTRY FIR-T, IWRTY AFTERWARD.
this Week. ('• tin li a uder M |e|- has devoted
i»y your own statement you evimunieate with Congress upon the subject. ( ment."
We may differ with President Harrison 111 n h time a n 1 at tent ion to his duties, \ is?
attempted to justify tin* Malta note.
Benm. Harrison.
j dently
I certainly could m»t accept your language about matters of policy and national busiing personally a large number of .he Posts
WHEN THE APOI.OUY WAS R E< E1VED.
I ahd never did aeeept language of that kind
ness, ami we do differ with him on most and giving to r\
d« tail careful
nsider iThe Washington correspondent of the as an
sufficient
for
the
1
ease.
he
of the important issues of to-day: but
apology
tion.
Boston Journal says:
“The war with
Although usa;ii 1 \ of robust health h*
Malta note was highly discourteous to the when we say that we are sure that he ami
lias been obliged to ranee! many engageBut the President and the
Chili ended before it w as begun.
Secretary of the Navy, the Senate that thinks with him, and the
war of the politicians is renewed and with
imputing to them untruth and insincerity. House of Representatives that think the ments uii account of siekm-ss. Inn ug bis
increasing asperity. The message of the Such language does not admit of condi- other way, will see that the honor of this administration, however, every P•.sr in the
President indicated that the Covernment tional or contingent
apology, which \ ou count ry is preserved in the present com- State has been visited by some other Ilf till'
of Chili docs honor to the American flag, offered.
plication, we only reaffirm our often af- I )epartment.
but some of the politicians at Washington
it could oe apologized tor only
by a firmed belief that no vagaries, twists or
The present membership of the Depart
fail to do honor to the nation's Executive.
frank withdrawal.
You always contended turns of political opinion can affect the
is !».7ob. There 1ms hern a gain of more than
Some of them, now that peace is assured,
that it was a communication between offi- soundness of mind and fearless loyalty
don during the year, but the losses by death,
are narrow enough and partisan enough
cers of your own (Government, and it was
that lies at the bottom of the American
which are gradually increasing, and the into impute to the President improper monot proper for this Government to take
character.
We do not believe that there
tives, and to insist that be sent the first any cognizance of it. You quoted the is any trace of the bully or the wanton evitable suspensions, have nearly equaled
message on Chili U> the Congress when be well-known declaration in the Hulzmann despot in the composition of that charac- the gain, so that the net increase of memberalready bad in bis possession the apology case in regard to the message of a Presi- ter. And we believe that it is fairly re- ship has been very small. It is more than
of the Cabinet of Chili.
The statement dent to
Congress not being subject to crit- presented, with all its shortcomings and probable that the roll of the Department
is false as is shown by the message of the icism in a foreign country.
You did not with all its strength, in the present govwill never be larger than at tin- present
President to-day.
It is a fact that the see the great difference involved by your ernment. of the United States.
What that
apology of Chili was received in Wash- (Government sending the Matta circular to government decides to do in the matter of time.
Four new Posts have been mustered, viz:
ington on Monday, the day that the all the Legations of Chili and requesting Chili, it will do, not as a Democratic or a
President's message was sent to Congress: its several Ministers to publish it: so that
Republican government, but as an Ameri- Wm. Prannau Pest ut Weston .John 11
but it was not received until after that Chili was not
only responsible for the dis- can government: and when its decision is Morgan Post at Dili I ford: Wm. Heed Post,
message was read in Congress, and no courteous language, but for its publicarendered, all the American citizens may at Sanford: Hannibal Hamlin Post at Panof
the
of
the
contents
long tion throughout the civilized world. That feel safe in simply saying yea, and doing
knowledge
go r.
to
the
was
communicated
cipher despatch
you did not comply with Chili's request to just what tin1 government tells them to
No Posts have surrendered their charters
President until after 4 o'clock of Monpublish it here w as the strongest proof of do. [Puck.
I
during the year, the total number now being
day. when Congress had adjourned. The your own disapproval of the note,
translators of the cipher had not perIn regard to Mr. Egan, you complained
At the great sale of lbf>.
Ti i:k Topics.
formed tht ii* intricate and difficult task
The indications are that ('"iiimaiidi'r MilEsPalo Alto trotters at the American Inmany times, and very bitterly to me.
until after the message had been received
pecially was he deserving of censure, you stitute Building, New York, last week ler's successor will be (b n. Isaac Dyer, ot
in Congress, and when the message was thought, for not
communicating to his the two-year-old stallion Baby McKee, Skow began.
sent to Congress the President had no
(Government the brutal murder of some brother to the great Arion, 2 10 5-4, was
('ommander-in-t'hiel John Palmer, ot New
knowledge of the answer of the Covern- young im*n who were slain by order of purchased by F. P. Olcott of New York
York, will be the guest of rli*- Department
ment of < liili.’'
llalmaceda.
When, on the next day, l for $25,000—a stout price for a two-yearFriday.
showed you the dispatch of Mr. Egan,
I ll K < OIM.'IM’UN I.KM F.
old.
Forty-nine horses were sold for a
oknkkal Isaac dvkk.
First iii onier conics a letter from .Min- speaking of the incident in severe and total of $5$,025. or an average of $1202 55
A writer in tin- Portland F.\pi us^ yiv es tin
proper terms, you acknowledged that you each.SunoFs brother has brought
ister Montt to Secretary Blaine, the tenor were mistaken.
brief fkctch tithe old Colonel ot
1 thought you would he
$15,000 and Arion*s $25,000. There’s following
ot' which is fully indicated in the reply of satistied, but you again spoke disparag- nothing like belonging to a distinguished the Mann- Fifteenth: Ceii Isaac Dyer, of
Skowbeyan. u ho .t is very generally e-mthe latter, published in full below.
Then ingly of Mr. Egan, and 1 said somewhat
family.W Henry < Jewett's stock eed ed is to la* tin* C. A. I h depart sueht eoiudemand
do
not
X.
20
the
tivefarm at Aurora
liiainler next year, is one of tin best preservimpatiently: *‘\Yhj
you
Y., Jan.
comes the despatch from Chili, of which
his recall instead ot constantly disparag- vear-old stallion Frank Smith paced one- ed of the nohle yaiaxy of Maine's reynm-nta:
the Boston .Journal says editorially:
ing him*.’” Intending thereby not to favor eighth of a mile on the eovered track in 14 eoiimianders during the war j•«*r:«n 1. A natChili's reply is not abject, as has been his recall, but to put a stop to the frc- seconds, a 1.52 gait. lie was accompanied ive el Skow in yan, lie has a I his lit'.- hrell
intimated.
There is no indication of a j quent mention of Mr. Egan's name.
In by a miming mate. Two hundred leading ideiititied with t hat t lintty iown. For thirt v
years or more he was eiiyayed in tin- drily:
But it is
lack of proper sell-respeet in it.
referring to the question you remark: horsemen were present. Smith has no and hook business. Jle tillered tin- s* rviee
distinctly conciliatory in tone, and full of j "You were pleased t»> acknowledge that record and has never been sent in a race. iii December. lsui. as iieiit- nant <-\ tln-Fib
earnest
expressions of a wisJ for the the Government of Chili had a right to ask .The Pullman train Monday night took teentli Maine, immediately took >mini;*nd
f 1 ieiuIsliip ot the American (Government.
that a change should be made.**
seven
of
lie
blue-blooded colls from of the la-y.un lit and tra.md a !.• -W >erThere is nothing in the dispatch which a
it an h-y in
ice. vv as pr< met ed t
fa! i
Cndoubtcdly she has that right, provid- Sunnyside stock Farm, Watervillc. includproud and spirited nation need to regret, ed slu* assigns a reason. You are too w ell ing tour by the famous stallion Nelson, Anyust, 1 Si. and serv ed fa rh11111\ w:i h tin
reyinieiit until the ios of tin- war.
my
and certainly nothing to justify the popu- skilled in diplomatic usage to be remindone by < Jeorge Wilkes, one by Alt.ro Tera.
hi-evetted l>r:yadn-r Cem-iai in M r. -h. lsii.'i.
lar indignation which is said to prevail in ed that when a nation is pleased to de- and one by Kentucky Prince.
These w ill
lie served ill tin I ini ie r e
*ed; t
mainst
Valparaiso against the Chilian President clare that a Minister is persona non grata be sent to the great auction sale of Wood
New Orleans. m Hanks \ ;>cd.t a n
IVxas
and iiis constitutional advisers.
j she is expected to assign a reason there- aid iV Minikin at Lesters. Kentucky.
lie Hanks' He-1 n v ei x pi -d t on
u
i-.- I
h looks as if the dispatch of Senor for.
We have twice had occasion to ask
toma* and in tin- Valiev ,u INi'd- iib
,i .i
ouiI In* Shenandoah Won.
Pereira had been bunglingly translated,
mauded his reyi nn-lit oil the < Hand !:• v Vvv
Great Uritain to recall her Minister and in
•!
os>ii
at
tinel
vv
Wash
oil
linai
ar
unless, indeed, the lengthy and involved each case we gave a reason why the Minilly!
(o n. Dyer has ioiiy Iteen oin- >»i ih.
!«•« t
Spanish sentences aie incapable of being ister had ceased to be useful. It is liardN K.w Yo1!I\, Jail. bl.
Ship Slieuaudo.-di ! nnm ol Skovv ln-yaii : has t w it a- serv a *1 in t inin
the
vernacuEnglish
properly rendered
{ ly necessary to observe that conditions Bath arrived last night, .'Mi da.\ s from Ha\ n-. state St mate a< Senator Irmu Sonn-rst has
lar.
The real signilicanee of some of the which we complied with ourselves would
and anchored off Libertx Isiaml. ( a; tain la-id
hiyli pos.tnm m tin- Mas-mi. bodies
is
no
means
clear.
But
the
likewise he exacted of Chili. 1 have thus
Murphy. her commander, wins his wager of ineiiuliny that of yrainl yein-ralissiurn of the
passages
by
of the Bnt.sh ship
with
the
£100
is
tenor
of
the
obvious
to
correct
eaptain
endeavored
some
(I
ti.
(ien
rand Coinmainh-ry ot M.iim
general
dispatch
misap; frankly
In November last the Shenanenough, and we can afford to overtook prehensions of yours in order that the rec- Swanhilda.
Dya-r has been an at tiv mem her ol fin <>. A
w itb .">l(Hi tons of wheat
doah
reached
Havre
H. since its ti rst introduction in Maim-, and
minor particulars.
Chili, realizing that ord of the State Department of the I'nited
from San Francisco, beating a Brit ish comis very popular w.th his local post, which is
the I'nited States feels deeply affronted, States shall be kept exact, and in all its
the Strathearn, by nearly a month.
petitor,
viM's much interested in his candidacy
is anxious to offer suitable satisfaction proceedings shall be consistent.
The Swanhilda was at Havre when she arwithout any more delay.
But the point
Accept, sir. the renewed assurances of med there, ready to sail to New York, and
Obituary.
which Chili would submit to the decision my highest consideration.
her captain announced that he was going to
beat the American clipper across the Westof the I'nited States Supreme Court or ;
Ja.mks C
1»i.aim..
Mr. rl<■!;*,i S. Hill, of N« rthport. di. -I .Ian
She sailed tliedav helore Christern ocean.
some tribunal of arbitration is not simply
[ Senor Don Pedro Montt. etc., etc.
nias, when the Shenandoah was towed from
'2i>, of pneumonia, aged till wars and «>m
the nature or amount of the indemnity for
dock
to
the
ocean.
a
her
There
was
hum< iin,i*>
•.<>vi:k\mi nt
accki'Ts
this
moiitli. He was taken ill with a se\ ere edd
the Valparaiso outrage: it is. in the first
can in the English channel, and
onlx the
AI’OI.OO Y.
place, the question w hether there shall be
stanchest sailing craft ventured to sea. The and la grippe set :n, fid lowed hy pin mrroiiia.
Washington.
January JO. Secretary Swanhilda. which has the advantage of a Mr. Hill wasa native of Thorndike / weiitvany indemnity at all that is. whether the
Blaine cabled Minister Kgan ibis morning steel hull, after baft ling six days against the
Chilian (Government can he held to any
li\ e ears ago he was iivingat Seurspot t. but
wild weather, turned her stern to it, and put
responsibility for the killing and wound- the government's acceptance of Chili's re- into
where he
Spithead. She sailed them e on dan. 4. left for \ iueland, New «Jeis(
ing of the sailors. It may he that this of- ply to our ultimatum in accordance with and hasn't
took up a farm.
He lived in New .!*es»
got here yet.
fer, thus qualified, will not he wholly sat- the President's message of the 28th inst.
The Yankee ship rode through the gale,
Salute to the Hag not mentioned.
nine \ ears.
Sixteen years ago he houglr. >
isfactory to our (Government.
and succeeded in getting out of the Channel
The offensive language of the ProvisInquiries as to the truth of published alter nine days fruitless tacking. Practic- farm m Northport w here he has s.m-e residthat
this
lias
taken
statements
ional Minister Matta is absolutely and ungovernment
ally, she sailed the same dav as the Swan- ed. His home was hut a few miles from l!< Ireservedly withdrawn, and an implied the position that Chili must salute our flag hilda. Her time from Havre to Sandy Hook fast and lie was as well known Inn- as in
elicit
and
denials
of
a
was thirty-six days.
authoritative
She w as held •_'.">(> miles
is
offered.
This
is
done
positive
apparapology
11 e«
of
the Hook by frosty gales.
Northport. Mr. Hill has hern t r
On dan.
ently without the slightest hesitation or most sweeping character. No demand is outside
and
a
she
his town and tilled the posit on will:
b, 4.
averaged 270 miles a dav
red it
made upon Chili to salute the flag.
fear of the vengeance of the ('hiliun popuwhich is fifty miles better than the best
He was a devout member m the Metholace, which is said to he disposed t.» make
itik siti ation
IN
<1111.1.
tramp steamers. The head winds subsided
dist ehureli. Mr. Hill was a prosperoussomething of a hero out of Matta for his
on Friday, and she came vv ithin sight, of the
Jan.
JO.
A
cable
Santiago,
despatch Hook, arrayed in the full glory of her sails, farmer. an exeeiieni luti/.eii. am a kind
insults to the I’nited States.
has been received from Minister Montt at
just before noon yesterday. A northeast w ind husband and father. His death is serious
.Ml!, in.A INK JO Ml!. VoNTT.
Washington, repeating the text of Presi- drov e her 21a miles from 7 i*. m. Frida.x until
loss to his town.
He leaves a wile and
dent
to congress, acHarrison's
noon yesterday.
message
1 >KI‘A Ji'I'M KNT OK M'ATK,
/
('apt. .lames Murph.v is the commander of one son. rhe latter Mr. M. C. Hi1
Supercompanying < liili's reply to the ultimatum
W ashington. Jan. 27, IS‘J2. \
the
His assistants are First
of the United States.
intendent of the Northport Campground.
Nothing was said MateShanendoah.
Sir:
I have flic non«»v to acknowledge
Second
Mate
Mason,
and
Weber,
in the despatch relating to the question of
your favor, dated the 2Jd insr., but not
Third Mate Martin—all men of Maine. She
future arbitration and indemnity, but
!'o\;inna IT ! h-miis, win* of Harms C. Nye
1
received by me until Monday, the 2bth.
to Arthur Sevvall «.N Co.
She is the
belongs
Chili will certainly pay whatever indemwhose death m tea- We pIlhTsiled last week,
biggest woollen vessel 111 The World. With was horn
beg to comment on two or three of its rem
l.Sbn.
is
L.herty. Mu lie, March
nity
agreed upon. Little is heard in the wind astern she spreadsover ll.uuoyards
1 think from zeal fer your countcitals.
and was marrieil to Mr. Nyi
n 1S.V-.
Their
or Valparaiso but expressions of
of canvas on her four masts.
Several Tunes
Santiago
made
some mistakes, which 1
have
you
ry
long married life ol nearl\ 4u ears has been
You arc right satisfaction at the peaceful solution of the during the \o\age she had on ah this sail. one of singular pleasantness. Tin deceased
shall proceed to correct.
Officers of the navy would be She carries what few ships hav< nowaday, was
in saying that 1 considered the proceedings trouble.
lad\ ••! unusually social nature, ol
a
stu'n'sails. and when ln*r stu'n'sail booms
of the Government of Chili in making the pleased to see your squadron again in
genial, pleasant wins, one of the best ol
an attached to the main yard the entire
Chilian
waters
and
renew acquaintances.
neighbors in tiimsol stekm-ss ..ml trouble.
of boom is ist> led. or about the
judicial investigation of the unhappy afThe presence of your warships here would length
Mrs.
a husband and ti ve children,
fair at Valparaiso entirely praiseworthy.
iengt It of some of the old-time clippers. Sin- three Nye leaves
living ;iw;i \ to mourn their loss Mr.
ks boo feet long and registers b»2.u.S tons.
But you will remember that us early as the have an excellent effect.
his
and
lirn-.md
fanitU lia\»- Hie warm
Nye
tin: n vvy.
2bth of November 1
of the

Chill’s

January

Apology.

me

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS.
MINTHE WAR OF THE POLITICIANS.
ISTER
MONTT SCORED BY SECRETARY

j

■

•-

e.

v

■

1

j

1

length

complained

of judicial proceedings, and from
time to time renewed tfie complaint, saying to you very lately that the court had
already been eighty days in session considering a matter which. in the United States,
would have been wholly disposed of in
two or three weeks.
You replied that tlie
Spanish law was slow in its process, but
exact in its conclusions, and with your
statements 1 bad to he content, though
impatient for the final judgment.
Your off er of arbitration was never unHad it been J
conditional and exact.
would have insisted on your reducing it to
writing, for it would have been my duty
to lay it before the President for consideration.
But I was unable to repen t a mere
verbal exchange of views between us as an
agreement to arbitrate. You did say to
me several times that in that distant future when the Chilian court should render
its judgment (if the United States should
not be satisfied with it) the two countries
could arbitrate the matter.
And even
then you always maintained that Chili
would not voluntarily propose arbitration
herself, but would do so when requested
by some friendly power to take that course.
On one occasion you mentioned Spain as a
nation likely to intervene with Cliili most
effectively. Your mention of arbitration
was always as a method to be adopted in
the future if we were not content, as 1
have said, with the judgment of the court.
You remarked that to adopt it before
would be discrediting the judgment of the
court in advance.
You always looked to
the future for the proposal and acceptance
of arbitration.
You say in your note: “I
took occasion to inform you on the first of

Notwithstanding

tlie certainty of peace,
no orders have been issued by the Navy
Department countermanding the imperative orders already given to put the Navy
Department upon the best possible war
footing. It is not certain that the orders
to the naval vessels to proceed to Chilian
waters will he withdrawn.
It is thought
by naval officers, members of the Government and of Congress, that it would he
beneficial to the United States, now that
the fleet is so well underway, to have it
proceed to the Pacific coast and to have
it visit Chili and other South American
ports, and to show the people of those
countries that the United States has a naval force adequate to protect its citizens,
and that it may be well for those countries
hereafter to take notice of this fact.
Mi;.

DANA

JS

AN

AMKIK'AN

PATKIOT.

AND

A

Maine

sympathy

Dairymen's Convention.

The col l and storm Jan. “7 made attendat the Dairy Convention in Auburn,
small, and nothing but the testing of dair\
implements was done during the forenoon.
In the afternoon lloii.E.B. French,of Chestervillc, read a paper on the “Business side
of Creamery."
F\-< lovernor I loan!, of Wisconsin, gave what iic termed •,l)air\ PointIn tlu- evening Prof. W. W. Cook,
ers."
secretary of the Vermont Board of Agriculture, read a paper on •Variations in Milk
C. V. Knight, of Turner
and its products."
Centre creamery. spoke on “Profits of Dairy
Business," which was followed by discussions.
Tin-display of dairy articles was very
choice.
Thursday morning, L. IT Berry, at the
Forest City Creamery, illustrated the operation of the (aval separator.
Prof. Balentine
ance

explained the Babcock Tester,

as a

preface

to talk on “Chemistry of the ( burn." ExGov. Hoard gave a talk to dairymen on confactodensing the pooling of milk for
ries. The variation of milk defrauds one set
of patrons for the benefit of another. In the
afternoon C. Winslow, of S1. Albans, spoke

Cheese

Chili has exercised her option, and she
has chosen peace.
Our sister republic has
learned a lesson which she is not likely to
on home grain products for the
dairy cow.
forget for years.
The evpnt justifies every measure of He was followed by Thomas Daggett on
corn and disposing of the
crops.
preparation for war that has been taken growing
Premiums, both first and special, and the
by the Navy Department under Secretary j first hoard premium, (a silver
set) were
Tracy’s energetic and far-seeing manage- awarded to Mrs. C. E. Moore, of Winthrop.
ment.
It is solely because we were ready Second special was divided between Willis
Cobb ami Mrs. M. L. Bobbins, of Winthrop;
for w ar that war w as averted.
Of the patriotism, wisdom and firmness second board premium divided between John
of Gen. Harrison’s policy throughout the L. Howe, of Greene, and Mrs. M. L. Robbins
of Winthrop : third board premium divided
affair there is no more doubt than of
between B. F. and F. H. Briggs, Auburn,
the patriotic readiness of the Democratic and Mrs. A. W.
Bachehler, of East Winthrop.
House to support the Administration.
The President, his distinguished SecretaT. L. Snow & Co., of Rockland, are buildry of State, and the Democratic Congress- ing a fine schooner for the coasting busimen who have looked first to the honor of
ness, to be launched in the early spring.
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The Bangor Whig published Saturday a
proposition of the Bangor and Aroostook
Bailroad Company for a lease of tie- Bangot
and Piscataquis road.
The

proposition

is

to the

Aroostook company pay

an

effect that

the

annual rental of

equal to the earnings of The road at
present while the Aroostook Bailroad is
Building from Brownville .function to Caribou, the time not to exceed five years. It
the earnings of the Piscataquis road during
that time, exceed the usual earnings tinamount in excess is to be expended in improvements no the Piscataquis road. At the
a

sum

end of five years the Aroostook road to acthe Piscataquis road on paying full ininterest on Bonded indebtedness of the Piscataquis road to the city of Bangor.
A committee from the Aroostook road is
in conference with a committee from the city
government in regard to the proposition.
The matter will be submitted to the city government for action at their next meeting.

quire

The Waldo County Pomona (1range will
bold its next session with Seaside grange Belfast Tuesday Feb. 0th. The meetings will be
held in the Belfast Opera House beginning
at 10 a. m. and continuing all day.
In the
evening there will be a dam e under the manof
the
If
the
is
agement
grange.
day
pleasant, a large attendance may be expected.
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WHICH

AIM HIPELAOO

CLAIMED.

HAVE

the United States seized the

dense clouds of smoke, belched from the

and hoisted the stars and

chimneys,

TltEMEXDOVS
COLONY.

ON

l»e grown out of doors here on account of
eternal cold wind.
Overhanging all are

A
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barded the Soutli

\ 11.
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v■orrespondence

This gave rise to complications
between the U. S. and England; and two
years later the British flag again floated
over Port St. Louis and the present work

of the

of

in the center ami wings on each side
talked about than per- | tower
I of it, one wing doing duty as a church the
other
of
tin*
surearth's
portion
haps any
The handsomest
face. But since the Dutch, French, Span- other as a sehoolhouse.
South America and United States private residence—a square, two storied

lands

|

ish,

gox eminent

have,

s

b\

one

one

all claims to the

resigned

in

brick

turn,

•‘Falkland

archipelago,

Islands

Sheep-Farming

begun.

in the hide and cattle trade

engaged

on

from

grant

the British government of the southern
portion of East Falkland, a peninsula six

Com-

pany,'

the corporation which has given
to the archipelago all the importance it

which Croat- Britain how holds in peaceable pos-ession, the world has solar for-

colonization was

the llio (le la Plata, obtained a

to the director of the

one—belongs

thorough

About forty-six years ago, Mr. S. Latone, a wealthy Englishman who had been

more

were

above

stripes

hundred

thousand

Memories

bom-

settlement

its ruins.

peat and coal have to he

burned every day in the year to keep peoJournal.] ple passably comfortable. The most conodd
Pout -Stanley, East Falkland: Time | spieuous building in Stanley is a very
cut brownstone, wit h a tall clock
of
one.
was, some generations ago, when these is- |
S(

islands,

American

possession

in extent, and
of all the wild cattle on the is-

land, for

period

acres

Seaclifte,

of

WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF HOW I GOT THERE
AND WHAT I EXPERIENCED AFTERWARD.

[Written

Republican Journal.]
It was a pleasant day in August when,
as I was seated in the doorway enjoying the evening air, a friend called my
name, and looking up I saw a familiar
for the

face and in the extended hand
me, which he had just
office.
The postmark

a

letter for

brought

from the

told

it

me

from SeaclitYe. and I broke the seal

was
won-

dering,

as one is apt to do, what its contents were to convey.
Did anyone ever
receive a letter without a thrill of expec-

or speculation as to its contents.
It
paying tancy
is one of those things felt yet unexplainand
|
pounds sterling,
able.
I broke the seal and read an offer
farmers' wool, tallow and sheep skins,
agreeing to pay twenty thousand pounds
to me of the school at SeaclitYe, a pleasare grouped along the jetties and form a
within
ten
additional
from
Jan.
j
years
ant nook upon our broad seaboard, statvillage1 by themselves.
located.
1852.
The peninsula was named Lafonia,
ing,
among other things, that hoard and
scheme
and
the
first
drew
Besides
several
and
attention
public
public piers
Tl
n ap.
private
which includes more than
*14 per month would be allowed.
It was
tw-i
i;* ndred islands, lies about three jetties there is a government pier fronting ! to the natural advantages of flic archipelto be an autumn term, and fourteen dolthe
whose
location
be
In
1851
a
in
was
formed
dock-yards,
may
company
Irund: ! utile.-due east ft un tlm Atlantic
lars per month fora ‘‘new beginner*1 at
j ago.
known by the hoisting of the British Hag London and incorporated by royal elmr*•:
t he st rails oI Magellan, hut in
I
teaching was not so despicable a sum per
on tht* arrival of a ship, and also by its ! ter,
“Falkland
Island
present
(the
slieep- month
udei
eaeli them from the Straits, or'j
before the war as the higher rates
1
11 -m way. one must voyage a ! guard-house, work-shops, etc., within the | Farming Company), for the purpose of
i«»
of to-day would seem to make it bv con-a me enclosure: and behind the dock-yard
tinning to greater account the herds of trast. I
hi
d miles further, around the southhad wanted and was wanting to
I is ;m immense reservoir for supplying wild cat tie that roam the Islands, and the
ei 11
oi
tin
outer
lnislands.
llentity

The
possesses.
houses, wherein

subject
well posted

gotten the
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plunderconstant
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readi-

nt's notice when-

schooner is sighted with
broken masts and other evidence of a losing conflict with Cape Horn gales, with
offers of assistance mu from motives of
unmixed
philanthropy, but for a good
round rate of coin pensation. which generally completes the ruin of the victims by
wrecking them financially.
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HISTORIAN'S

AN

Readers

VIEW
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'I HE

Say.
I.ik'AI,

NEWS-

distinguished t anadian author says, in
private letter to the editor of the Journal
"The change in the form of the Journal is in
A

1 do not
every way favorable to the reader.
think that anywhere in America can we find
a paper equal to the Journal as a gatherer "f
local news.
If we had had papers of this
class in the early times of Canada and the
I nited States, historian* would he
saved
much trouble now-a-days in collect ina; materials for local histories.
1 have now before me an old copy of the (pleher < iazctte-

and dress

molasses.

hardware, etcetera.
\mong several inns of the good old Eng
1 i s 11 style bar-maids and all—are tin*
tin*
‘•Stanley Anns." the “lied Hull.
(r 1 obe

Tavern*' and tin* ••Host- Hotel.
the most pronounced e\idenees of
Hritish loyalty is encountered the moment

One of

more

than

a

century old —and yet it has not

went out to Tillson Hill, where the 4th
Maine Regt. camped and drilled before it
left the State last .hint*.
There were few
vestiges lift of its sojourn here. Many
in that regiment were old schoolmates and
friends. Now they are far away on south: ern
soil defending the flag we all love so
well.
Some have
fallen by bullets at
Bull Bun: others by disease: some disabled by wounds or sickness.
How many
try my hand at teaching, and had attaino| that gallant hand will survive the war
ed that ]*roliciciic\ in hook learning that I
no one can tell.
The old steamer Pioneer then plied behoped would pass me safely through the
dread ordeal to the young teacher of t he tween Boeklaml and Maehias. and with
favorable
weather and tide could make
school committee's examination, and give
the trip nearly as quick as a coaster with
me that prized document. ”a ccrtilieate."
a good wind.
We went on board her that
stating that the recipient had been duly night and had a sound night's sleep in her
At s o'clock the next mornexamined in reading, spelling, writing, quiet cabin.
she east off and let the
arithmetic, grammar and geography, and ing all being ready
wharf go adrift and steamed out of the
found duly
to
teach
these
qualified
harbor on her course for the eastern trip.
branches and others usually taught in our Our wav to Deer Islands led across the
I
common schools,
and especially in the lower part of the bay and is a fine sail.
find in my note book some lines penciled
-term of Dist. \o.
and that he
then running:
possesses a good moral character.
Pair, lovely hav. I stand to-day
I sat for a time musing over the propoUpon the high bluffed shore,
And gazing o’er the broad expanse
sition.
1
Could
pass the dread ordeal
My fancies widely soar.
of the committee's searching questions?
Thy far off skies a drapery lies
Could I successfully pass the, perhaps, 1
Muffling thy distant farm,
While lovely as a sea of glass
merciless examination of a strange hoard?
Bests now th\ bosom calm
Then again having passed could 1 sustain
B. Lock in-: ad.
myself as a teacher? Tims turning it
over in
my mind and looking at it from
—

the

one

ope!
I

or.
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s! in. notwithstanding its
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Wolf

past

loftyliglit-
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dashes tifty feet

surf

traverse

Fort

Williams,

in
a

have

many
when foreign

taken place
powers were
contending for possession of the islands:
or was it really in
memory of Alfred the
Hreaf.* The mystery remained unsolved

whole

community—everybody

liimseli

s.

herself in it, wit bin j-eriain l::.iiAs

old newspaper man
of the great labor and

i

eonr-a-.

know

an

HEAR!
HEAR!
HEAR!!!

I S

ties of Individual Members” was read bv
J. W. Greene of Bangor.
An interesting
discussion followed.
At the afternoon
session President Fernald of the Maine
State College spoke on “Educational Features of Institute Work." The board dual-

here

of
Man rial

It

In lli«- I.alosi

Joseph

Williamson, of Ihdfast, gave an account of the historical materials used by
the historian. William I). Williamson.
When <c>\. Williamson died his 151»1 ar\
fell into vandal hands and much «>f ii has
been lost,
(areful sea veil for many \ears
on the part of Judge Williamson,
however. lias resulted in the recovery <>f some
of
value.
(b»v. Williamson
liajicrs
great
in the preparation of his history sent out
circulars to each town asking a series nf
questions, the answers to which, given hy
intelligent men, form an almost priceless
synopsis of the history ot the Mate. (>t
these 108 have been rescued,
(biv. Williamson seems to have engaged in the latter years of his life in the compilation of
an encyclopaedia of the
biography of the
State, for in the collection are «>x sketches
of prominent people, mostly lawyers. ol>viously sent in in res])onse to a request
from Air. Williamson.
At a previous
meeting Judge Williamson presented a
series of sketches of 101 early ministers of
the State which were probably intended
to he part of the same volume.
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n>ad Iliitln rward.

The birds

skill and
enabled

We

governim-ni.

ingenuity
to

m.! row

serts

eral

of Peru.

ships,

In the foreground are sevon sand bars, dis-

stuck fast

•mantled and

slowly decaying.

liice English and (ierman vessels

t

ing

wool,

Two
arc

or

tak-

tallow and

And

Davis,

now

for

a

bit of

history.

who sailed with Cavendish

John
on

his

second voyage, but soon separated from
hini, discovered this archipelago in the

sheepskins, the year 1592. Six years later, Sebald de
cargoes being brought along side in huge, Wert, a Dutchman,
happened to sail this
dd-fashioned freight-lmlks.
Crafts of way, and bestowed his own musical
cogmm

•>

sorts float French. Argcntian and
liili.m flags: but, search as you may, no
-tar> and
stripes can be seen, for I'ncle
various

1

s':,nnu l

s

banner is

almost

unknow

n

in

nomen

they

distinguished citizen of Maine as ‘the best
country paper in the United States.’

upon the islands: and to this day
marked on Dutch charts as “Se-

are

bald Islands.”

In 1G90 Captain strong
sailed between the two largest islands and

WELCOME AS A

LETTER FROM

HOME.

A Journal subscriber writes from Texas:
It has
"1 have always liked the Journal.
for years been a source of home news for
me which has been very gratifying.
It has
followed me from Maine to West Point, to
Montana, to Kansas, to Orono, Me., and to
.Texas. Its weekly appearance is always
as much as a letter from home.
I welcomed,
I believe that in its new form the Journal
will prove still more valuable as a local

locality. A few ‘’tenders" are fuss- named tin' passage “Falkland Sound.” in newspaper.”
IAOKS NOT CARE FOR ( HKiiMnS,
big about, and the little brig owned by honor of Viscount Falkland: and from
A Montana subscriber in making a remitt he sheep farmers of the various islands,
that circumstance the group took the
tance adds the folh •wing postscript:
and used by them to bring their
produce ! name it now bears. In 170:! the French
N. 1». If there is a sewing machine, thresh1 o .Stanley, w hence it is
shipped to Europe, took possession of the islands and named ing machine nr saw mill
goes with this sub*s departing
on
its usual errand.
never m.nd sending them, as (
The them ■’Isles Malouines.”
scription.
The following
just wish to get the tews from a land I left
Southern side of the harbor is outlined
by years Mens, de Bougainville established a thirty-three years ago—and 1 remember tina range ol low hills, covered with
peat and colony of his countrymen on Berkley old Journal well.
t ais

brown grass: and in front is
Stanley, seated on another slope almost too low to he
called a hill, its grayish bouses
dis-

hardly
back-ground of gray
iifortunatety for cheer-

cernible against a
rock> and sand.
T
fulness. the most conspicuous object in
t lie landscape is a

cemetery, disproportionately large compared to the little town,
lying directly opposite the landing and
filled with

forest of black and white
wooden crosses.
This being a free port,
a

escape many of the formalities that
prevail in other places, and get ashore in
" hat set ms an
incredibly short time after

we

Spanish-American experiences. The
town, which contains about 7(10 inhabit-

our

ants. consists

principally of two macadamized streets, each a mile
long, running
parallel with the harbor. The houses are
of wood, or undressed stone,
mostly of
story and none more than two, all
with roots of galvanized iron.
The better

one

residences front the water, and the narrow street behind them is
occupied by sealtishers and their families, dock

hands,

freighters,

and others not far up the social scale.
Every house of any pretensions lias its little
conservatory in front
and green-houses in the
rear, because
neither fruits, flowers nor
vegetables can
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session: after which an English colony
established at Port Egmont on West

was

My reply is,

like

like the old better, as by it I
the old Republican Journal.
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READABLE

the new,

rec
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MATTER.

“Belfast hoy writes from New York city :
I have just received a copy of last week’s
issue of the Journal, and not only was I
A

by

as we

stood

looking'

1 \ \MTM:

10

^*1,.

Cent store.

ills s[,,( K
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Organs, Music,

M

furnish anything wanted in the musi,
fr 'in .i .lew's Unn> to a ( httrch (*; gan, .r
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PLACE.

-HAVE YOU A-

Piano
If

so

or

have the expert

Organ ?

tunei

from the factor

now located in this city, who takes the entire
of them by the year. All work WAliltAN I

-T11K C KLE BR ATE!)-

Marshall & Wendell Pi
will be

w

in Reltastas soon asarrangene
for store can be made.
Leave you orders now for timing,

GEO. T. READ,

seen

BOX

to

801.

be

BELF4S1

Let

At City Point, Belfast, Maine.

:

THK store, store hoi|-e> and w harv.
f.
1
occupied by >.\ Ml'KI. oj’is
( n.
lCion is suitable fora countr\ store, for shi
pm
produce by rail or water, and fora manuiai -t.
msincss. The works of the (.ranite < output
oin the ptemises.
Also a dwelling house ai
L'dnt, with about.
acres oi
hm-i
|- \.
spring water piped to the house, impure

LOOK

I\

VT

LOCKE’S

of the boat ami

listening to the plashing I
her great wheels, the thrashing of her
mighty engine and the dip and return of |

|

AGENT

New Jewelry Store,

FOR

National Bank

premiseB,
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T P

-ALSO AGENT FOR-

course, reader, you have been to camp- j
meeting, or your opportunities and education have been sadly neglected. Did you

pper

I»t

^NEW * .MANAGEMENT

FOB SALE.

AERMOTORS,

CTl$, t

CROSBY INN.
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or of

Building.

15HI .F AST.

GUmMi & Hartford Cycles.
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7

of

the great walking J>eam above the
upper

ROOMS,

llit>li

5 and

,

Mr. H. E. Marshall,

them, watching the white, foamy wake |

!

(»ood terms to parties
<h*sirin<j peril,
winter hoard.

lent

real estate
Bridge street, in Belfast
as arranged
for pumping and power purposes,
Heli'ast, Jan. 1. 1S‘J2. 1
known as the W.I.I.1AM o. ALDKN property, |
the bor- ! adapted for all light work requiring from two to consisting of tiie targe two store
house, with ell
six horse power; also for water
for
resiand Irani, with good orchard and' garden grounds
ders swapping horses? Some might have dences, farms and villages, (’allsupply
and'see testi- This property is well located and in
j
goodcondi- i
monials and get estimates.
been taking solar or lunar observations ;
tiou for a boarding house, and will be sold at a 1
reasonable figure. It desired, onedial the pur
Prosthetic unci Oporatii1
IJP"Don’t Forget the Place.
chase money can remain on mortgage a reasonable 1
through an instrument resembling a junk
time. For terms, appK to
bottle. A touch at the wharf, a rush of
ROBERT F. «*r \VM. O. AI.DEN, Portland, :
or at Bplfast Savings Bank.
passengers out an 1 another rush in, and
Illls Building, High St
opposite court M<<
Belfast, June 15,1S91 —25tf
Bel last, Maine.
Remember the Northaway we steamed.
44
March 14, 1MI1
tf] |
Me.
port of :)0 years ago was not the Nort h- j

mind that count

*r

gathering

on

THE

on

Then Spain determined to take ; gratified at receiving a home paper and
all the news from “Down East,"
a hand in this national
In learning
game of grab.
hut I was also pleased to notice the hand1770 a Spanish armament compelled the
some appearance
of the Journal and its
British colonists to surrender, and with
wealth of readable matter."
much pomp and ceremony rechristened
Walford, a novel by Ellen Gluey Kirk, port of to-day. Few permanent
the islands “Las Malvinas,” which name
buildings
author of “The
of Margaret Kent/’
then existed and tin* wharf was but an ;
they still bear on Spanish maps. There- etc., is publishedStory
by Houghton, Mifflin <fc
upon war was imminent between Eng- < o., Boston, in the Riverside Paper Series. apology to the present one.
The grove
land and Spain; but after ten years of Price r»0 cents. The disappearance of a the hills, the rocks, the ravines, the posthe search for her, a labor strike, sibilities were
there, but where was Temwrangling the latter government yielded child,
and a clearing up of the mystery give Mrs.
the country to (treat Britain by conven- Kirk
the materials for a story of great in- ple Heights?
tion.
On sped the boat past
Then for nearly half a century the terest.
She tells it admirably well, she
Dickey's Mutt,
islands remained unoccupied and unno- brings before us characters of great varie- Saturday Cove. Lincolnvilh*. and rounded
and some of exquisite beauty, and the
ticed; till in 1820 the South American Re- ty
Negro Island in Camden Harbor. Here
story is one to be read eagerly and long
public of Buenos Ayres, (since merged remembered.
Meguntieook and Mt. Hattie rose in bristinto the Argentine Republic), took posling heights, wild, rough, romantic—the
‘‘Winter Smelt Fishing" by Clayton J..
session of the group and formed another
grandest elevations on Penobscot Bay.
in
for
is
a
Outing
February,
settlement at Port St. Louis where the Kinsley,
What a grand opportunity for
governwritten
of
pleasantly
description
fishing
French had been.
Affairs went on swimthrough the ice for the palatable silvery ment to create another Gibraltar which
mingly for eleven years; and then one day little smelt.
with modern guns would sweep the entire
Falkland.

#

Pianos

good bye.

and the shores slid

NEW

\!\>

scenes on

clasp,

See

PITCHL

HIS

JVo.

arrived,

LIKES THE OLD HEAIWNO BEST.
deck.
Sound, a little north of Port Stanley, at a
North port Camp Ground, with its green
place which he named St. lands: and to ! A. T. ('. Dodge, Esq., writes from Washthis day all French maps •■all the archi- ington, I>. (\: Lii your issue of Jan. ‘Jlst, grove, white tents and proverbial throng.
you ask “how do you like the new head *»f The
of
pelago Isles Malouinis. But hardly were the Journal V"
camp meeting was in session.
I

the French colonists settled in their new
homes when England claimed the
group
on the ground of
prior discovery, and
sent out Commodore Byron to take
pos-

S

£,

boat wharves. A signal, a
ami tin*steamer is
swinging away for her course. The wharf,
the houses, tin crowd, the city, drew away
at

and

N

a**

coming gallantly up around the monument and making her wharf.
We were
soon on board and the
freight was being
merrily bustled off and on by the deck
bands. The rattling and humming trucks,
the moving throng, the hiss of
escaping
steam,
the arrival and departure of
hacks, carriages and wagons, are all faband
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1

A New Business for Belfast.
Tin*:

INVALUABLE

-N

oeoan

good

sy

••

ilom* wi;!i
bay tilled w itli tiny grass cov- until we reached the hotel and asked the i
HARNESSES of ail grades in stock Remember
:
I make to order Harnesttes from SIR to $60.
uren
.-lands,
suddenly we turn to the landlord; and what was our Yankee dislet- between two sharp headlands, and gust. when that worthy individual of misA GOOD HARNESS FOR $11.
WHIPS, HALTERS and ev^ry tilin'; i:i that ‘inf,
steam through a straight and narroyy ford
placed h’s, explained, with solemn air beblocks and the fine city residences were
A Washington, 1>. C., friend writes:
‘‘I
F. A. ROBBINS,
into the celebrated harbor, yvhich is three fitting the occasion, that Prince h'Alfred.
congratulate you on the appearance of the in large contrast with tin1 buildings of our
At
311lie- long by half a mile yvide and lias an a real live scion of English royalty, had Journal in its new
the
Wadlin
37 Main Street, Belfast.
Store,
town.
“God made the
form—eight pages. It quiet country
average deptli of thirty feet. So far the viewy once planted his h* august foot, (and prob- certainly lias a metropolitan air about it, country and man the town” ; one is necis not ]>re])ossessing.
N'o trace of verd- ably both his feet), somewhere near that and every indication that it is, and will he,
essary to the other, and all trades and
ure is in
sight, and the main land, heaped very spot, on the occasion of his visit in conducted on such a plane as to entitle it to honest callings are necessary to the welthe well deserved compliment paid it by a
yvitli drift-sand, looks lifeless as the de- 1874.
fare of both.

long,

Ituilihng, High

BELFAST

PinkhanYs private letters from ladies in all parts of tiie world
day, an 1 iruiy 11:.> >!!.' he- n A mot her
<••;. In
in •!:*-;■• e\tivmiiy. anfind both a li<ip«T ami a friend.
< orr<--p< ”!,! e ■: t s wdl »•«*..•«• i ve
jo-*-nipt an.!
eon-orient ions answer-, and t he sympat hy of ;i mot lier.

sing-

admired
man
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0 per ilm

Lydia

ing their early 'ongs along the way and
the dew lay heavily <u the era*sy lields
and pastures.
T hu eariy autumn in quiet

the
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average one hundred per
to tlie rare.
Suffering women

left home

were
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dear to our Youthful heart, and in company with a M i cm I who was to drive us to
the steamboat 'wbarf set out over the

tor

Latest Novelties in the Market

•••

were

we

was

Overcoats,

TROUSERS

S<>v. “Mother, do yon ne\->v w, ;Jyv with all your
-**:.--m-•»
w ■?”
Lydia Pinkham.
u.
X<>. my
]• -i *t-r!
mg
me tiie joy that a motlcr f.•* L. u
i.mgi: r ■•
her neck :md eric-. -Oh, mother.
me:’
The women of the \\
are my <.augiiters, dear.”
Son.
Yes. mother, and they love you.”
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we
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sen DIM.

W. Is.

And

length preparations
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patronage We ha%

Fine Line of Woolen*.

Xi.it M■ morial

nl wliat was ahead.
l)id va»u ever
discuss that old question at the haeUiii>. "Ih solved. That anticipation gives

at

our

regular price of

help

realization."

We

After which ilule l shall take

palioii

tice?

We ask you foi

—

wanes.

than

-»,

GUARANTEE A PERFECT FIT

At the meeting of the Maine Historical
at i’ortland on January 21st. Jlon.

Society

UjNTTir.

with feelings of sadness that I made
arrangements to part for a time with I he
old home friends, and va t joy at the ant ici-

pleasure

can

we are

$3.00 per Doz.

was

more

blush tliat

a

twenty years experience.

for Maine History.

fhe stage instead of the ears was the conveyance. and a tri-weekly lean mail bag
the older oi the service.
How things
have changed ih mail hags as well as
teacher"s

ithout

u

«.ent

PRACTICAL TAILORS

ly adjourned Thursday.
Valuable

FI II 31

T1IE

MR. O’REILLY has bought Mr.
interest in the tailoring business.
We

go: and by return mail, after
sleeping upon it and finding my resolution strengthened, returned an acceptance.
Mails then were not daily at our town,

his pathway
and build these grem structures t<> outsomeihing
care entailed in bringing out sin
a pain-r.
ride its storms and hear him and his
I congratulate tin* Journal and its readers
to far distant climes,
fostering commerce
on this new epoch in its \t-ry creditable hisand linking country with country.
The
tory.”
public buildings, the stately business
"THE BIST COI XTKV PAPER IN THE E. S."
tat

j

in

ions of

should

Agriculture.

Agriculture met at
Augusta Jan. 20 for its annual meeting.
The following new members qualified: T.
B. Hunter, Franklin county, three years;
J. B. Low, Kennebec, to fill the unexpired term of H. O. Nickerson, one year; A.
W. Gilman, Piscataquis county, three
years; F. M. Thompson, Washington county, to iill the unexpired term of E. A.
Moore; J. \V. Greene, Penobscot, three
years; J. G. Porter, Houlton, three years;
O. Gardner, Rockland, three years.
B.
F. Briggs, of Auburn, was elected presiden; F. S. Adams, Bowdoinliam, vice
president; G. M. Twitchell, messenger.
At Thursday morning’s session B. W. MrKeen of Fryeburg was unanimously elected secretary.
A paper on “Responsibili-

to

■

many

of

The State Board of

CABINET

m

in

Board

various sides 1 felt a courage and trust
and confidence springing up within me to
grapple with it. young and inexperienced
as 1 then was. urging me
to try.
So 1

steps on shore, where, at the end of a more than three or hair original items of
at. yvbieii last year bore live apjolty stands a brick and stone monument local interest. It is all obi.mil notices and a
beauty was >miliiK in its 1Tefchiic>s. li
wit.Ii a tablet upon it. bearing only the page or so of extracts. 1 am quite sun ilu
neatly a- large as a walnut.
Journal does not overlook anything in the was a be iutiiu 1 rioe. with agreeable comHarbor i- me ot' the most com- mysterious legend “'Alfred. iMth Eeb..
district where ii is published. No unc is panionship.
W-- arrived ai the w hart' and
At least it appeared mysterious
id-h*eke<i in the world, having 1*74.
forgot 1 eti, a l i \'e or dead. Cm n\ j, a is y i. j bad sone time to look over the
>igbts of
to
and excited our curiosity to the
us.
vg b.ardl\ upo jeet across.
necessary to perform ae1 s •!' naiioua!
“Hi
<oiinti\ town.
T’iii shipyards were
into it w e must r mud < ape Pern- highest pitch, for we naturally supposed to hi- m-1 iced every thing of local «urr« nee
places of bu.sy imiusirv. In one was a
iat. arid peninsula, whose out- it to mark the grave of miiiic hero who is sun lobe recorded. So it should «•.
\
line ship.
In another a gunboat i>11 iIdinu
local newspaper should
:i mirmr of ihe
fell in one of the
suel-hars have wrecked
a
battles that
ii

Maine

sharpen up wonderfully a generally sharp
appetite. With a leisure half day before
j us we proceeded to invest it in exploration
j and sight seeing. So we went over the
I city, looking at whatever attracted the attention most.
Among other places we

how have yon found it. my readei. in prac-

PAPER

for

actually

telling

harbor in

number

as

Here nobody
pleasure-seekers do in

decidedly English expression

Stanley

her island: and hints that lie refrained

from

Stanley

Cape

is the rescuing of wrecked
vessels and their crews.
\ot that there
is any regular life-saving service, main-

thin,

!

done to vessels that round

employment

seen slice]*, whole droves
granted that evt rybody understands tin
picked up bodily by a gentle word l" mean a depot for all manner of
F,iklaed zephyr and transported to ;tn- commodities, from hams to hair switches,

be ha-

at the

workshops

and

and remain for repairs.
A novel industry
in which many Falkland Islanders find

Even the Boss

afternoons all the “quality" of this little
world may he seen walking briskly up and

1

bill Hriion. dc-

A

of

establish-

than in any other part of the world.
The
average number of vessels that enter

the iaslii'Mialile resorts of oilier countries,
the weather is always s<» chilly that
active exercise is necessary.

been in these

arcs

stores

the

the
this

ly

for

t idling

to

The

necessitated

wen*

over

house and at the

except when at rare intervals the
weather is mild enough to permit a stroll

slowly

sand

d-h glass and feel a sharp, cuttant land-breeze, like that exin
the
Noith on blustering

places all
development

-hut it is the colo-

Warning tyvo thousand feet that
down the long, dull street.
the largest island.
Funning close

i"

operations

n

in various

on

Avenue, the Begont Street. 1 lie Champs
Elysses ot the Falklands. and on bright tained by individuals

seen of them
the snowy tops of a range of bills.
•he big!'• si in
the archipelago, though

■toss

for

while their

Stanley,

grazing and boiling dow

j

always available to promenaders. for at high tide the
spray sometimes
dashes over it: nevertheless it is the Fifth

the southwest the first to be

a

the

established at

were

Boad is not

ure

1

in fact

! upon the breezy hill-top.

re-

melancholy waste." that

j

one.

across.
•s<»

boast,

nists'

miles

two

Lafone's

8100,000. and the Company's headquarters

defended by several nine(
The only good road the colony 1

casa arc

other

indented by a sound on each side as to almost make two islands of it. the intervenisthmus being less than

Gov-

Mr.

mentioning in all the islands, since the J seat of colonial government, and now
farmers prefer to travel on horse-hack or ships can be repaired and provided at
by sea—is that running parallel with the ; Stanley at less cost and in much better
harbor in front of the first row of houses,
shape than at any other South American
and is known as “Boss Hoad."
It is port, a matter of great importance, conbarely two miles long, hounded at one sidering that much more injury is annual-

and the entire group is remarkalde for its
innumerable bays, harbors cud inlets.
so

English

1

near

a
distant cottage of gray
and both the barracks and the Gov-

pounders.
can

The

ma-

of sheep ranges.
was
interest
purchased

extent

enormous

<

occupies

ernor's

Falkland,

is

tin1 centre of the town.

! stone:

-izes. from sixteen miles long by eight or
ten miles wide, to mere dots in the ocean;

example,

The bar-

occupied by a company of
a rather imposing structure

eruor

East j

which varies in width from three to eighteen mile.-.
The other islands are of all

East Falkland, do

the shipping.

rines. is

Id broad, the latter about
separated from one anoth-

named

to

water

racks,

of

Falkland- tin* former

sound, also

.•

seat

the eastern

n

s

-lands. named

w

the

Stanley,

_"\e:nim nt

'fresh

Penobscot Bay and make it very unsafe
and unhealthy for a foreign foe to harbor
here, as they did in our wars with England.
What a splendid bay is this same
Penobscot of ours.
“Passengers will please select their baggage for Rockland,” issuing from the bell
boy, following a ringle, tingle, tingle of
his bell, means us, so we select and assemble ourself together ready to go asliore
in a mass.
Here we are, Lime Hock City.
Everybody seems anxous to abut on the
salt water, so the city is “all long and
no wide” like,
with great smoky kilns
wherein the rock is roasted into quick
lime for the markets of the world.
The
Rockland of to-day is a much larger and
a much improved place, and its future is
before it to occupy upon. Dinner refreshed us very much, as the early breakfast,
long ride and sea air had all conspired to

DENTISTRY,

GEO. T
Main St.,

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.

READ,
Belfast,

—

Spencer & Jones,

»

TUTT’S

'

Practicai
[Tm Lower Pils!

as an anti-bilious an<l ar^-roalarial
remedy are ivonderful their effects
Pin freeing the systei* °f biliousness\
and malaria. No e»ol,ving *u

k

I

Malarini

Regions

{

trj/nout them. Their use
‘‘bills and fever,
prevents at/ac*iS
g
colic, and gives (
Idumbajr*® bilious to
resist all the
the svsteis strength
k evils of a* unhealthy ami impure at-j
P mosplie’** Elegantly sugar-coated. I
Price, ?ic* Office, 391’ark Place, N, Y«
should bo

Sail

Undsrtaksrs.

ui

LORD,

maker.

I maker of tents,

awnings, carpet*, etc
milding on swan N SibU-\ to.’swhart i«.’i
erupted by (.apt. Geo. T i >sborn.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

s.\ r:>t

\<

t ion

,,i

Belfast, Sejt. *24, 18<U.-—39tf

a. l.

k

Iyr30

N S.

Koom

parsons,

m. i»„

4, Masonic Temple,

;

OFFIUK HOikS—7.30 to 10 A. H„ t to 4 „„d 7 to
*

Ntght nails
rose rim.

must

H P. H.
t,e left at Mrs

Ftel.fs, Pritn°4tf

I

or

Dr

fiy mull on receipt of price’
J.F.True & Co., Auburn, Me
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The Improvement of Belfast
SURVEY

AND
U.

Harbor.

RECOMMENDATIONS
S.
ENGINEERS.

GEORGE W. BURKETTS

OF THE

veryboily recognizes the necessity for
hiring and improving Belfast harbor, but
Miblic is not fully informed as to the renendations of the U. S. Engineer dehlent. When it is understood that the
ik done last season in a single locality,
he benefit of an individual industry, is
a
part of the work contemplated, there
naturally be less dissatisfaction. Undate of Portland, Jan. 3, 1889, Col. J. A.
th reported to the Chief of Engineers:
i he city and harbor of Belfast are so well
wn that a description seems superfluous,
last is a port of entry, located upon the
iheastern part of Penobscot Bay. A large
!

4-GREAT

>

CLEARANCE

*

surrounding country is dependns a receiving and
shipping

upon Belfast

Do not

rferring to an earlier report, lie says that
\umination made ]>«•<•. 1*J. 1888, brought
>ome points w hich had not before been

skip

line.

a

It will pay

PATRONS.

readers to scan closely every item. To make business lively and to reduce this
mammoth stock before
we have determined to submit
prices to the public that ought to make our store a perfect beehive of

our

taking an inventory of the same,

ned : and continues :
commercial statisries of Belfast liarwhich wen- included in my last annual

SALE k

*

A PERFECT HARVEST OF BARGAINS FOR OUR

■

of the

ANNUAL

*

activity.

<

siifiieieiit
of tin- ji|;n

t. are
ine.'

t«•
.■

LOOK AT THE LIST AND JUDGE

show tin* general inland to justify a state-

FOR YOURSELF.

that the harbor i- worthy of imprnve-

l tiled St a' -S
of tin l’.ostnii line nf steamer111a 1 1 he si earners had great
itlfy in landing ai low water, and he
se\
O.l out
a 1
| hire- W iiefe tin depth
iter
apparently les- than formerly.
a gel t o| tin
N \\ \
k -leaillei'S gave
a 1
tin
anit format mu,
and
;gk it .lid in t in ad re-p. t- eonforin to
'eell told "It
I had
former leea-ioti.
n
1 wamvitne.l diet s.
further i n imeats an
m-o >s;u
in tin inten d <>|
mat ii -it and n'liini.-r. e.
i<\

In

I

m

ag.
"nit.i

me

<

TUMBLE THE PRICES.

e

BLEACHED
4.000 Yards Nice Cotton,

<

GEO. W. BURKETT

■

■

<

an

h\

hides

n

•<

'amending

that

COTTONS.

I

2.000 Yards Nice Brown

a

made sutiieiently in
to imli.-ate all t h.- r. .;uirements. the
xaminaturns of the hary to include
of the bottom. 1Lis n'commendations
nppfov, d. and in Sept, issp, Mr. A. C.
S. assistant engineer, made a eomi. I

Ladies & Misses Rarments.

worth 10c., for 6 l-4c.

Cottons,

only

6c. per

$2,000 worth of Garments

yard.

we

shall close

at an

immense sacrifice

the harhor he

ol

Will offer

JACKETS, prices

as

Plush Jackets that sold for

sniwey ol Belfast

ol tides above mean low
Tin* depth in tin channel
;gh wafer, would therefore he *J4.7 feet,
in the other an a tin* high-water depth
.1 In
7 feet and 17.7 feet respectively.
so depths will greatly increase t lie faeilf.
Imsiness at Belfast, and 1 believe
will 1m* sufficient.

1 ?

o

liOTH.

«

ASSIST AM

Will sell

New Jackets that sold from $12.00

KXUINKKK.

Plush Jackets, Wool Jackets, &c.

27.00

8.000 Yards Best Quality Prints,
only £c., worth 7c. per yard.
16.00
17.00 ! 6,000 Yards Serge and Challie Prints,
only 7c., sold for 8c.

DRESS

11.00

Case Curtain Scrims,

1

only

now vour

GOODS.

All the remnants of Nice Dress Goods in stock have been

SCRIM.

ured and

4c. per

placed

upon

our counters

meas-

and will be closed at

sold at 8c.

yard,

ONE-HALF VALUE.

Wool Jackets that sold from $6.00 to $14.00.

.low'lllg is tin- report »f T11« engineer who

li@“This holds good with every

choice at $1.50.

TURKEY RED TABLIM

to $20.00.

our

remnant in every

department of

store.

Will sell from $6.00 to $10.00.

tile survev :
survey Was commenced Sept. IS and
pi.'It'd Sepl. js. ISS'l. A lmillher of the
uigulatioii pnn.ts of a former survey of
Iiarb.tr. made l>\ me in 1X75. having smee
a ohliheratvd,
it was necessary to esiab••

some new

“

PRINTS.

$19.00

LOW SHOULDERED JACKETS.

ill of X feet.
he mean rise
i7 feet.

A.

“

27.00
18.00

oved by dredging.
otuparison of maps made at different
s indicates that no
perceptible tilling ocin the harbor, so tliat greater depths
tired by dreding will he retained for a
_r Time, if not permanently,
is proposed to dredge the central elianTo a depth ot 15 feet at mean low water,
■edge an area on the west side to a depth
loot, ami tin area on the east side to a

price, consisting of

:

..

material at tin* bottom of the harhor is
rally soft, ami in no place where im•voments are proposed is it too hard t< ho

"KT <0

follows

$10.00 will sell at
“
18.70
28.00

harhor.
itlmiitting liis report to the Chief of EnCol. Smith said :

liydr.'graphic

in

this Great Clearance Sale 27 NEW PLUSH

during

40

Children’s Garments from 4 years

1

to 12 years old.

Case Remnant

yard.

Will sell from $1.50 to $5.00 each.

points.

old >taiioiis. \i/. \[1 (Pattersons
■'it
and D (near M. (ill veryA ship-yard)
ii were marked hy drill iioles in rock.
used as starting points, and a number
w
points w ere establish'd on both sides
1 lie
liar'tor
Smile small additions to
• I'v’es t.n tlie
w est side, and a new
wharf
iee-houses hinit oil tile east side, Ileal’ j
I li.Mtst Kivvr, ll;t\r been elilhod- I
month
ii
Ins >urv y.
I
map ol the surv ey. draw n to a s. ale
"hi (same seal.- as
map of survey of 1X75,)
•' Tew .til
submitted. Tile reference for !
1
dings sliovvu t»n this map is mean low
'AUa as I'
>i tv e\ of 1X75. and the’
u rise and tall of tides is '.'.7 feet.
''ii'pan>"ii "I the soundings show n on
map with ilehirmerly made, clearly
ati" t i 1 at HO peVi * p 1*1,.
changes of the
!n'*t III' li.u'-r Imvi' 1 A.
'I'li,
t I is o\. r
Ii* area in front ai.i
, |1(.
w hai l.
m and Bangor -t. ana
--d
lg 1ft at mean low vv at.-V,
q
tin upper >nd of said w liar I to Lane
: jo pi led at mean low water, have not
_n 1 materially. The shoal ground which
,i
..iitside or casterlv of the improved
was ii"!
dredged at that time, it being
ai<-<i. ..wing to tin* ver.v soft •haraeter
a.
?i:ateria 1 forming these shoals, that
This.
would wash away or level down.
i-r. has ’.mt been the ease, and the
.iiiig^ "I t-he t wo surveys on t hese shoals
From the
a a
practical sense identical
hat during an i literval of fourteen years
uateria! eiianges have taken place in
:ast 1 larhoi. the conclusion can safely be
that improvements lure made and
eled liliiv he eoiisidered permanent.
:inpiov emeiits which are recommendbelieved to fully subserve The needs
i.a\igation carried on in Belfast Harbor,
are. as follow s, v iz :
IM-edgiiig the main channel, marked
leading from deep water to the upper
'.or to a depth ol 15 feet at mean low vvaand a least width of ggO fed. the average
gi b being about g,(XX) feet.
Dredging the area marked *‘B" to ;t
;h of s feet at mean low water: area aver50 f* et in width and t)00 feet in length.
I h edging area marked “C‘ to a depth
feet at mean low water: this area aver7<H)feei in width ami 1,950 feet in length.
(»wmg t.o the general increase in tonnage
<i draught of coasting vessels, the depths

Tabling in

2 and 2 1-2

yards long, onlly

20c. per

KID

ALL PEERFECT.

GLOVES.

■

«

20

7 1-4, 7 1-2 and 8,

400 Yds. White Dormet Flannel, 4c. a
yard.

[

60 inch wide in 2 and 2 1-2

■

available

are

yard,

sold

yards long,
everywhere

ALL

yds

nice

Coupon Ribbons from

10 to

18c. per

Only
^WMNANTS

^Brussels

9c. per vard, sold from the

piece

la-v

I

GINGHAMS.

■

500 Yards BRUSSELS
ONLY 75p. PER

Nice Patterns for

Ginghams,

8c. per

growing

run

E<

fact

Now is the time to

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Rugs, and worth $1.27.

Spring Ginghams front

8c. to 12ic. per

Dozen

Fancy Handkerchiefs,

purchase

your

Spring Dresses

at

4 for 2Sc.

feq, <,f water

\ard.§14,004.80
Dredging area marked •B" to a
•lepth of 8 feet at mean low water will
"■quire the removal of 50,521 cubic
>arils, measured in scows, at 20 cents
per cubic yard. 10,104.20
to a
Dredging area marked
•lepth of 13 feet at mean low water
will require the removal of 111,0.00
• iibic
yards, measured in scows, at 20
ents per cubic yard. 22,333.80

Engineering

COLORED

Fur
FUR CAPES

12

Capes!
AT LESS

1

THAN COST.

NI3HT COWIT TWIIiS.

5,407.20

E'tal cost of improvements.§52,000.00
Sam T. Clover, a clever Western write!
■"ill humorist, contributes a bright artio
n “The Prairies and Coteaus of Dakof
1,1 the
February New England Maga?ie-

When Mrs. Grimes was washing her yu,1f>
®x"
'"'Peful, the other day, she sudden?ia* 1
lahned in a tone of despair, "O.,
son
'T«'c a Josliua, with iiower to maSertie
'land still!”

Only

As

8c.jer

yard,

corth 12 i_2c

Case

at

on

LOW PRICES.

Curtains, Portieres, Poles,

Gray

Blankets

BLANKETS.

only $1

per

pair,

sold at

$\.2$.

pecial Favor we ask as many of the trde as possible to
c,ne in the morning, as during this G£AT RUSH it is
impossible to wait upon our customers with the itten-tion

we

desire.——

1

Case Scarlet Underwear

only

7Sc.

DRAPERY line will be found in stock.

fLADiEs; ^ WOOL"»y-HOSlERYiMi
our

counters

Hose at 2?

THE CELEBRATED COMFORT CORSETS.
Marked down to $1.25 from $1.50.

lOO Yds. Linen
Crash
per

yard.

LlfSTEfST

in

magnificent quality of Wool
pair.

mark-downs that has

the city.
sure

a'id examine

our

ever

taken

stock.

Goods shown with
customers. We cannot
begin to enumerate in this space all the items that will
prove atractive. A visit to our store will
convince the skeptic that we
mean what we
say.

pleasure and every courtesy shown

TOWELS. GEO. W.
Towels

Elegant Knotted Fringe
only 12 1-2 and 25c.
each. Bought of a
large Bankrupt Stock.

a

cents a

,n tact
eye,y department of this Large stock will be placed
at the mercy of our patrons, and
we propose to reduce the
same
by one of the most effectual

place

100 Dozen

Block, Belfast.

in the

We shall place upon

only 5c.

Odi Fellows

everything-

Marked down from $\.2$.

ORDERS BY MAIL STRICTLY ATTENDED \

CEO. W. BURKET1,

And

fient’s All Wool Scarlet Underwear.

a

§40,502.80

expenses and contingencies.

Marked down from 12k-

Mopite, Brossels, Tapestries, Lowell, and Cottoe and
Wool Carpetings, Bogs, on cioMs, Art Spares,
i
hand

I

at

in front of the whar" makes an increase
the depth to 1:» feet at mean low water a
essit V.
KSTIMATF.D COST OF I.MvruVKM KNT.
Dredging ehaunel inarkei* “A’1
li'inii deep water to the upper harbor
-’■Jo f»-et wide and Id feet deep at
mean low water will require the removal of 70,324 cubic yards, measured in scows, at 20 (rents per cubic

per Skein.

$0 each.

m

1

Homespun Yarn at 8c.

Constantly

Dozen Cotton Flannel Skirts,

REDUCED

ver\*fr,.4u»-.ntly
pj

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK JUST RECEIVED.

-A NICE STOCK OF_

SKIRTS.

yd.

aground eaushig vexatious delays.
also that tlws area was not. wholly

over to

YC0TT0NT5HDERWEARi|ili

PRICES.

the time
former improvcmMits were made, and
als with only about 10 feet of water lie

edged

worth $1.

CARPETINGS.

YARD.

20

ire
of

•edrd.
I" laeilit.ii j||,. movements ol the stcainthe area n ,k«*d *(
should he dredged
1
longhont to ilt. |,]•,,j,,ised depth of 13 feet I
u mean low
wa,.r
The draught of jl(, neNV large steamers of
Boston and Ba,.r()1- lane Being greater
in formerly,
at low tides

pair,

yard.

GINGHAMS.
Cases Elegant New

100 lbs.

REMNANTS,

100

industry is raithe harbor, ami
east side
M
I11my veh,.|s jji'c loaded here annually.
tsed la;for the movements of ves,l ,lu
he very much
to
1place seem
ml
the

a

a

at 20c.

■

"'I

cents

OF-fe

2,000 Yards Nice

5

only 5o

Worth 27 to 57 cents per yard.

yard.

insufficient, and

inconvenience and frequent delays
aused therehv especially t.• the passen-teamers which run on tune.
The steamers of the following lines make
filings here at v arious hours : Bangor and
'ton Steamship Line. Bangor and Rockel Steamboat Line, Belfast, and (Jastine
amboat
Line, Bangor and Mt. Desert
'■‘auiboat
Line. Bangor and New York
Line.
auiship
This last steamer plies between Bangor
! New York.
carrying freight ami passenIt is a large iron propeller, making
landings at Lewis’ Wharf, in the upper
n of the harbor.
As by far the great.*—
t of all the large vessels eiit< rim* ,n<' haraIso load or discharge »«« the wharves ill
■•art of the harbor, a channel with ample
!,J and width must he considered a ne*-sit
'•
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Will open 2,000
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now

per
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water

Dozen Kid Gloves left, in Black and Colored, in sizes
6, 7,

Odd Fellows

our

BURKETT,
Blocls,

Belfast.

Blaine’!)

Ucpubltcan journal
Till RSPAY. FKBRl ARY

BELFAST.

>

Hon. James 6.

Installation and Banquet of Enterprise

Birthday.
Blaine

completed

his

|

Christian

prise Lodge,

Tarratine Tribe of Redmen will be publicwas a very enjoyable social event. The distinguished guests were ly installed Monday evening, the 8th, at Odd
Hon. Parker Spofford, of Bucksport, Past Fellows Hall. Waldo Lodge and ladies are
Albert specially invited.
to join Tlio Journal to-day in congratulat- j Grand Master Workman, and Judge
Will Carlton, the poet, author of Farm
G. Andrews, of Augusta, Grand Overseer of
<.'H AlIl.KS A. I'll.Slil UY
the
(i.
Blaine
[
upon
ing the Hon. James
the Grand Lodge, and inline of promotion | Ballads, etc., will lecture at Rockland, Feb.
RISSKI.E
I>YKR.Locxl Eiutok.
completion of his sixty-second year, and for the Grand
Mastership. The installation 11th, under the management of Canton Lain wishing for him long life and prostook place at Knights of Pythias Hall and ! fayette, Patriarchs Millitant, I. O. O. F.
Yii Ivx-Tea cheeks Protest.
perity.” It is not attempted to give a was conducted by Messrs. Spofford and AnHon. Charles F. Loring died at his home
'File initials appended to the communi- connected account of Mr. Blaine’s life, drews. At the close the members went to in
Melrose, Mass., Jan. 2t>th. He was Secation on ••Kducational Problems,’* pub- but glimpses are given of Mr. Blaine the Crosby Inn where their ladies and in- preme
Regent of the Royal Arcanum—the
lished on the seventh page, will be recog- at home and in Congress, with interesting vited guests were in waiting. The tables head of the order of this country—a member
nized as those of a veteran teacher, and stories of his first stump-speech, and first were handsomely laid and at nine o'clock of the Governor’s Council, and formerly
sat down to supper. The bill of fare
Commodore of tin- Massachusetts Yacht
one who writes from experience and constumping tour. Of the duties of his pres- eighty
consisted of oyster stew, cold sliced turkey, Club.
as
it
is
viction.
The subject is one that should ent position
Secretary of State
cold sliced bam, cold sliced tongue, salads,
There are about twenty-five secret socie"He has had to do with some of
interest everybody.
Indeed, nothing can said:
bread, pastry, tea, coffee and ice cream, ties in
Belfast, and consequently many dethe
and
to
be of more vital import
the welfare of
gravest questions of diplomacy
After supper Sheriff Wadsworth, who occuj
grees arc worked. No lodge in Belfast of
,i
community, or of the country, than the | statesmanship which have arisen in the pied the head of the table, rapped to order
any society confers the work so accurately
education and training of the young.
history of the country. He has been con- j for the speech-making.
i and so well as does the degree staff of eightThe first speaker was Mr. Spoil ord, who teen
Physical development, if not of the lirst fronted more than once with unlooked for
ladies in Aurora Rebekah Lodge. 1.0.
|
importance, is second only to mental emergencies which required prompt de- responded to the following sentiment: “The <). F. The ladies are surely ahead in secret
Ancient
order
of
Workmen.”
Mr.
United
work.
training in preparing for the battle of cision, and in his treat ment of such complisaid it is the oldest and largest of
life.
Put w hile thesi are generally recog- cations In’ lias shown a many-sidedness’of SpotTord
The new Odd Fellows’ ldoek at Hartland
in
this
and
the fraternal societies
country,
nized truths it is sometimes hard to put equipment and a fertility of resource which
will he ready for occupancy in the ei.ursi* of
spoke of its wonderful growth. The order
them to practical use.
In the smaller makes the correspondence of theStitte De- had its
I a lVw weeks. It is three stories high, and
;
origin in Pennsylvania twenty-four
oimtrx schools it is of course impossible
partment during these three years note- i years ago, and now numbers 2(!.">,00u mem- TS feet wide by so in length. Tin* third «*1 *«>r
will be used entirely by the Odd Fellows,
to provide
tin diversified employments worthy far beyond most periods.”
bers, a vast number handed together in the
while upon the second there is a tine pubiie
tor
mind
and body so readily supJ golden chain of Hope, Charity and Pi* t.
Tin* Ilili-Cleveland rivalry has assumed turn. The
speaker next touched upon the ball, with a stage -0 \ IS, equipped with a
plied in the larger plaees. Put. if not
the form of open hostilities within the great growth of the Grand
Lodge of Mas>a- full set of scenery bought in Chicago, while
here, there has heel) great progress elseami in the party newspapers.
The i ehusetts, which embraces all the New Eng- the seating capacity of tin* hall, including
party,
where in the direction indicated by our
practical results have thus far been with land states. It was instituted thirteen years ; galleries, will easily be Tab. The finish is in
orrespondeiit. The kindergarten has be;
Hill, who has plainly shown his control of •ago and now numbers over 20,000 members. white wood and will In* very handsome.
ome a part of the public school
system,
There will he lab opera chairs on tlu* Ho..;tin* National Democratic committee, as Mr. Spotford gave a sketch of the government
the manual school also, and cooking lesand galleries directly in front of tin* stage,
of the order, which lie likened to the govwell as of the New York State committee.
sons have their place.
The colleges have
settees being used on the sides. This new
ernment- of our country. The lodges compare
I'he National and State conventions will
to the town and cities, the Grand Lodge to
building will be opened tin* first week in
gymnasiums.foot ball and base ball teams,
! he held at the time and place that suit
March with a good three-days fair, which
and rowing clubs.
Indeed, it is somethe State legislature and the Supreme Lodge
1
The results of the newspaper
times declared that our collegians devote him best.
to the Congress of the United States.
Allud- will undoubtedly be made the biggest thing
too much time to athletics.
A burnt cork ; warfare remain to he seen, but it will ing to the promptness with which the bene- of its kind ever seen in Hartland.
The fit is paid, lie said that frequently tin* cheek
1 grow in interest as it progresses.
The Odd Fellows
artist in the course of a
the
on
15! I s| J .1» i:\KKV

'.I

nil IlSUAX

MOKNINO

ll\

lished

TIIK

portrait

and sketches of the dis-

tinguislied statesman. The Journal says:
"Many thousand Americans will be glad

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

a

j Thursday evening,
[
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continue
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as

sides

to

of

men

with

of

smattering

a

who cannot

write

or

Latin

her

speak the

against Cleveland,
ald.

pi

s

rail

t.»

nit.

letter, and

ntion
t

;•> our

d .nlit if

'\V

:

In-

i•

a.

of the Maine

'the New York Her-

an

disfranchising

-bulge l.ibb\ can be sust hied. .Judge
.Libby made the oilowing statement
ti• »»i before the
I’lmrsilay n garding his
board:

Laundry

a

b>r

<•

n eri

greater

frauds than

were

d against tin* old system.
We have
s;,id nothing with regard to
expense, as
that n\ i 11 come home to the
taxpayer by
and by, when the humbug of the whole
bung is evident to everybody.
Maine's wood pulp industry is assuming
large proportions although as yet only in
its infancy.
The building of the Bangor
& Aroostook railroad will give it a great

impOutis, but all the conditions for the
.successful making of wood pulp
already
exist here.

As to

material, it is estimated
that there is wood enough in Maine to
make 28,000.000 tons of pulp, or fully
sixty years supply for all the pulp mills

Deformities

of the country on the basis of their present output.
Then the vast water power
of Maine, supplemented
by her commercial facilities of water way and railroad
•'".ranspoliation, ensure the needed power,
n he
getting of•the wood cheaply to the
grinders or to the chemical digesters, and
the shipment of the product to the point
w here it is.to be used for
paper making.
The Paper World lias begun a series of
articles on the wood pulp interest of
Maine which cannot fail to stimulate its

that Howard Owen, Esq., of the Maine
Farmer, will he a candidate for the posi-

Begister of Deeds.

holds the office, and for

Mr.
a

Owen

guilty

number of

so

look for liis renomina-

we

tion and re-election

by

a

large majority.

Commenting onthe statement of the appropriations for the Third Congressional
District, published in the Journal last
week, the Portland Press says: “Judging from the showing there is not much
left for Congress to do in the way of public works in that

district,

unless to build

the Shore Line Railroad and
on

gather

the

the Kennebec.”

No self respecting government can consent that persons in its service, whether
civil
ed in
acts

or
a

military,

shall be beaten and kill-

foreign territory in resentment of

done

Life.

to

of the

same

offences,

and be receiv-

arms.

This is not

by

or

imputed

their governsuitable reparato

ment’without exacting a
tion
[Secretary Blaine’s

Dispatch

to

Egan January 21.

Puck, the New York Sun, and the Boston Glebe are leading Democratic papers.
There is no discount on their Americanism as shown by the extracts printed elsewhere In connection

respondence.
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Pastors Think About
Christian Endeavor,
Mr. Jf. M. Prentiss. !
What Our Own Pastors Think About.
j

What Prominent

('hrist ian Endeavor,
Bev. B. T. Hack and Bev. .J. E.

Tilton.

j

that in their judgwould be advisable to establish a
in
the
basement of the Memorial
lock-up
building. Passed in concurrence.
Tile premises of Joseph C. Tow llselld were
set off from d:>trict No.
and annexed t t be
central school district.
The Finance committee was ordered to e\amine the books, vouchers X'e.. of tin- i-ity
treasurer, and To destroy all paid coupons,
Also to examine the books of tin- eollertoj
of taxes.
it

'lirist ian Endeavor in 1001,
Miss E. P. Bobbins.

The

MUSIC.

I’^ar Sir: Twelve years ago I began to
have hemorrhages and four years ago became
low that the physicians told me

so

There Was No Hope
ami l should soon die. I could not be moved
from my bed. Under my face were napkin?
continually reddened with blood from my
mouth. I could cat nothing and hau n
action of the bowels for a week. The doetoi
said tin* cause was ulcers in the stomach. A
this time
my mother said she wanted to makone more trial, and asked if 1 would take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I told her it would be

Tlie

Catch

Fish

Tin* latest reports from tin- Hudson are
more favorable, although it is yet doubtful
if a full crop can he secured there.

1891.

in

Oop.

Ice

Tin* animal report oi tin- Boston Fish Bureau has been published.
In the year lSOl,
the eateli oi eodtish and other
ground fish

of

“C. I Hood & ('<*., I.owell. Mass.:

musk
t

Huntley

V., a well known car
penter and builder.
Her frank statement below oi. s
only the absolute
truth
her
illness
and marconcerning
velous recover)
by the aid of Hood’a
Sarsaparilla. She says:

o

i
S

Mr. W. S.

X.

A Waste of Money
finding it would comfort her, I began tak
ing it. In a few days the bloating began t
but

subside, I seemed to feel a little stronger. !
thought it only fancy. I w'as so weak I coino
only take ten drops of Sarsaparilla at first

In two weeks I was able to sit up a few min
utes every day. In a month I could walk
across the room.
One day 1 asked what
they were to have for dinner, and said 1
wanted something hearty. My mother was
so happy she crieu.
It was the

First Time I had Felt Hungry for Two Years
I

kept

with Hood’s

Sarsaparilla and in six
well as ever in my life. It inow four years since 1 recovered, and 1 hav
not had a day’s sickness since, noram hem-,
rhage. If ever a human being thanked thgood l ord on bended knees it was I I kn<>.
that Hood's Sarsaparilla, and that atom
unquestionably Waved my V^ife."
Messrs. Sawyer & Jennings, the wei! know
druggists of Cortland, say that Mrs. Huntley
i.ighly respected lady, her statement of what
on

months

was as

Sarsaparilla

Hoodss
Has
dem

■

d<

highest

for her is

worthy the
Hood's Fills

I..*

e

cure

eonri

Liver

I.:-

<

<

>

i iie

increase has

sin.

been

rapid,

similar organizations have been born wldeli are endeavoring
to outstrip the A. <).
i
W.
The speaker
said that many wanted Maim* a
separate
jurisdiction, but he thought it would lx* of

advantage at the present time. Iubspo
were paid for death claims in Maine
and only >47.ooo assessed.
In 1SP1, the
same amount, >4*.ouu. was received by tin*
no

families

while

<

f

1

S44,000

»•>.»..'

oo..l

were

paid

is second to New York iii
and if tin*

gain

>im..

Massachusetts

out.

point

of

person Wo will pay your fumih >2.uik» at
death. pn»\ iding y.m pay the taxes up-

your

the

would

money
sa\

;t

wlii.e
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h
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offer. Lut tie*
hotter rhan that, l!
about -M- per rear and we

was a
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l nited Workmen d«
says:
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is

jewel

the following

s

nioi*i*

Trouble

in

spring

lie

lias !)•-.•

ii

was

wai.-;-

!i>-

rati-

any
him.

mmh

fault has

wliirli tit ally ivsu'i<<1 in

doing something
wrong. When
they die the speakei said they would find
fail it with heaven if they got there. The
golden streets would he too slippery, and the
Lord would not conduct affairs according to
their ideas. The speaker drew a comparison
between old line and assessment insurance
His remarks

companies.
interspersed
with capital stories and were well received.
Judge Geo, E. Johnson, of Belfast, responded to a sentiment to “Enterprise
Lodge.” He-said he would touch upon one
were

idea which the others omitted. He could
not understand how they omitted anything,
they covered the ground so completely. A
great many inquire lmw our insurance comes
so much cheaper than in old line companies.
For $12 or $1J per year our order gives as I
much life insurance as an old line company ;
for $75 or 880. We are in a jurisdiction by
ourselves and in the healthiest part of the
country. We are made up of several jurisdictions, each halving a rating peculiar to itself. The numl>er of assessments in our

jurisdiction

is limited to

eighteen.
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Maine paper recently asked of one him- j
died men a I’d women a reply to the question, “Whatis the best thing that could happen to Maine in '‘LC’” Mrs. Mattie Baker

Dunn, of Vaterville, responded:
ehargiig $5.50 per cord for wood fur- ; “If all republicans eould be made into
men and all democrats turn renislied, and subsequently he put in another j temperanreif prohibitionists could be
taught,
publican
bill for $5. The teacher fee the fall term
and
politicians he taught patriotism;
logic,
said that when she hired with Mr. Towle lie if women eould learn the relationship bebrains and good bread,, and
told her he would pay her $4 per week and tween good
realize that wise mothers make noble sonsboard. She vanted $5. The agent said, “I j if men eould learn that there is a
large tariff
will pay voi $4, and if there is money | on small vires; if newspapers could puhlisii
am
more
sense:
if
sensation
good peoenough I will pay you $4.50.” When he set- j 1-ss were less
priggish, and had j.pie less
ple
tied he paid ler $4.50 per week
poisonous, and itevery hopelessly narrowThe law provides that when an agent
minded person wio wants to he an argel,
have the privilege, tin* millenium
neglects or refuses to perform his duty a could dawn in Mam*
in
might
special agent may he appointed by the mu- (
There was one 'eply from Belfast. Mr.
ilieipal oltieeis. In this cuss1 it d:d not up- !
Charles Baker said
pear that Towle neglected his duty, and the
Politically, the b*t thing for M;t'ue would
municipal ofivers dismissed the petition.

Howes-Bkrry. Asa A. Howes; the senior
member of the firm of A. A. Howes A Co.,
Belfast, was married at Rock port Jan. both
to Mrs. Hattie E. Berry of that town. The
ceremony was performed at the home of the
bride’s parents, by Rev It. J. Haugliton of
Mrs. Berry is
the Congregational church.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Andrews,
of Rook port and a most estimable lad,v. The
.Journal joins the many friends of the couple
Mr. and Mrs.
in extending congratulations.
Howes are on a four that will extern! to
Washington and perhaps farther. On their
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Tlie getter' rtle tor the equal division of
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land question re-stated in the Journal of
I send you
Jan. 21, is quf a common one.
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a solution l>j» method different
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have enough money to procure another husband. The Judge said that when a death
claim of $2,(Xx> was paid it cost each member
about eight cents; not an excessive sum. If
of
exist
here
evils
that
and
many
plainly
saitl slie might he criticised, hut felt it her you were called upon to aid in a charitable
duty. “Once a young man came home from cause you would hardly give less than eight
college,’’ said the speaker, “and his father put cents. The
Judge urged the members to athim to work clearing land. The young man
plied the axe vigorously anti the chips flew tend lodge and to make an effort to increase
in every direction. Presently one struck the the membership to 100 before the close of
father in the face. The boy apologized. "It
return they will reside in this city.
the year.
is not your fault, my man," said the father,
Rev. Myra Kingsbury responded to the !
"I set you to the work, ami if the chips hit
I )ilworth-B arbour. One of the pleasantme, why I am in the way, that’s all." “Just following sentiment: “The Ladies, and their
est of recent social events was the quiet home
have
saitl
Miss
ealletl
so,"
Kingsbury, “you
Relation t<> Fraternal Societies.” She was wedding, Thursday afternoon, Jan. •Jstli^.^'
me to the work, anti if any of my theological
Miss Emma E., eldest daugliter of. T*'
chips hit you in the face, it is because you very glad to be present on this occasion. Iiarl">nr, tu Mr. C. H
pi'.'XC’.Vf tin- l.ri.lCs
Her lecture abounded in Anything that tended to forward humanity
are in the wav."
"""‘.v t"1’1' plu<af V^V. anil was .•c.niluetnil
truths, and was verv interesting.
and make people better should have God- parents, on
The bride was heautifulan elaborate! v embroidered rosspeed. She objected to the word lady and
Knforcing tlie Lobster Law.
of delicate rose-pink tint with ribbon
preferred the good old Saxon name of wo- J-Sini.,
carried a bouquet ol lilies
and
trimmings,
Warden Frishee seized a barrel of short man. She spoke of the good deeds
of tlx-valley. Miss Ella Barbour, sister of
lobsters Thursday that came from the ed
Relief
l•
C
the bride, was maid of honor, and wore a
by women of the
steamer Merrvconeag and arrested a Mr.
M hile she
handsome dress < *1 ashes-* d-r*>ses Lansdow ne,
Daniels on the charge of being interested Corps and kindred associations.
with pink crepe and ribbon trimmings.. F.
in them. [Portland Press.
believed in the equality oi women slie "as E. Barbour
The bridal party
was best man.
The case was before the court Saturday not a believer in woH“'u s suffrage. She bad wen- grouped within a handsomely decoratan arch «*f laur**b
morning, but was continued to February a good word *»r the societies that have ed bav window, beneath
was graced with many potted
Warden Frisbee is a terror to the branches for women, ami said if the clubs ami tiie parlor
fitli.
were
many, costly,
bad a wo- plants. Wedding gifts
short lobster men. The violaters <>f the law I for old men and for young men
handsome and useful. Mr. and Mrs. Diltnein.
for
better
be
would
it
branch
worth are now absent on a wedding trip to
at Portland .first attempted to bribe and then I man’s
less licenI There would be less intoxication,
New York citv and other places,and will reto frighten Mr. Frishee, and failed in both 1
Miss
vices.
Kingsbury side
tiousness and other
in Norwich, C’t., where Mr. 1). is in buseoninstances. He says the steamers stop down was eloquent and earnest and when she
Mass., Herald.
she sat down amid iness. [Northampton,
brief
remarks
her
eluded
i
from
boats
take
on
board
and
the harbor
Mr. C. H. Dilworth is the son of Mr. and
a storm of applause.
lobsters for shipment out of the State, thus I It was twelve o’clock when the company
Mrs. Martin C. Dilworth of Belfast. His
aiding in the violation of the short lobster broke up. All had a good time and pledged many friends here extend congratulations.
hence.
one
i themselves to be present
year
law.

I

t

till
1

t :::. 1

leg'ti'_r 'hat she w as not competent.
A hearing was had, and finally Mis.Tow 'm
resigned as t!w best w ay out of the matt* >'■
Oiii- week ago a petition was pr-s.-'O-d to
the city government allegin'" 1,5 brief, that
Mr. Towle, as agent, had !‘:*id the fall tea. tier more money C-'»n was agreed upon, and
that he had oltarged more for wood and labor
furnished than it was worth.
At the hearing several parties testified,
All had
but none had any direct evidence.
beard some one else say so and so. Mr.
Towle bad pit in a bill to the city govern*
a

l.

country will
market in handsome!- pm kages than the Skoda
eompany.
'i’hev an- imw
jutting up an ointment,
or
osmetic, in the same manner as artists'
A it.-at litti. mat hue- til.s the 1
! lints
k

ot'ti.•«>]•>.

to t,

at

througli tin- mails.
prepared to niamda. t ure
year

put

>avs

A

We

hi in tilt d

Two

Vet tlllieli

is

!..*;• r:las:

a

mtuiieipa!

h red his wife
Tl

i'.

n

'hi

Ihi-

more

other jurisdictions arc assessed
We do not pay large salaries, but
to help.
pay for just what we are getting. No one
can become a member unless he is physically perfect. Be-Mnd the $2,<MX)- benefit stand
200,(XX) men, who will see to it that our wives
deaths

Mr. Towle

tauts

f •<

Industry.

thousand
t••
*pies of their ad v- rt Sing papers have he. n
printetl ant! will he :rt ulat.-d in the large

3 R.

ami
!!•

s.nn

Medicine

periuits.

remedies.

ml
posit:• >n was fore*a! upon hi;::
the inhabitants hav*- jumped upon linn.
1

t!*r

else

weather

w.el..

No.

ag.-m.
\, r

Patent

Our

“Pre-

next

district

eie.-t-.-d

in h

found in every order known as the
lodge “kicker." This individual sat in the
lodge as dumb as an oystei hut as soon as
the bulge closed found fault with everything.
This one is running the bulge, and tin* other
is

vej>.• rt••• i

are

The Skoda Dis.-mvr, ( oiipany will begin
t" manufacture llledieilie next week if the

rii:rt• m'ji ;s i• I-*>vi• j-11j;11;\ in unlucky numl-.-r, ami Frank L. T.»»\
le .Jag.-nt in l)i>T*
N". I;;. lScii'as*. tl,•>'"uji.y b«-!ic\cs it. L.{*t

Saturday before

one

fully

School

family, at\our death, >2.00o.
TlieJiulge was happy in describing a class
be

rel for

>

et'-.. wiil be

per quintal.
worth from Mb to s-_\s per bartwos and ones.

Mackerel

N
I t.
by Palestine Comlnaml**ry
Belfast., Me., to Eminent Sir Wiiiima H.
i 1..
Fogler. First Commander. dan. ls'.cj.'
and wa> bought thr-ami; It.
jewel ns;
E. Mclhinalil. Till- exeivi-tes nl presell In n.

will pay your
to

inscription:

sented

membership

for the next \ ear it
Mr. Andrews said the

continues

will become first.
system of insurance in the A. (>. 1'. W. was
superior t<* others. Ho said. supp**s»- tinSavings Lank in yur city should sa\ to a

on

karat gold, with bla/.on >au, surmount -d
by a cr* *w l. Above t lie cross is a gold banner, "in* and a half .iin ln-'t b ug by one imh
wide, an exact reproduction -■!' tin- banner o|
Palestine Commandvy. On one side «>f the
It

of

a son*

S4S,000

performed its duties to the right, said Miss Kingsbury; the sin is as
everybody. Nothing is too great in one as in the other, and should rebright and able a journalist as ceive the same treatment. She spoke very

lira. Owen and

ice crop

Social

ed into society with open

years past has
satisfaction of

good for

in

say: “Of course nothing of the
kind ever takes place here,'* etc. She said
humanity was much the saint? all over the
country. Social deformities exist in Belfast
Let a woman fall anti
as well as elsewhere.
become degraded, ami none are so hard with
her as her own sex, while a man may be

speakers

They are making up the slate for county
officers in Kennebec, and it is announced

now

new

Rev. Myra Kingsbury delivered a lecture
last Sunday evening at the Universalis!
Chundi, hearing the above title. It was one
of Miss Kingsbury’s best efforts, and has
been much commented upon. After giving
an excellent discourse upon the sins and deformities in social life, she discarded her
manuscript and localized for fifteen minutes. She said it was quite the custom for

evelopment.

tion of

A

T. Siblev.

MUsK

Cortland,

I.kith: Hi mley,
ot

..

notwithstanding

uiiif handsome front has been put in. Opening a Wide door oil High Street you entei
the office. 12 by 20 feet.
This is neatly furnished, with a counter and shelves where
the packages are stored before delivering.
In the rear is the wash room. 20 hy bS feet.
Here are the steam engine, boiler, washer and extractor—first class
machinery for
washing all kinds of clothes. After the
e othes have
passed through these machines
t hey are taken to the second floor by an elevator, where they go into the drying room.
On the second floor are the ironers, both for
plain clothes and for collars and cuffs. These
machines are heated by gas, while the clothes
are dryed by steam heat.
The firm are prepared to do family washing of all kinds.

in ISO
Mi->s C.

m

wite

>

Industry.

Livery Company's building.

al-

a

Allis.

Is the

lock-up. reported

>.

la.ppo.

The

The U. S. Revenue cutter Dallas has
taken to Bath for repairs to her engin
The repairs will take at least six weeks to
complete, and will lay the vessel up in h^
busiest season of all the year. The absent
of the Woodbury leaves the Maine roast n,
tirely uncovered during the time when ivy,
line cutters are most needed.

>

te rsoii.’

The newspaper statement that 1 refused
Bradbury N Jones, <■ 11 Monday, occupied
answs
questions juit to me by the the.' new quarters for the steam laundry
ot regist at ion torching
Seven years ago there was no
my right business.
"’te in
Augusta is absolutely untrue. laundry in
Belfast, each family doing its own
1 declined to sign a }*etiti«>n in
writing as washing. Messrs.
Bradbury <N Gove came
a condition
precedent to my right »f reg- I
istering, but said to t he board I was per- j here from Bew'isti n at that time and opened
sonally present, and ready to answer any a smali laundry. Subsequently Gove sold
puesfioii." which they sit sired to put, if t'* his partner, a> it w as thought there was
they had any doubt in regard to my right ii“t I mi si ness enough for two. S; nee that
t<> vote, and I asked if
the> had any doubt t .me the business has de\ eloped wonderfully.
in regard to it.
Ne\t eanii' John <'h: naman and opcm-d a
The chairman said : •■None at all.'
laundry in the Haraden store, where lie has
1 was then asked if 1 would
sign a position.
! answered: **No. unless'you will had a good nmol' business. Then came Iloh*ho\\ me some authority in the statutes < rts ami opened the third laumlry. and this
requiring n to do so." and thereupon 1 was soon follow ed hy a steam laundry in the
left.
Bierce building.
The hitler underwent valie1 allot reform" movement thus rious changes until the business and mataj seems to have taken the direction of
chinery Were bought by Bradbury N Jones,
so at
the pres.-nt tune there are two laun]• >’i\ ing ot their \ ote those eiearly endries.
•11 ie<! to tho 1 ranojiise, of
placing unneeBradbury N Jones occupy two floors, each
->sa| v restrictions and formalities in
the
20 by :.0 feet. in the westerly end
f t he Bel":*.v "i ihc Notej. and of leaving the door fast
<]••

j
|

si

t' tile Aagus-

.11

hoars; of registration in

Some

Meeting.

J

is ii woith while for democrats to think
d udy >f renominat ing him*.*
l'- if not far wisir for democrats to li t
j
tlie < mveland howlers howl and go to j
"oil: themselves to fix upon some demo- j
•rat
foj their standard hearer who can1
"in. ami having won will strengthen his !
party and bring tact, sagacity and statesmanship with him to the White House*.*
Is there any one better than Henry Wat-

eor-

<1

ns.

':l

Hill is fortu-

Senator

out-and-out Cleveland organ four
.'ears ago. sa\s in its issue of Thursday
last:

respoii!u
second her reT,u >t that the topic hi- taki n up by othci
ni

lottery.

papers are also taking a hand in the fray, I
hut the Bangor Commercial seems to he
tiie on 1 \ conspicuous advocate of Hill as

and

the subje.-t i- too important
be in-ated in a brief article, and we

*nJy intended

short time since in the interest of the

a

tion to circulation.

Ihi:

T"

those

in his chief newspaper antagonist in
England, as it would he difficult to
find a paper with less influence in propor-

We haw heard of si.eh

fount r

as were

it\
ment
<

Christian Endeccm
Miss F. M. illioades.
Miss S. W. Francis.

of tin-

('hrisTian Endi

the day of the funeral. He urged
the members and officers to attend lodge
meetings, and said if the latter are absent they

New

Knglish language ronvrtly. and who is
altogether ignorant <«f the history of his
»«

for,

Govemmeiit

City

j

mush

Early Growth
Movement,
Beading,

came on

nate

every way than if athletics bad been prohibited.
Perhaps tin* poorest of all college productions is a voting man or wo'deck,

probably paid

Louisiana

and base ball players, and the general result is no doubt much more creditable in

man

are

Anniversary.

throughout
jurisdiclee in the ponds about Boston was from
tion of Maine will learn with deep sorrow of
live to eight inches thick, and would be cut
the death at Portland last Sunday of J. Henw hen ten inehes thiek.
was 507,71:5 quintals: in LSI H i, 4:KThis
Mr. Crockett was a native of (
ry Crockett.
All over Maine there are busy preparaincrease is made up principally of hake and
|
cannot expect the former to lx* present. It is
Norway, but has lived in Portland since he
the eodtish eateli being a little less tions for Tin- ice harvest. The ice on the
important that the ritual should be memor- was a iad. He was a member of tin* drug I'lisk,
ized. He also urged the necessity of making linn ot ,1. \\ Perkins & Co. He had been than last year. The following vessels made Kennebec was ten inches thick last Saturtne
highest stocks from their respective day, and ail the old tirnis and some new
accessions to the membership.
Whenever ; president of the common council of Portland
Schooner William K. Morrisey of ones will operate. Several firms began Imus
I p"rts.
the deaths outnumber the recruits then deand was an earnest Republican.
Mr. Crockcay begins.
Maine, he said, had not kept ett was an anb nt Odd Fellow, a member of i Gloucester. >bs,27i;.7;;; schooner Bertha I>. ing Monda.N
Nickerson
of
Booth bay
Harbor. spaOO;
The Bangor Daily News publishes a letter
pace in membership with other jurisdictions.
Cnity Lodge. In lSS:‘.-4 he was Orand Masx honner Cora S.
The speaker said a good word for the ladies
McKay of l’rovincetown, from one of the largest retail ice firms in
ter of the Orand Lodge and one of the ablest
>12.bU0:
sehooner
Arthur V. S. WoodrutT of Philadelphia to
and told them to use their influence in sus- men who ever held that
Sargent Bros., of South
position. In hs.S-bb
Brewer, s.iy-ng it has just refused a cartaining t he order, and to urge their husbands In* represented Maine in tin* Siivereign Orand Bucksport, spJ.OiN).
The annual pack of mat kerel was
to attend lodge meet llgs.
47,SI4 go at 75 cents a ton, and declaring that
Lodge. I i w as tin; a lit Inn* of the Maim* Di- barrels
in the year bsppit. was 11>.U42 l.iirrcls.
figures that go above 50 cents a ton for
Judge Andrews. of Augusta. responded to 1 gost of Odd I c. i'W law f this jurisui. t .on.
This increase in the eateli is due r«» the eateli
"water ie.
"The Grand Lodge." Ht said the speaking Mr. Crot Kelt died of throat trouble. It Tillan ••fancy prices." Cmh-r tin s,
of small mackerel in the Gulf of Maim* The
ciivumstanei >. ;> a worth while to cut an\
should emu- lx-fore the « at'ng for the dread age of 4c.
■"!!"" "‘g i-ssri.s mad.- rlie best stocks from
ice at ai i
oj talking took awaV the pleasure of the ocT'ii
■ptest ii»n w as taken to snim
I In- 11ttie**rs
if Palest m
(' >1111:i;> mb r\.
|
1 heir respective ports; Schooner
Lizzie M. of the largest i*
casion.
I le s.i id the (I rand Ledge of Massaoperators on tin* Penobof
v
a
Be'dast.
et*e
lb
Knights Templar,
j
,-iy
Cenier of Gloucester. > b 5 ,s_'n.;: schooner scot river
chusetts w as organized in J.s7p with 4'JI
by a N* ws reporter. Frida; alt'
insta led last evening by Col. \Y II. \', gler
Slowed Sherman of I'n-vniri town. S47<W).
noon, and for answer m-ar!\ every* m* >.i
members, and it was seven years lx-lore t hey "I R M-kiand. Past Eminent Commander.
■luM.ner Nannie L. W ate.man of WeliHeet
"We >hal! go ahead and
a..•
-nr h ames
could muster the 2<H)0 members win. !i would
After ! lie i-\:r :>e>Ca;.i
\ ii*m 1 Wadsw. 111:.
-:ui.so oo
sehooner Miantonom.'h f shall begin cutting as
t lie ie. ;> a
a
giv.- them
separate jurisdiet.on. He said Lmim nt Commander. in the minei,ab
’•
1
1 >ri and. m>1 km-wn )
thick."
tie.
was no great growth until M’. Sp.-fiord
tine Commandcry
<'•
d
i.
i*<.-gie•
present
"Jhiere is a scarcity of cured eod.ish and
became a grand ftn er ami that much of the 1
witii a PaEminent < ’• •mm.imb-r’s a w i f
pi ;ee-, ru;e n;gli. Fickle bank tish have been
increase >,!!".• is dm to lus efforts.
During great beauty. T!.e g it was :n re.•• .gnit on f > >ld lor
t«• ~b.s7 i-g
per quinta! and -7
the thret years Mr. Spotford was an officer
faithful service and was a s ;r»
t•
t! c
has been asked.
Large dry bank fish are
the iie reasi was from s.ooo members to over
Colonel. Ida* Jewel j> a Lat.n cross of s,d.d t*• *t obtainable under >7.bo

stump speech

the stage argued against colleges. “What Boston Herald is devoting more space
do we want more colleges for?" be asked. ; than any other paper in New England to
the annihilation of Hill, but its broad••Haven*t
we
men
al-

ready.1"

Endeavor

The February meeting of the Belfast city
The Young People’s Christian Endeavor
Societies of the Baptist and Congregational government was held Monday evening, MayChurches, of Belfast, celebrated the eleventh or Thompson presiding.
The Judge of the Police Court reported
anniversary of the society at the Baptist
Church on Tuesday evening. The society seven cases before him in December—six
had its birth at Portland, Feb. 2, 1881, in the for drunkenness, and one for assault on
Williston Church, of which Rev. Dr. Clark an officer. January there were no cases
was pastor.
The Golden Rule in giving an before the court.
The city clerk was instructed to engage a
account of the origin of this society says:
“The Williston Church, of Portland, Me., ward room for ward two at the coming spring
was a young church.
It had not been or- election.
Roll of accounts amounting to Sl’.Tsj.to
ganized eight years when the first society of
Christian Endeavor was established in it.
passed.
It was flexible and ready to receive n new
Thomas C. Nickerson & al., petitioned for
idea.
The people only asked concerning
anything proposed: will this effort advance a new road, three rods wide, beginning at
the Master's kingdom and help the young
the southerly terminus of the road leading
people ? and then let the pastor go ahead and
past Scars and Thomas Nickerson’s buildings
carry out his plan.”
in Belfast, thence southerly to a point about
i
From this humble beginning in 1881 the
j society has grown until to-day there are 18,- twenty-five rods north of hack road leading
from Belfast to Searsport; thence bearing
I .">00 societies with 1,100,000 members.
The Baptist Church was handsomely west so as to terminate at the foot of the
1 decorated
Tuesday evening with mottoes Woods bill. Referred.
j The committee on petitions for more eiecami Japanese lanterns. The North Church trie
lights reported it would not 1«« advisaj
i male ({iiartette gave excellent musie. When ; bh.-at present to add an\ more. Tin..
the membership was railed ea< h one answer- I mit'tce su\ : “If there A no halt tic time is
■ not far distant \\ lien The cost of
lighting tin
ed with a Bible ((notation. The following
city will lie double what il now is. which for
was the order «*t exercises:
a city
lint >s in debt to tin- amount that the
music.
city ot Belfast is would be extravagance and
a
Boll Call.
heavy burden on the tax payers."
Prayer.
The coinmittet on police I.Vgulat ions, to
MUSIC.
whom was referred tin* petition of M. R.
Christian Endeavor Eleven Years Ago.
Knowhon tV a Is. re!ativ» o establishing a
Miss A. A. Start'dt.

Tlie members of the Rebekah Sewing Club
are requested to meet at the Rebekah room,
Odd Fellows Hall, this afternoon at 2 o’clock.

The installation of the officers of EnterAncient order of United Workmen, and the banquet which followed, last

year on Sunday last, and the
Boston Journal of Saturday morning pub-

sixty-second

4. 181*2.

Societies.

Secret

Lodge.

by

j

THAYER 1

1

Jewelers & Opticians,
FINEST GOODS, IflWEST
PRICES,

High St., Jfhnson’s Block,

Belfast.

j

j

*

The Devotional meeting of the W. C. T. U.
Monday workmen dug a trench across
High street for water and gas in the new will be held with Mrs. A. E. Clark, Main
The final meeting of the Board of Regislaundry of Bradbury & Jones. But fifteen street, next Saturday at 2 p. in.
tration will be held at the Aldermen's room inches of frost was found in the ground.
Nine years ago Mrs. James H. Braley
this aft ernoon.
an orange seed and today she has a
City Clerk Murcli has appointed J. D. planted
tree that stands five and
A man named Milliken, at Burnham, has
Tucker, of Ward 4, and A. A. Hurd of Ward flourishing orange
a half feet high.
built up a large business this winter in hoop
5, sub-registrars to issue burial permits.
poles. H has shipped several car loads, one The new law requires such appointments.
All persons having books belonging to the
ear going to California.
I'niversalist S. S. Library are earnestly reAn adjourned session of the Supreme JudiWhile it has been very siekly in Belfast cial Court, Judge Whitehouse presiding, quested to bring or send them to the vestry
tliis winter, the mortality has not been so will beheld in Belfast, beginning on Tues- next Sunday.
great as in neighboring towns ami cities. day next. t<* try the runaway liquor sellers.
Miss Adelaide Gurney, having visited with
During twenty-eight days in January thirtyDr. Jason Gordon lias been pronounced in- her parents for a few days, returned to Bosin
Roekland.
died
two people
sane and on Monday was taken to the Insane, ton on
Monday to continue her musical
The municipal election is only six weeks Asylum, at Augusta. Complaint was made studies.
distant, and not one word has been said by the family. Ofiieers Jipson and JackThe Girls Club in connection with the
It is about time to be son accompanied Dr. Gordon to Augusta.
about the matter.
Woman’s Alliance, which now has a memNEWS

THE

OF

«•

will sacrifice them-

who

of those

thinking

The committee of the city government to
assess property owners along the route of
the new sewer, has made up the account.
Each property owner will have to pay about

selves for their city's benefit.

Capt. and Mrs
from their

day

slide.
and
A

sleigh

Mrs. Foss

Belfast

man

in

were
on

thrown
Thurs-

took fright from

was

a snow

quite severely hurt,

discussing

.steam

published later,
a hearing in
matter is fully settled

will be

>22.

The exact

as an

advertisement, calling for

sum

Tuesday was Candlemas Day. It was
fair and bright.
The air was warm, melting the snow and causing great pools of wastand in the streets.
markable winter day.

ter to

the matter. When the
the sum w ill he collected.

Chase's store.

label! into

was

Foss

Main street

on

The hoist*

last.

B.

N.

bership of over fifty will celebrate Washington's birthday by a Demorest medal contest.

A

City

1,oi

urr.

For

some

‘1 d. n't know

aporates

e\

cry

usually 'Vali artemion'

We

t.. new

s

bin (ie.

re-

W.

Mrs.

C.

W

11am

Belfast,

he received

a

cargo

of OIK tons

from

Barren Island, New York, in the three masted sell. A. P. Emerson. Other firms in town
sell

morial building, and apartments will bo imadver- | mediately. titled up.

llurketl's announeebe t bird page speak f< a themselves.
•ie tits in
There is ju-; n-om enough left on that page
11
an ai ieli
-ina-rning the improvement of
It wili be read by many
Hellast harb.-i.
with interest, and the same may be said of

t>. men t

day

lockup

day.”

a

sale of commercial fertilizers increases
from year to year. L. A. Knowlton alone
sells from 1,000 to 1.200 tons yearly.
Tues-

years it lias

i.c with

ter c\

was

much

as

more.

having information coneerningthe
history of deceased members of Phomix Lodge
of Masons, particularly the earlier mem hers,
wili confer a favor b\ communicating with
Judge George E. Johnson. Belfast. The
Any

dealer in

clothing and gents furnishing goods, in «»rreduce her stock, will sell goods at cost

derto

one

now to April 1st.
Any one in want of
Judge is preparing a necrology of Phoenix
goods in her line should embrace this opporLodge for the celebration of the Toth annidoes
often
She
has
it
not
occur.
tunity for
versary of that body, March 3d.
Burkett s ad\ ertisemeiit.
an excellent line and invites
inspection.
If you want to know why Owen Bros.,
Many peopld n< superstitious and indulge Sc.- her advertisement in another column.
lead in the clothing line read their
If the new mooli is seen
,u \arioiis whims.
R
T. Rankin of Belfast was formerly a Belfast,
advertisement in another column.... Yose X
verthe left shoulder or through a glass it
sheep raiser in Wyoming. He says that
b-rbodes trouble. Due day last week we! w hen lie had a large number of lambs some MeLcllan, of Bangor, advertise to sell a lot
of 37 acres of land in Belfast on Northport,
went into a store and noticed that the lady
would die, while others w ould stray away

from

■

dealer
She

had

said she

on

her

apron wrong side out.
it that way all day

must wear

bring good luck, while
bring bad luck.

for it would
ild

w

to turn it

Firemen's Lf.vee am* Bali.. The fifth
ail levee and ball by Washington Hose
Company No. 1, at the Belfast Opera House

Fred C. Winters made
last week.

j

and the Perkins road.A.farm of
known as the Cotton farm in Searsport, is advertised for sale in to-day's paper.
The property belongs to the Benj. Carver
estate.
Apply to Chas. F. Gordon, National
avenue

from the ewes and become motherless as it
were.
In order to make a mother own a
strange lamb the skin would he removed
from her dead one and placed over the hack
of

a

live

one

and

kept

there several

days

140

un-

acres

Bank Searsport.

a

visit to Portland

Frank B. Mathews went to Boston Tueson business.

day

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quiraby are at home
from their visit to Washington.
P. Mansfield slipped and fell
last week spraining his right wrist.
A.

one

day

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grover, of Islesboro,
.rejoicing in the birth of twin boys.

are

Rev. Myra Kingsbury will go to Sandy
Point, Friday, to preach a funeral service.
Mrs. W. K. Morison and children

are ex-

pected here from Minneapolis this week.
Mrs. R. O. Patterson returned on Friday
last from a visit to her sister in New York.
Miss Eliza W.

Boston Highlands, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sibley.
Miss Jennie McL» Han. who has been visiting her brother in Bangor, has returned
home.
Mr. and

The

heat mg

what the custom may
hr. i; suggested that Belfast have a lockup,
oilier-, but T keep a quantity of wa:is
;t Would be
lieaper to lodge drunkradiator to evaporaie The heat j
rn!
a every
ards there than to put them into the county
and
the
air
or
is
from the radial
very dry
j jail. Monday the rit\ government estabAt least two quarts of wa- j
needs moisture.
:n riic basement of the Melished a
said:

It

loss of his vessel: “I have to report the !
loss of the brig'I. W. Parker, which occurred the 5th inst., at Parengie, a small fishing
village forty-five miles south of Cape St.
Roque. The cause of the accident was as
follows: I sailed from Pernambuco the 3rd
ilist., bound to Natal for a cargo of sugar.
All went well until 11.30 p. m., the 4tli, when
the vessel struck
something heavily which
entirely tore away the rudder, breaking tlie
stock three feet in the rudder port, smashing wheel and everything attached, lifting
the deck up around the rudder. I at once
came to anchor when to
my surprise I found
the vessel filling with water. After pumpfour
we
had five feet of water in
ing
hours,
hold, washing away the sand ballast and
listing the vessel over. I found it was impossible to save the vessel as the water was
gaining on the pump over twelve inches an
hour. 1 slipped my chain, set head sails and
run her on shore,
where she struck the
ground at 5 a. m., some 200 feet from the
shore, where shejiow lies with lower hold
full ot water and will prove a total loss.
Were there any facilities in this country for
getting vessels off, she could undoubtedly be
saved.” The brig I. W. Parker was built at
Belfast in 1874 and was .‘{<>1.14 tons net. She
had not been owned here for some time, and
her hailing port was New York.
Freights. The. Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the week ending flan. 30: Little or no change can be
noted in the general freight market this
week, and business, as a whole, lias not
In-fii very brisk.
Small and medium size :
square-rigged vessels continue in fair demand fertile River Plate. Brazil, Smith Atriea, etc., and the available supply being |

Personal.

BELFAST.

Mrs.

the birth of

a

Stevens,

of

James IT. Howes rejoice in
which event took place on

son,

Monday.
Abhie B. Cox left Monday for Boston
to visit her sister, Miss Sarah Bean, who is
Mrs.

quite

\

small,

ill

carriers,

Friday.
Mrs. K. J. Siniontoii. who has
in

this

winter, has returned

been in Bedto

her home

Sears]tort.
Capt. Thomas

G. Bartlett is at home.
His
vessel, sell. C harlotte I. Sibley, is hauled up
at New York.
Mrs.

slight improvement in
sustained. The enquiry for large
recent,

rates is
on the other hand, continues light.
and whilst the spot supply is not la»-ge, rates
show no improvement in any direction.
There has been a slight increase of business
in ease oil freights to the far
Fast, but the
availability of vessels on the other side of
the Atlantic, at the low rates current, has
served to obviate any advance in rates. The
week s fixtures in the department
comprise
two or three wooden vessels to Hong Kong
at 23'"23 1-2 cents, with Shanghai
option at
28, two or three iron ships from New York
and Philadelphia to Japan at 24 1-2"25: a
steamer at 32, and a wooden ship, lienee to
Saigon, at 22. The barrel oil charters this
week have been few and the rates are sub-

George 1’. Field and wife, of Boston, who
have been \isiting in Belfast, returned home

fast

the

Robert White, of Farmington, who
Belfast several weeks, returned

has been in

home Saturday.

■

1

til

the

ewe

became accustomed to the change.

The Churc hes. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts delivered the sermon at the North Church last
The topic of the mornSunday morning.

CHIU

-Has not been announced, blit——

E. P. FROST & CO.

THE PEOPLE’S
HAVE

CLOTHIERS,

DECLARED

WAR AGAINST HIGH PRICES.
And the Men and Women who believe that

“A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY EARNED,”
Will find it to their advantage to examine our goods and learn
before buying anything in the line of

|

pri.-es

mir

CLOTHING, HATS OR CAPS,

\

WE POSITIVELY CUARANTEE TO

<

-YOU
goods bought

of

us can

MONEiY.-

be returned and money refunded if the\

in every respect just

E. P. FROST &

not

are

represented.

as

78 Main St.

CO.,

stantially unchanged, with slight chance for
Mrs. G. W. Cottrell has returned home
any decided improvement under existing
from Newburyport, Mass., where she has
conditions. General cargo freights remain
about
17s"18s per forty cubic feet, lienee to
since
November.
been visiting
Sydney and Melbourne, 22s <>d"25s to West
Hon. Seth L. Mil liken came home last | Coast South America, 14 cents
per cubic.
week for a brief visit, returning Tuesday to I foot to the lower River Plate ports, 22s "28s
fid per forty cubic feet to South Africa, and
|
his Congressional duties at Washington.
$7 per dead weight ton to San Francisco.

Deal and timber freights from the Provinces
the South for Europe are about steady
and
quiet, whilst naval store freights from
1'nder date of WashI'ostal Chances.
the primary ports t<» Cork for orders remain
’ast Thursday evening, was an immense suethe
in
Feh.
1st,
following changes
ington,
2sfill"4s. West India freights,outward and
ess. Tin* weather was good and the attemlMr. James T. Furher, Vice President and
t.Iie postal service are announced :
homeward, have scarcely varied, and the I
anee large.
discourse at the L niversalist Chureh General
Supper was served at h o'clock,
week’s business has been' comparatively
ing
of
the
&
Maine
Boston
Star service is discontinued on route 287,
Manager
small.
Coastwise lumber freights are, if
and the long tables fairly groaned under from North Isleshoro to
Northport, from Sunday, Feb. 7th, will he The Closed Door— railroad system, who died last week, was a
anything, a trifle firmer, but quiet, whilst
After supper the Jan. .‘»lst.
iln-ir load ■>: good thing'.
The V. P. C. L. meeting
Matt. XXV. 10.
cousin of Mrs. H. G. 0. Washburn, of coal
freights are, at the moment, almost
Steamboat service is established on route
Lillies Were li-llloVeil and (laming began,
will he at <> o’clock. Topic, Service to God.
neglected, (’barters: Bark Fred 1*. LitchBelfast.
97, from North Isleshoro to Belfast, 12 miles
u ;r}i musie !ty Sanborn s orchestra. The fire
field. 35,000 eases petroleum, New York to
At 7 r. m. lecture in audiand hack, six Tillies a Week, by a schedule Matt. XXV. 40.
11. H. MeDonahl, of Malden, made a li ving Hong Kong, 23 1-2 cents.
I
Ship Belle of Bath,
of not to succeed 1 1-2 hours running time torium. Topic, “Courtesy.’’ Hebrews XIII.
n ei fed a I tout > 1ii.~>.
1
visit to Belfast Friday, returning home next j 50,000 eases petroleum, New York to Hong
each way. from Feb. 1, 1892, to June JO, 1892. ! 2
S....
North
church
At
the
III.
prayer
Eph.
23
Cat \m> Catnip. It was thought tfi^fuinK<>ug.
28, March. Bark
day. Ile ume To bring his sister, Mrs. Fan- Mary E. cents, Shanghae
Russell, New York to Dunedin, at
Feknai.h On Mitdgktt.
Fernald N: Mudg- meeting oil Friday evening its members will
!> <• it. or k it ten, needed medicine, and so a
nie Hum. who has been very s ek, but is now
or about ill,400.
Sell.
Willie L. Newton,
aid
the
how
best
brave
consider
they may
m
ka."«- o! -.it nip was procured. 'Hie man ett. Belfast, dealers in granite and marble
Manzanilla to direct port North of Hatteras,
i recovering
women who are lighting tlie Louisnot East of New York,
la- lior.se thinkiiiji in improve tiie oppor- works, do the largest local eeiiieteiw and men and
sugar, 13 cents, DelaH
of
the
West
Charles
Mitehell, manager
iana lottery
ware Breakwater, f. <>., 14. Boston, 15
Seb
work of any Tirm in Maine.
1
unity i--’d Ids little "iri In-would show her j monumental
1).
J. Rawson, New York to Key West
End Hotel, at Portland, eanie home last Sarah
.at tin* eat could read.
Tnkiii" two ell- i They have all the modern improvements, enTo the Veterans who Volunteered. M.
and
sum.
Sell.
Lester
A.
Mobile,
lump
week on a brief vis.t to his family.
He reto do work cheaper than other
! an--, uu- -a as address. d C- t in- daughter abling them
Dilworta has receive d a letter from PresiLewis, Brunswick to New York, lumber,
turned to Portland Monday.
Mr. Mitchell s~>. 12
80
loins.
11 is the only <-.mcem in Maine using
M per day.
1-2,
Sell. Anna M. Dicknd i!n- «-t iu-r 1" the
at.
in liie first "'as ;
dent Harrison’s private secretary in reply to j
inson, South Amboy to Hurricane Island,
says he is much pleased with his situation.
t iie pneuinat ie tool for dressing stone, a tool
■i
---I s.-nie i-andy and in tin «-i ii.-r a quail-i
the Grand Army Post’s tender of its services
70 cents. Sell. Mary L. Peters, Phila«■•»al,
that will do the work of three men.
Four of
(’apt. and Mrs. l’rophy with their young delphia to Havana, coni. sl.iio. Bark H. C.
T\
in case of war. The letter is as follows:
all
The kltellell was selected MS
son, are sojourning in the city wliile the raprues*- pneumatic tools are inconstant use.
Sihiry. Trimdad to Philadelphia, asphalt,
Executive Mansion. /
lie
for tin- te-1.
The 1 Wo elivelojles
tain's essel is being loaded for South Ameri!
12 1-2 and discharged.
Fernald Ox Mudgett carry a large stock and
Sell. Thomas W.
Washington, Jan. 23, 1*02. )
a.
laid oil the door before tin- eat and Tim
e\eiiing they gave a ’‘Neptune Hyde, Sagna to
j
Friday
M.C. Dilworth, Headquarters Thomas H. tea" to a few Portland friends on board the
Philadelphia, sugar, 10 cents,
cannot fail to give satisfaction. They ask all
on:'" aw a;ied tin- re-uit.
The eat prompt|
iMarshall Post, No. 42. Belfast, Me.
to visit their works near the Belfast Shoe
I bark Trenmnt. which was a very enjoyable
The President directs me to
mad. a dash at the eii\''elope containing
Dear Sir:
affair. Mrs. Brophy expects to accompany
t u-y.
S.-e Tin ir advertisement in allot her
MARRIED.
t
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of !j her husband on his voyage to the South Atall'll batTeil it all o\a-r t he lioor. stuck
ei iumii.
the 21st inst., and to say that it has been ! lantie. [Portland
Times.
Sumlay
laws in it and trie.I
tear it open with
Ill This eiry. Ban. 30. by Rev.*ien. K. Tufts. 1 -nniplaced on tile, and will have consideration
F. Thomas <if Cape Klizaheth ami Miss Kivu
M.
I A NT A !I Y WkATHKR.
r teeth: and although tin* other envelope
Fl’nlll L. li. Mlll’cll should occasion require.
A new physician. Dr. (lay. of Belfast, has
Brown, ot Belfast.
been in the city this week looking over the
itl; the at nip w as thrust under lu-i nose, we .rani that the mean temperature for
Very Respectfully Yours.
In Roekport, Ban. 30. by Rev. R. B. Hauyhton.
E. W. Halford, Private Sec.
ground with a view to locating here and it is at residence of bride's parents. Asa A. Howe-, of
persisted m i"iioriii" it. nor wouh.i she Januaiw wa* JJ/4S. which is hut >ne-tenth
understood that he has finally decided To do Belfast, and Mrs. Hattie K. Berry, of
Roekport
u-'li tin* lmrh when it was offered to her
.1 degree warmer that
In Belmont. Ban. 0. by Geo. W. Morse. K-<|..
tin- mean ternm ralie is
so and engaged offices on State street,
Janie- K. Brvant, of IVlniont, ami Kivi Smallev.
a
The liuiiih was decidedly on the jfct- tlin for January, lsul, and three and oneyoung physician and one or two Bangor-tel'.
The Social Season.
of
n.
Applet
eans who were in college with him in New
As a tirm he- half d.
In 1 nity. Ban. :>•». by Rev. \\\ A. Meservey. Cha-.
wanner than the mean temr-up of the -■liieiiauinmnt.
grn
York, speak very highly of him. [Bangor A. Meaties,
and Anna K. Gitohell, both of l uity
There will he a social dance at Odd Fel- Commercial. Jan. 2<st-h.
v<-r in tin- mi ell iir'-'.n
of animals he w-nfor
Januaiw
in
the
perature
past thirty-three
1’lan: at ion.
lows
llall
on Saturday evening.
i‘
w as
i*-rs it x in
in it ."
In
Ban. 25, Fred M. French and .MagThe
Roekport.
years.
highest temperature for the
Dr. F. Clifford (lav, who has heeii tempogie M. Morton, ot Roekport.
The Knights of Pythias have announced
month was .">o. and the lowest one degree
In
Kllsworth.
Ban. 23. Frank K. Tilden and Miss
at
North
Belfast
the
I
rarily
practicing
during
V \* in> »\i. Boats.
II. J. Lead:. --C Brew-Clara I. Cousins, both of Kllsworth.
ah'-ve zero. Some thermometers about town. their concert and bail for the evening of
fall and winter, is soon to remove to Bangor,
is 1 >uiidii:a a boat for Bangor parties that
In Surry, Ban. Ill, Colon L. Green, of Blueliill,
j
February 10th and subscriptions are coming w here lie has a
designed more for speed than for beauty. ii«>Wf\-er. indicated below zero at least on
very promising opening for and Miss I.etrie K. Bonsey. of Surry.
In Orrinyton. Ban. 21. Charles’*;. Keller, of
The Knights always have
i.c da>
It rained m eight days ami *m»w- in promisingly.
The Ban"'
Commercial savs:
•it- dinn-nthe praet.ee of his profession.
Dr. (lay has
Isieslioro am! Miss I.m > T. Iliyyins, of Orrinyton.
n
i
*ixt-eei:, but there wvr*- only fourteen the leading hail of the season, and this one j had excellent success in his
1*1 ft Ml loli^ s feet wiile. b feet
."lis an
here
deep
practice
w ill
eclipse all previous events, particularly i and his
of slew during the nioiitli. There
ml will draw ti
fe. t of w nt» r, h-a\ in" only iiidu
DIED.
many friends wish him prosperity
m music. Tin* Germania orchestra of Boston
loot above ;!ic w ater's eilp-,
It is more 1 w iv .i.ib iniir> ,,| rain ami melted snow in
in his new and larger field.
He will have
j
In Bel fa-r. Ban. 31. Lucy P. Gilman, ayed 57
r than a in t hhi" els-- and there is a conJanuary. January, hs.su, was tiiueli wanner is one of the leading musical organizations i his office and residence at T‘.» Essex St.
years ami b niont •;>.
in this country. There will befoul* soloists 1
n-fable interest Taken as to how the boat than the mont h just passed.
In Belfast. Feb. 1. Laura Bangs, of Portland,
F. Strasser, clarinet : F. Molleiihiiier, vio- I
a yed about ,‘»x
ears.
work in the water
Mr. Frank Bur( an;. (Mis Ingraham
Steamek Notk*.
In Prospect. Ban. 12. Barak !1. 1... onlv child of
SHIP
NEWS.
Ihi.
Dr.
K.
ei.niet
and Geo. W.
Shuebrink,
-1
i- at
<»rk on p c ]*leiv.-*s steam yacht,
Charles II. and F.ia M. Li; iletiebl, ayed' 12 year.-,
says the present winter has heen partieular• '> months and 1 1
Suart, trombone. The lh»or directors will
.la;.
•i is j .11:
n_i on tin- house
The era IT will
u
PORT OF BELFAST.
rough for steamboating, but while there be ,J. A. Gammans and N. .J. Pottle. The
In Searsport. Ban. Bn. < apt. Kdvvard K. Park,
■t b.j>a u k e < l until s pmThe slooji have b,-,ui no
ayed 42 >ear-aie! x moi,ih-.
great gales the weather has dance tickets are Sg:
A R RIVED.
In Searsport. Feb. 1. Margaret, wife ol Daniel
spectators 75 and at'
k li-'i't
^u 1,•
but of late .rears -win d
b * 'ii -a itchy" and threatening.... The Ka•Jan ‘28. srlis 1*1 L Warren, Rolerson, Bos- Sullivan, aged b3 > ea is a ml 3 month-.
! cents.
I >r. F. i' \ i- hois, ot S«-arsoort. ha- been
In
North
Ban 2b. Rlu.-la Ann. wife of
ton
:
Winslow
Morse.
WinterMcDonald,
ta!,dm was at the w harf here two hours last
\'hion Mills, aged 5x \,.;:r-.
v*
The Leap Year party at the
Mr bones, ol Brooksville.
Belfast port .Jane s Hoimes. Ryan. Boston.
She T’ rsda
In
Ban.
on board freight for Boston.
2b. Bohn S. Hills, aged bb
\i.rrtiport,
taking
si
Fel» 2
1) E 1* Eiiierson. Da\. New York.
l-e [ 11 i
House on Friday evening from tinxi.-nsivdv repaired b.-fore "oyears and 1 month.
Fighty-five gross of Dana’s Sarsaparilla and Opera
In
Camden.
Ban.
25.
Airs. Bane Tlminas. ayed X7
SAILED.
indications
will
he
a
i uto
mimission next s.-ason
Bremen. 17<> eases of shoos were included in the Bel- present
pleasyears, 5 months ami In day-.
affair.
ant
The orchestra will give a j
dan 27. st-li Mawgabi.-. Roekport.
In Camden, Ban. 22. Charlie Thorndike, infant
Island -s a busy place for boat bitildfast shipments-Steamer Castine for Deer
.Jan 20. sells Winslow Morse, McDonald, son of Lewis C. and i. >.:ie< Wardwell. ayed In
>hort concert beginning at eight o’clock. No
-ays kn- I kimarise. Tta Herald.
They Isle and points in the
months and 5 days.
Reach, had a good one will be admitted to the floor
Winterp-trt: Odell. Wade, Boston.
'•e
contra'ted for 'J1 more to finish this
In Blaekinyton's Corner. Rockland. Ban. 2b,
except I
FeJ> 3, sell K L Warren. Rolerson, Boston.
freight Saturday, consisting of groceries, those
Clarissa, widow ot llarber T. Hevverr,ayed *>2 yrs.
\
ball
tickets.
from
three
to
Those
tons
'liter,
ai'.vill"
holding
eijiht
wishing
In
Washington. Baa. 25. Mu-hael Howard, aged
meal
and
AMERICAN PORTS.
dour, corn,
shorts, and half a dozen to take
h. The "renter portion of them are pleas75 years.
part in progressive euchre can do so,
New York, Jan 2(5. Cleared sell Kit CarThis is an attractive route for
In Washington, Ban. 2b, Mrs. B. A. Grotton,
passengers.
j
va- hts l'or Boston and New \ ork
the game being played i'toni 0.50 to 11.
The son,
parties. tourists and in summer
Smith, Kingston, Ja: 27, cleared sell aged 3S years.
the passenger traffic
O. B. Webster lias completed two ru\VClub of Thirty have kindly loaned their j Carrie .V Bueknam, Stubbs, Guantanamo;
In Rockland. Ban. 24. Gardner Hahn, a native of
|
must he large.. .The Katalidin left Boston
aged 72 years. 11 months and 12 days.
its and lias the third well advanced.
28, cleared sell Linah C Kaminski. Wood- Waldoboro,
rooms for the evening for the ladies and
In Thomaston, Ban. 24. Mrs. Klizaheth Murphy,
for Bucksport Friday but was compelled by
S
bury, Georgetown, C: 20, arrived sell Mey- aged 8b years.
to
aside
their
Regentlemen
lay
wraps.
'hat.
JI owes & Co. last week bought
er & Muller, Patterson, Jacksonville:
bad w eather to put into Gloucester. She ar30, arIn Waldoboro, Ban. 23, Margaret A. Reed, wife
freshments will he served after 10.50. The rived ship Shenandoah, Murphy. Havre ; sell of Gideon Hoak.
lve gross of Dana’s sarsaparilla, ami are
rived here Monday noon, and left Tuesday
In Washington, Bail. 23, Lucy, widow of Bohn
i
Feb
arrived
is the programme of the concert to Yale, Handy, Phippsburg;
1,
following
in
one
it
and
two
lots...
Mc.ing
gross
; on the return trip.
sell W H Sumner, Pendleton, Stamford; Feh Gibbs, aged 87 years.
he given before the dancing begins:
j
1
In Rockland, Ban. 21, Meliitahle, widow of Geo.
-mild «S: Brown last week received a car
I 1, cleared hark Henry A Litchtield, Gray,
Smith, aged 9*3 years, b months and 3 days.
Shipping Items. Sell. Tiara, N. S. Pen- 1. Concert March “Crusader”
Sousa. I Portland.
■ l of knees from
Bangor for their newvesIn
Washington, Ban. 20, Frank Bones,’ aged (»*>
Brooks. !
which sailed from Belfast a couple 2. Medley, “Boom Lim Boom.”
Philadelphia, Jan 2(5. Arrived sell Cyrus years.
.Drummers for grass seeds and garden dleton,
5.
Spanish Waltz, “Saragossa,”
I
Langev. Hall, Coombs, Fernandina; cleared sell DanIn Green's Landing, Deer Isle,Ban. 20, Jonathan
of weeks ago with old iron and straw for
4.
“Pastimes on the Levee,”
is have put in an appearance, as a reTurner iel B Fearing, Clifford, Boston: 20, cleared Manchester, aged 88 years.
Camden and Rockland, went on the beach
In Napoleon, Ohio, Ban. 20, Sally A., widow of
sell Mary L Peters, Williams, Havana; 31,
ader of the coming spring time.... Close
in Brown’s Cove, Nortliport, and took oil a
arrived sell Isaah K Stetson, Trask, Demer- Nathaniel Crockett, formerly of Rockland; aged
on trout was off February 1st, and the
82 years, 1 month and 20 days.
ara.
deckload of kilnwood. Unfortunately she
In Warren, Ban. 20, Sarah, widow of Nathan
•diermen who desire to try their luck
Boston, Jan 28. Cleared sells Daylight, Kellocli, aged 82 years, 7 months and 13 days.
got tide nipped, and in attempting to get hei
Nickerson, Baltimore; 20, cleared sell Lizzie
In South Cushing, Ban. 1‘3, Elizabeth, wife of
rough lie ice, can now do so without
off she fell over and tilled.
At last reports
Wheaton, Belfast and Charleston; 30, sailed Ezekiel Thompson, aged bl) years, 8 months and 9
•aking the law....An electric motor has she
sell J E Dubignon, Belfast and Beaufort, S C ; days.
had not been floated... .The Vinalhaven
a
In Waldoboro, Jan. 10. Hannah S., widow of
Feb 1. arrived sell Anna Pendleton, Pensaplaced in the house at the head of
A. Benner, aged 80 years and 2 months.
packet. P. M. Bonnie has gone into wintei
rv* s i< *• wharf, east side, to run an endcola, Dee 24, via Hampton Roads and Vine- John
In
Waldoboro, Ban. 10* Bason P. Benner, aged
at the lower bridge.... In
yard Haven.
shipping
14 years ami 5 months.
chain for handling ice.Some men quarters
Mobile, Jan 20. Arrived sell Sallie I'On,
circles it is reported that some changes art
Ill Washington, Ban. 18. Mrs. Helen L. Wincliennit in a boat below the steamboat
West, Cardenas: Feb 1, arrived sell Helen hach, aged 51 years and 7 months.
to be made to the (lov. Ames before long
<5 Moseley. Holt, Matanzas.
In Waldoboro, Ban. 18, Catherine, widow of
ill' Iasi Friday afternoon, fishing for
It is said that, her tore and main masts art
Spear, aged 72 years and 10 months.
Stamford, Ct, Jan 28. Sailed sell Wm It George
aders.
It is rather too early for these
In North Waldoboro, Ban. 17, Mrs. Angelica
New
York
t-> be square rigged.... Nearly all the stom
and SavanSumner, Pendleton,
Burnlmimer,
aged 75 years and 1 month.
to take
lie hook.
John Ward well, son
nah.
In San Francisco, Dee. 31. Bane, widow of Simeon
vessels belonging at Creen’s Land
die late David A. Wardwell, will he mas- carrying
Darien, Jan .30. Cleared sell Alnieda Wil- Howe, of Thomaston. aged 73 years, l*> months.
have been plaeed in winter quarters_
In Ellsworth. Ban. 20. Emerson G. Boy, aged b
ley, Copeland, Providence.
wkiimu "ii the new harkentine to he ing
Sell. .T. E. Du Bignon cleared from Bostoi
Savannah, Feh 1. Sailed sell Eliza J Pen- months and 18 days.
'' *’•'
McDonadl &. Brown. Mr. \V. has
In Castine, Ban. 23, Arnold B. Foster, formerly
New York.
dleton,
for
Belfast. Oil her arrival Mr. H
'mui h •
aged bl years.
xivrienee ami thoroughly under- Friday
Fernandina, Jan 31. Sailed sell Wm Fred- ofInKllsworth,
Green’s Landing', Ban. lb. Mrs. Charlotte
erick, Cottrell, New York.
,msI''- Mr. Langhtnn, who is E. Pierce will begin to cut ice and load i
Thurlow, aged 74 vears.
into the vessel. The Du Bignon will loat
Calais, Jan 27. Sailed sell Humaroek,
"stulil.sli a
llas lt.as.
cai",ingf.((.t(|r^
Ycazie, Cardenas.
for Beaufort, S. C. Mr. Pierce reports tin
! )>iv»l \V. Kvi r the
],,ft
huildBrunswick, Jan 31. Sailed sell Nahum
.igging
ice on his pond to be thirteen inches ii
ROBERT J. LIBBY.
awl wharf amt a strip of
<’hapin, Arey, Boston.
extending
thickness.
Key West, Jan 20. Sailed sell F C PendleiIh- till, iin which other
hiiib.:„gs wil; i,„
ton. Parker, Mobile.
l,‘»L. ..Mrs. Baker, who for
North Club Course Concert. The conSan Francisco, Feh 1.
maiv years
Cleared ship Mankejit a private hoarding house in Bcii*S{ 1 cert which concludes the North Club lectj uel Llaguno, Smalley, New York.
I' d
from the business oil Monday last, ure course will be
FOREIGN ports.
given at Pierce's Parlor
i will
keep house for Mr. Charles Mitch- I ’theatre on the
Yokohama, to Jan 2d. Arrived ship Belle
evening of Feb. Jth. Miss
O’Brien,
family.
Hodgeman, New York via Hiogo.
Bidiieforp. Me.. Arc. 6.1S91.
.Large numbers of sea gulls slia’ the harpist, will he heard here for
Havre, Jan 28. Arrived ship Cora, Kay,
Messrs. Dan a Sarsaparilla Co.,
disporting about our harbor on Satur- the first time, in connection with the Ariel
New Orleans.
Some six years ago i was poisoned by
Large quantities of hay lias been Ladies’ Quartette of Rockland and Mr. H.
Cardenas, Jan 22. Arrived sell 1> I) Haspoison ivy, and though I employed a
; h-d recently from points on the Belfast M. Lord.
kell,
Haskell, New York.
good TTIJP Physician, yet it'got
Miss Shaw recently appeared in
Buenos Ayres, Dec 21. Sailed bark J \V
into I n & my blood, and caused
"ad.
Tin- increased price in bay has
Bangor before a full house, at 81 a seat. Of
such a burning, itching sensation
Dresser, New York.
dated the business.... Frances Jones' 1 her
that it seemed as though I could tear
Rosario, Dec 24. Sailed bark E L Mayappearance in Chicago the Elite News
"
the very flesh from the bones—
berry, Boston.
li*»g is now estimated by some to ! of that city says: “Miss Shaw had
;
only
all these years I have been troubled so
Hong Kong, Dee dl. In port ship R R
-d ^99
pounds. It is the largest porker j played the few opening bars of the Andante
Thomas for New York.
that my life has been a living death.
en in this
vicinity-it was not a bad 1 by Godefroid when it was at once
Havana, Jan 28. Sailed bark Havana,
Last winter, I was taken
perceived
| an pa
'tration of tin* after effects of the
with diabetis and rnn IVI In Lf
Rice, New York ; 21), sailed bark Matanzas,
grip ! that in technique she is a complete mistress,
Rice.
:i
down
Philadelphia.
fast—could
no
until
the
very
help,
Dennis,
get
coachman, made, when
<*nd of the piece she had shown
l\v
Port de Paix, about Jan 2d. Sailed sell
Fob. 4th, my attention was called to the
I if he had recovered.
"Yes," in* said, that she also possesses true artistic
Waldemar,
Leland, Chester, Pa.
wonderful cures DANA'S SARSAPAfeeling
I was sick sixteen
RILLA was performing. I got a botile,
Inagua, Jan 24. In port sell Nellie T
days after I got well.” j and perfect command of' her instrument.”
and could not see that it helped me in
Morse, Savage, from New York, to sail 2.1th
!'"ssy willows picked Feb. 1st. The And tin- Boston Herald
for Little Inagua, to load lumber ex-scli
says of her: “Miss
the
TU AT h'ast, but thought I
d the season, of course—and
what a Shaw has much of the Italian
Marion Mansmi.
I
would
la#X
I
it
a
anti
grace
give
thorough
••••Mr. F. A. Follett has inanufaePort Spain. Jan .1. Arrived brig H C SibWhile taking the fourth hottrial.
softness in her playing, which does not lack
Absolutely Pure.
ley, Hiehborn, Barbadoes, (to load at La
tic I began to imjtrove, 1 have
’•"’.(>00 maekend jigs on his 50,000 conor
and
-strength
she will be a welA cream of tartar baking powder. Highfirmness,
Brae for Philadelphia) 18. arrived Meguntitaken
thirteen
aud
am |terbottles
The trustees of the. Belfast Public come
cook, Wallace, La Brae for New York, to sail
est of all in leavening strength.—Latest U.
acquisition to a city which hitherto
!
fectiy weii every way, I cannot
"> have bought for that institution the has
n a few days.
boasted of but one first-class harpist.”
•S’. Government FootI Report.
begin to tell you how grateful l am for
in.
1
and
was
a
recovery,
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
dictionary.... Monday
great rrhc Ariel Quartet (Mrs. F. R.
wjsli
Spear, Mrs.
1,,r smelts in our river ami
every one to know what VsU IX bw
Jan.
off
Fenwick's
Island
Spoken.
2.1,
large catches lb N. Mortland, Mrs. .Joseph Furbish and
a good medicine DANA'S SARSAlightship, brig H. B. Hussey, Charleston, S.
made. Some fishermen caught fifty Miss Julia S.
PARILLA is.
Spear) have been singing toC., for Weymouth, Mass. Sell. Maude Snare
":,<-h. M. It. Know Hon &. Co.,
(of Bangor), Lowell, from New York for St
Respectfully,
bought gether for ten years and their work is highly j
ROBERT J. LIBBY.
Pierre (Mart), no date, lat, &<\, (by tug
""iii SOO and 900
Janies commended. Their selections are of a
pounds-Capt.
:
high
(Iladisfen, at Bermuda Jan 24).
"‘kins began to cut ice this week on
Not what we say but what the
order and well rendered. Mr. Lord is too !
say
'‘
Loss of Brio I. W. Parker. In a letter
pond but H was so poor and thin
ALL SIZES. BY
to the Ellsworth American under date of
"a«ed operations and will wait for a well and favorably known here to need
sells DANA'S SARSAPARILLA.
Natal,. Brazil, Dec. 20, 1891, Capt. John W,
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
praise.
|
Kane gives the following particulars of the Howes
tfc Co.

ann

WAR WITH

C. A. Doe has accepted a position with a
large publishing company in Chicago, and
left for that city last Friday. [Fort Bayne,
Ala., Journal.
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CLOTHING.

OF

-Bought of

Mark Andrews bv-

H. W. CLARK and JOIN W. SLEEPER,
•Tim. Ifi, ut the 01<1 stand, SB >lnin i^t

Bejyun Tuesda.v,
The old

prices

marked on the tickets in

are

plain,

figures.

black

bought out the desirable part of this stock at a bargain, we propo>,* to deduct
from the former price of these goods from

Having

1^-10 to 40 Per Cent. Discount,
according- to the. margin represented on the goods, and mark tie' selling p:on a tag
'Phis is a DENTINE MAKE DOWN SATE, and we want
with large, red figures.
you to have faith in it. ^“AA'e shall make a standing otter of the best suit of clothes
we have in the store to the person who can prove that w< are not doing as we represent in this advertisement.
Look for the former price, on the old ticket and the mark down price in
red on the tag.

■

Don't miss taking advantage of this sale, as it will save y *u many dollar*, and whether you need] them at present or not. it will pa\ you t > buy at omv.

■

The object of this WHOLESALE <TT DOWN" in pri"cs is to «•!•»>. out allot tin* old
stock and make business lively in the dull season, so that next spring we can show to

**

NEWEST ANO NOBBIEST LINE OF CLOTHING
EVER SHOWN

IN BELFAS T.

-■

■

___

|

-WE SHALL CONDITT A

CUSTOM

TAILORING

DEPT.

UPSTAIRS,

-IN CHARGE OF

H. W.

Clark,

the Merchant Tailor,

at 111

formerly

High Street.

■

-WE SHALL CONTINI'E To HIVE Vof THE

Most Stylish and Fine
Of the

Ivy Poisoning and Diabetes
CURED!!

I

1

'•

POWDER

j

;

j
j

j

1''.v

jaiinPQ

people

j

ffinflow iofl PlctnrB Glass,

order of workmanship such as has heretofore been the work of
Mr. Clark, and by which he has made bis success what it is.

highest

-WE SHALL MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

and

^Cleaning, Pressing
anil would

33^“All of our
custom of the store.

especially

goods

of Old

Repairing

solicit your

will be sold at

patronage in

strictly

one

Clothing,*^

this line.

price,

as

has

formerly

been the

-J

CLARK & SLEEPER,
Clothiers, Tailors

and Men’s

Outfitters,

38 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST,

TUTTLE & SON,
Photographers ani Crap Artists.

>

FROM A LIVING DEATH!

Garments

Fitting

-$3.50FOK

—sioFor

a

We Have the .Best Lne
CANNED

Large, Life-Like Crayon

of

GOODS,

fruits. Xnts, Raisins, Citron and

Confectionery,
Kver offered in this

-A.

city and

we

sell them l"vv.

HOWES &

A.

SI/E,

CABINET

MAINE.

CO

Scissors, Shears & E zero.
These

goods are the finest steei. electric tempered, the best made. If you want a good
thing tn them. K\ery pair warranted.

WITH ELEGANT FRAME.
-Full lenslh PANELS, all !>lzes.Also the New

Style “Colored Photographs

OI K MOTTO IS ALWAYS I’KOGRESSIVK.

BELFAST,
Dec. 17, 1S91.—6m51

MAINE.

FI \ G EH

A

You Can

Buy

Your

MEDICINES
and Patent
Cheaper of

us

than at any

Medicines
store

in Waldo Co.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Just Received
A LARGE STOCK CF

1* I IN GS.

of the largest lines in this section, sc! with
Diamonds. opa!>. Moontstono. Ihnerald. I‘carls
(Carnets. etc. Al-seLII), PLAIN and KNhK AYKI)
KIN(i* of the i>es; quality and make.
one

Nouvenir
Spoons.
\ariety ol unique and pretty styles cot up

to

order.
All kinds ot engraving done in the best manner.
< Hd English, Monogram, (
at
>; her and Set

ip.

Hervey’s
I’liuMli.Y

Jewelry Store,
Row, Belfast, Me.

50 Boxes of That

30 GENT TEA
-JUST

keceived

by-

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Tattle Linen Napkins and Crashes 24 lbs. SUGAR
by the piece

vard, at wholesale or retail,
CHEAT, at
O. F. WELLS’.
Belfast, Jan. 28, 1892.—3m4
or

for
By

A.

A.

Sl.oo,
HOWES

& CO.

Missouri.

Letter from

inches of pure white

ten

“Missouri and Kansas, light rain,
colder by Sunday night; variable winds.”

predictions were not verified to the
shortly after noon on Sunday,
light snow began to fall, and toward night
began to increase in force, with increasing winds from the north, until three
The thero'clock on Monday afternoon.
mometer yielded t<> the outside pressure

The

letter.

dow n, in this Italian climate, to 8
Today
during last night.

ran

zero

any one is upon the streets except those who arc compelled to he out;
business has been for two days greatly reYour correspondent, w ho has
tarded.
scarc e

ly

The Methodist
borer not

lie
estimated for him is called support.
no voice infixing it.
He cannot col-

"i

-l:e
•.•

v\

shingitig brightly. hut as the
in prospect
iu■ 11"11 li
t1111
mi W" of g* mm: sleighing;
.:
11
we arc minus Weighs.
*i:: natch

>11a

-i i i t

i,|

,,

i,!

\ .i;

a

a-.

'_.

i,

■.;;i

ha\e revelled ill the

who

In.ys.

inter, w ii ii sleigh rides,
lohhogganing and all the other
Maine

w

and

amusements

\

;iite in Maine,

<!,

he

"i

am

time

a

for

crippled

this.

as

task of

the

dertaken

are

of

implements

neet ssar\

such

foi

ure

re.itions in-

iet

One

pleas-

has

un-

manufacturing

a

ihis afterneon.

sleigh
springliehl.

as some

your readers are
the Ozark range of
ot

aware, is situated on
mountains, in the south western part of
The .state. 2:ls mites southw est of St. Louis.

twenty-five

is about

population

The

Southern city, and
iluring the late unpleasantness the seene
*i battles, its population has been greatly
modified by the incoming of people from
Thousand.

Though

a

Here are
many of the Northern States.
>cu ial Maim- people: many from Iowa,
Wisconsin. Minnesota.
Illinois, Kansas
and Indiana, as well as from the Southern
The city consists of a northern
States.
and southern portion, distinguished as
Old Town, as
old Town and New Town.
will indicate, is older than the
its name
Here stands tin Square, the ( ourt
House and many of the principal business
The building of the
houses of the city.
new.

K.

1!.

Frisco"

one

and

half miles

one

north of old Town, led to the furnishing
of Imtel accommodations, and gradually
the erection of business houses and resiThe more recent location ot the
dences.
io

Frisco'' shops north of the 'Frisco track,
w ith its T<Hi employees, has given a tremendous impetus to ibis part of the city,
it lias

until toda\
streets

ness

of the finest busi-

one

with in

often met

of

places

T he pavement of the street i<
brick, and is as free from mud in win•.er .ts in summer. T he Studebaker \\ agon
size.

its

Works of.south

opened

built and

recently
magnificent depository
Indhtna.

liend.
;i

this street, in addition

»n

t"

several

new

buildings erected during the past year.
dei-able rivaln has existed between

( on si

the

town-'.

two

effort

An

made to

was

ineate the new government building in Old
Town, and it wa> located there by the
government ollieers.

An

mined and sueeessful effort was then made
to get this derision reversed in favor of a
location between the two

The

towns.

result is that the building is in process ot
erection about a half a mile north of the

Square,
the

two

principal
When completed

the

on

street

towns.

hear, ornament
of

source

joy

the city,

to

as

former year reduced
one half. He may be returned to a church
which desired to get rid of him and have
be removed from

He may serve churches for years for $1,or >1.500 and by a lucky accident be-

well

as a

through the

an ex-

cellent system of electric ear line, two
park-*, cemeteries and numerous churches,

school houses and halls, and two Opera
Houses, one just opened.
A Mining Convention was held here recently. in which were many representatives
from the

surrounding

counties of the State

northern Arkansas.

and

debates

present.

were

Fruit culture is yet in its
infancy, hut ii is hig with promise. At
some future time, when 1 am in a position
to secure the necessary facts, 1 will give
details of the fruit

industry,

description of some of the fruit
yield the proprietors thous-

farms, which

ands of dollars profit in one year.
The climate here, with the exception <>f

frequent changes, is delightful, lee was
cut last week, for the first time in three
is hot,
years.
the shade is cool and refreshing, and with
scarcely an exception the nights are pleasant,

As

summer,

soon

while the

the

as

delightful atmosphere

Alter giving 11is life to the
year.
minis!r\ lie may tind himself at liity years
of age compelled to drop from a •>•’,.U00
s-500

sun

goes down, a
prevails, and you

sun

time

Democratic, in the evening.
Business lias been somewhat dull
e.

real estate business—for the

a
a

more

a

week

a

as

till

to

self after

more

one

of ils most

re-

the second

no

And he may be thus
when he is so effective that one of
rank.

the first

to

ignored

—

two

the months and

life and activities than with any of the places we have lived in.
Improvement is the

his official members may say to him “1
will take him into my employ to-day and
teach him my business, and pay him from
the start twice the salary he ever received
from any church."
I can name the emi- j
nent and distinguished ministers whose

experience 1

have hinted at.

When the minister gets old lie is not delie is unable to go
sired for a pastor,
into business from lack of capital; lie is
unable to take up another
is unable to learn another

profession: lie
trade, or work

at one if lie had it; he is turned adrift to
support himself with the aid of a beggar-

ly pittance doled out to him as a charity
by the church lie has made rich. The
gift is bestowed w ith such offensive
parade that nothing but absolute need
Methodism
drive him to accept it.
does better bv her veteran ministers than
will

any Protestant Church in this country,
but she falls far short of her duty and
She contributed just

ability.

a

dime from
in

probationer

each member and

emits

per capita: four, from 20 to
over 10 and under

or over

twenty-three.

2."» cents:

wenty-four, over ~> and under 10
twenty-live. 1 to •'» cents: sixteen,

20 cents: t
rents:

less than 1 cent.

Eight hundred and six churches
tributed

to

veteran

ministers. >7

401

churches,

84:

711

707

churches.

*2:

873

churches,

1.919
that

collection.
cause

so

,»f

si

gave

2.792

far

A

so.

as a

churches,

83:

churches,

si:

the

<

churches
took

certainty

a

con-

each:

no

churches ignored
public presentation goes:

this

7.277 chur« lies contributed *9.774.

less

or

than *2 each.
There

ferences in

.Methodist Annual

two

arc

Con-

In these conferences,
17 churches with (522 members and probaMaine.

tioners. 877.300 worth

ing 84.007 salary,

<*f

property, pavcontributing 8147 to

probationers, 8210.770 worth of
property, paying 820.717 salary, contrib8197 to the

to

c

hurch benevolences, gave
72 churches with

veterans:

4,91*0 members and probationers. 8271.S70 worth of property, paying £30,780 salary. contributing £1.707 to church benevolences, gave 8197 to the veterans, or less
than £3 from each church.
In the whole State, 23,744 Methodists
contributed for the veterans £2,704 or less

Thirty-six veteran
nistersreceived £3,270 or £91 each; 32
than 12 cts. each.

ows

received 83,220,

or

£101

each.

minwidHad

dependent upon the
people, they would

have received less than £40 each; the rest
was provided
Wy the dividends of the

scene, with all its attendant privileges, be
to this region of country—well,

transferred
we

nothing mo re in
advatages.

would ask for

W.

the way
H.

W.

|

j

Three hundred and lifty-four churches
New England with 23,902 members

probationers.

and

£1,349,000

worth

of

property, paying £107,772 salary, contributing 810,214 to church benevolences, gave for the veterans £790, or a little

over

£2 from each church.

pastor secured for the
of his

cent,

own

salary,

Had each

veterans

one per
the amount rais-

ed would have been more than doubled.
This terrible exhibit reveals the greatest
weakness in the policy of Methodism.
There can be but one remedy for this evil.
J jet each pastor do as lie will wish to be
done by when he is a veteran.
llackettstown, N. J.
Comments of Contemporaries.
COXCiRATl RATIONS FROM

The
conies

VERMONT.

a

Republican Journal, of Belfast, Me.,
to us in an eight-page form, printed

new

nal has always been fortunate in its contributors and correspondents, and was never
better equipped in this direction than it is
to-day. While plate matter is often very
convenient, and enables the publisher to
get out a large paper at comparatively
little expense, none will lie used on the
new
Journal, which will be wholly the
work of its own efficient compositors. Our
readers have always had the best, and it is
not proposed now to lower the standard.’’
The Journal is certainly one of our best ex-

changes and we congratulate the editors and
all concerned on this evidence of progressive
prosperity. [Bennington (Vt.) Banner.
THE BEST PAPER

IN

THE STATE OF MAINE.

appearance and careful editorial work—as
handsome a weekly paper as the whole world
could boast. The publishers, however, are
not content to let well enough alone. They
have just enlarged the paper to a seven column,eight page, putin a magnificent press and
We believe that
an entire new dress of type.
this is to-day the best paper in the State of
Maine. [The Eustis Lake Region, Florida.
LIKES THE NEW

HEAD.

The Belfast Journal has made still another
improvement, now appearing under a very
handsome head—we refer to the typographical head—the editorial head has always been
all right. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.

service

F.
10.45

at

Tilton,
a.

m :

prayer meeting

lecture

or

at

7.-

0

in.,

p.

m.

Methodist, .Milh-r street. Rev. (i. B. Chad
wick, pastor. Braver meeting at 0. a. m.:
preaching service at !<>.:<> a. m. Sundav
School at 12 noon : young people’s nu ting at
0 p. m. and general prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Cnitarian, Church street. Rev. J. A. Savage. pastor.
Breaching hour 10.45 a. m.:
Sundav Selu ol 12

Cniversalist,

About the 1st of April last In otic^d some red pim*
pies like coining out all over my body, but thought
nothing of it until some time later on, when it began
to look like spots of rnortar spotted on, and which
came off in layers accompanied with itching. 1
would scratch every night until I was raw, then the
next night the scalesbeing formed

A substitute for lard?
Upsetting the customs, habits, and prejudices of centuries? Yes, all this and
more.
Cottolene is a new
cooking product—it is bet-

ol

innu r

Rev.
M\‘
Kingshurv. j stoi
service at 10.45 a. in.: Mindav
12.
Catholic, iovver < niai Streei, Re\. Father
< •arrity. of \\
interj;■ t. pastor. Smiio :,t
10.20 a. in.

sician ; and it is

..

WITH

Arrives

2 i». in.
Co lit re

l'.

S.

MAIL.

11

a. m

daily

at 12

leav

no< n

:

BARKS.
»

Adam W Spies. .V I> Field. at Hong Kong

I>ee 2.

line.

Beatrice Havener, Hichhorn. cleared from
Philadelphia dan d for St Thomas.
Belmont, Heagan, arrived at Boston Oct d
I'mni Turks Island.
P Stowers, armed at
Carrie K L.>ng, d
Havana dan 20 trom New York.
Carrie Heckle, Colcord, sailed from New
York dan 2d for Champerien.
Carrie L Tyler, l’attengall, cleared from
New Yol k Sept 10 for < ape Tow n.
Clara K MeOilvery. Phillip (iilkey, arri\ ed
at New Yolk dan 2d from Santa Cruz.
C P Dixon, N F < iilkey. cleared from New
York I >i
is for Valparaiso.
Edw ard Cushing, C A Whittier, arri\ed at
Philadelphia dan 2d from (iuautanamo.
Edward Kidder. Melvin Park, sailed from
New York Nov s for Valparaiso and Antofo-

gasta.

ijEmma T Crowell, A
from Hong Kong Nov
passed A njier Dec s.

S Pendleton, sailed
1". for New York:

Escort. R (i YYliilehoiise. cleared from
Singapore No\ 24 for Shanghae.
Evanell, W 11 Blanchard, at New York.
Evie Reed. A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Nov 24 from

Auckland,

N Z.

Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Hong Kong
(let IT for New York: passed A njier No\ IT.
Havana. Rice, arrived at Havana dan 2<>
from New York.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, cleared
from New Y ork Aug 21 for La Lihertad.C A.
Hudson. F A Curtis, sailed from Manila
Oct n for Marseilles: passed A njier No\ 24
Henry NorweP. Frank Perry, cleared from
Zaza .Jan l.‘> for New York.
John .J Marsh, H BYVhittier. cleared fp n
Philadelphia dan 14 for ( auh nas.
dames (i Pendleton, Lam-aster, sailed fr<m
New York Dec 1 for

lit, lat N. Ion bb W.

Valparaiso; spoken

Dec

W Dresser, Parker, sailed from New
il
York Oct l(i for Buenos Ayres.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, cleared from
Boston Dec i< for Rosario.
Matanzas, B F Rice, arrived at Havana
Jan d from New York.
Man E. Russell. W S Nichols, arrived at
Philadelphia Jan IS from Pernambuco.
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from New
Y’ork Jan lb for Honolulu.
Penobscot, McCaulder, Singapore for New
Y’ork, passed A njier Dec 20.
St Lucie, d T Erskine, sailed from New
Y ork Oct S for YY’ellington, N Z.

David Bugbee, Stowers, arrived at Pensacola Dec 20 from St Pierre. Mart.
H 1* Hussey, Hodgdon, sailed from Chuflesion .Ian 20 for Weymouth.
H (' Sibley. (I W Hichhorn, sailed from
P.arhadoes Dee 31 for Port Spain.
SCHOONK RS.

!

j

leaves

at

ClIKMIl AL CORPORATION*, IloSt-Ul
ff#>-'*Sciui for How to Cure Skiu diseases,’
pages, 6u illustrations, and 1U0 testimonials.

1.45 p.

1

j

Springs, via. Searsport : \V. F.
Brown, proprietor. Arrives daily at 0.20 a.
a.
in., and 2.20 p. m.. leaves post-ofth e at
ni. and Railroad station at 2.2.0 p. m.
(Time
subject to changes of railroad time table.

;

EXPRESS

DIMPU >, '-lack-heads, red, rough,chapped ;.iid
I III oily skin cured by Crrimu Soap.

the

I GANT BREATHE.

genuine

for Mobile about 22nd.
Tofa, A S Wilson,saiied from Havana Jan
22 for Pensacola.
Warren Adams, Coleord, cleared from
Norfolk, Va, Jan 15 for Rio Janeiro.
William Frederick, Cottrell, arrived at
Fernandina Dee 31 from Havana.
Willie L Newton, Coombs, eleared from
New York Jan 23 for Demerara.
10

Pains, Soreness, Weakness,
Hacking C:>mrh, Asthma, P.e’irisy,

of

Swindlers.

We have exposed, during the last year,
many swindlers who advertise, under the
name of medicine, vile compounds which
only increase human suffering. To all who
need a pure medicine and blood purifier, we
can honestly recommend Sulphur Bitters.
—Editor Sun.
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Tie Best Corset ii tie World

('.ups

meets

near Randall Ellis'.
New England Order of Protection.
Belfast Lodge No. 140 meets at Odd Fellows Hall on the second and fourth Monday
evenings in each month.
American Legion of Honor.
Bay City
Council, No. ."412, meets at the office of (ieo.
E. Johnson, Odd Fellows Block, on the tirst
and third Monday ev ening of each month.
Royal Akcantm
Belfast Council. No.
75U. meets on the second and fourth Thursday evenings of each month at the store of
C. E. Johnson.

Augusta road,

SIX I FT IKS.

Belfast Woman’s

\llianck iiio-Is every
other Thursday afternoon at the homes of
Club
memhers. (iirls"
every Thursday evening at the Memorial Building.
Belfast W. C. '1'. 1. meets every Saturday at 2.20 p. m. at the homes of memhers.
(iooD Templars.
Meet at the I’niversa1 ist ehureh vestry
Belfast Lodge >".20 meets every Monday

evening.
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MA IKE.

Iyr 17

day. As soon as abnormal comfit ions
apparent a strung desire impels the
sufterei to find relief. He is ready lo try
almost
anything that offers ; this lie
should not do. If the symptoms show

H. H. HAY & SON, Portland. Me.

oil n

a I’rol.at*' < mm held
llutouutvot Wain,
•Hi.ma
v I*. 1 S'.ej

are

disordered liver, or a had condition of
old reliable L. F.
the blood, take t h
1 here is nothing betAtwood’s Hitters.
Tradeter
A speeifi'- for dyspepsia.
He ware of imitations.
mark
L. F.”
Take only L. F.”
N< *K rn Sku vdo, April 13, 1801.
fh-'ir SirsI have used
L. F.” Atwood's
Hitters tor fifteen or twenty years. Have tried
a number ot medicines for dyspepsia but have
not found any as good for this complaint as
your H'tters. I would not 1 >»» without them.
Yours trulv,
<'. \ .McKKNNKY.
VVkst I’oi \ mi. Apr;l 3. 181*1.
Atwood's
CrnUrmen :- -After using
L F
Hitters n my famdv for more than twenty
I
take
in
spent
rceonitneiiding
years.
pleasure
We would no’
them as a family mediri
without them. T ey are esperiall go -l for
Hi 1 iousii»*ss and all stomaeh irnubY>.
1> M I KHNM.l*.
Y> urs very trulv,
If your dealer iioe> not keep them send 3’
cents to us and receive a bottle express p id
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Andrew L. Clark Camp Sons of Veterans,
No. 4J, meets every Monday evening.
Changes. Seaside. N<\J4d. Regular meeting very Saturday evening at new Orange
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All (iran.i Army I todies meet at
Memorial Building on Chun h street.
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| pef-ons inieresteil l.y causing a copy of tin- ordr:
j to In- published three weeks successively in the
| Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that the-
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Aurora ReLekah Lodge. Regular nn etings
on the 2d ami 1th Tin sdav' ev cmngs of each
month.
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order in* ci ;n Casta- Mali. II iirh st reet. over
( lias. N. Bla. ICs si..re.
Silver Cross Lodge. No. AS, meets every
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id deceased's estate.
ordered. That the said 1‘rudenee give notice t.
iiersons interested hy causing a copy of this
order to he puhli-hed three weeks stteees'sively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a ITobate ( ourt. to he. held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said < otinty. on the second
Tuesday of February next..it ten ot the elo.-k hr
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any they have, why
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oi:o. !■:. Johnson. Judge.
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Odd Fellows Rioek, Ma.n street.
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1-1KLD. Register.
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Specials at eali.
Tiinotiiy Chase Lodge,
inn tugs.
1st '1 hlirsday
iimiitli.
specials at call.

u.

all

Liberty .West Xearsniont, North Searsnmnt and Lelnmnt. .!. C.
Arrives daily at 11 a. m.:
leaves at 2250 p. m.
Staples’s Express from Stockton Springs,
via. Searsport, Jessie Staples, proprietor.
Arrives daily at 10.150 a. m.; leaves at 2 p. ni.

ev ei

wt

by

lvrlist

Fuller, proprietor.

in each month.
Waldo Lodge.

a

‘I

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO
CHICAGO, and
S Central Wharf, Boston.

and Intlammation relieved in one
minute by the Cuticura Anti-l’uitt
ISothing like it for Weak Lungs.

"lu',-.,7

Do you want the best Medical Work published?
Send 3 2-cent stamps to A. I’. Oudu ay »fc Co.,
Boston Mass- ami receive a copy, free.

Iyr27‘
THE BEST FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

In Court Ol I’p-Imj.-. I «‘ DI ai
the second Tuesdax >t .hiou
.IKK B. KANK1.V Aommistrat*
ANNK STAIT.I-.s. late .if Bellas!
said County, deeeased. having presented his
and final account ot adminisi r.i ion of said c-u
tor allowance, I opt her with hi- pii.ate claim
ordered, That noiuc thereot lie pxen, 11•'■
weeks succcssixelx, in the Kepol li« an .lour!
printed in Belfast.'in said < ounix that all p« i>interested, max attend at a Probate Colin, t"
held at Bellas!, on the second Tuesdax ot I'd"
arx next, and show cause, it any tliex have, w
the said account should not he allowed.
<. VA ). K. JOHNSON .ItiilpA true copy. Attest: Bon a n 1’. Ft it,t». Kenid-

\1T
Vf

GIRLS WANTED.
lyrlSnrm

mng

for February is filled from cover
to cover with interesting and instructive
reading matter, embellished with a great
number of beautiful illustrations, among
which are «i series of reproductions of inPUT UP EXPRESSLY
stantaneous photos that have, perhaps,
In these dull winter
never been excelled.
FOR FAMILY USE
days one miglit imagine that it would be m 3, 5, and 10 lb. pails and 10 lb. tubs; also
impossible to obtain fresh material for a
magazine like Outing, but the publishers I
by the tierce, barrel, half barrels and tubs, is
are equal to the situation and certainly
for sale by every first-class grocer and provisubmit a most charming lot of it in the sion dealer—all
lard rendered by us is free
from all Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and
February number.
other adulterations so commonly used, and
WARRANTED STRICTLY PURE. None genuAn interesting article in the February ine without our name stamped upon the
New England Magazine is “The Granite package.
Industry in New England,” by George A.
P.
Rich.
It is finely illustrated by J. II.
BOSTON, MASS.
Hatfield and Louis A. Holman.

Outing

PURE LARD

Beware

«

I

Cottolene.

Made

Chest

Jriaster.

Stockton

G1

1

m.

ia

Liberty Express

<

AND

Sunlight >". 2. .Juvenile Temple, meets
1 >eiij Pal.iens, R B Condon, at Pernambuco
every Saturday evening.
•Ian 3 from Rio Janeiro.
the conns.
Carrie A Lane, Dyer, arrived at Baltimore
The Supreme .Judicial Court for Waldo
Jan 20 from Horse Island.
Clara E Coleord, Coleord, arrived at Ha
(’ounty holds three sessions annually on the
lirst Tuesday m .January and the thiid Tues\ ana Jan Id from Pensacola.
Edward Johnson, Warren, cleared from
day of April and ()ctober.
Probate Court, Judge (n o. K. Johnson, on
Philadelphia Jan 21 'or Sagua.
Georgia (Iilkey, W R (Iilkey, arrived at the second Tuesday of each month.
Matanzas Nov 17 Iron: Meddle in port Jan Id.
Insolvency Court. Judge (leo. K. Johnson,
George Twohy, Farrow, cleared from Pen- on the second Wednesday of each month.
Belfast Police Court, Judge B. W. Rogers,
sacola Jan 15 for New York.
civ il term, on the lirst Monday in each month.
Hattie Me(I Buck, H F Sprovvl, arrived
at Mobile Jan 21 from Pensacola.
('ounty Commissioners Court. M. S. Stiles,
Jackson,
Chairman: (>t.is l>. Wilson, Searseleared
from
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,
lnont, and Simon A. Payton. Belfast. ReguPhiladelphia Jan 20 from New Orleans.
Horace (I Morse, Harriman, New York for | lar session at Belfast "ii the second TuesSav annah : spoken Jan 25, off Bodies Island.
days of April, and third Tuesdays of August
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Vera ! and Iteceinber.
Cruz Jan IS from Sahiue Pass.
MAILS.
Jos \Y Foster, S S Heagan, sailed from
The 1 Jelfast mail closes at 7.0a, a. m., and
Boston Jan Id for Matanzas.
12.10 and 2.5f> p. m. The mails arrive on the
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, arrived at New
arrival of the trains and stages for which
York Dee 7 from Bangor.
time see under head of trains and stages.
Linah C Kaminski, S E Woodhury, arrivBELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
ed at New York Jan S from Brunswick.
Lizzie Lane, A (I Clbsson, at Searsport.
The Library and Reading Room are open
Lueia Porter, Grindle, cleared from New i from two to five o'clock, standard time, on
York Jan IS for Havana.
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday afterMary A Hall, M Veazic, arrived at Apa- noons, and from (>.20 to 8.20 o'clock Tuesday,
lachicola Jan 14 from Matanzas.
Thursday and Saturday evenings. The liM B Milieu, Dyer, sailed from Sagua Dec
brary and reading room are free to all in22 for Apalachicola.
habitants of Belfast over fourteen years of
Mary L Peters, Williams, arrived at Phila- age. Persons residing in town temporarily

delphia Jan (»from Fernandina.
K F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Jan 28 from Demerara.
Sally I’On, W H West, at Cardenas Jan

as

knows

is tile pure t ci.ii itlccl cottonseed i> 1 ;.i\■' ’.with pure
beel fat. ii Is the nit cook
ing material ever devised
fur frying anvtliing and
It is t-asi’v
everything.
digested anil highly nutri
tious livery Nei\ England
housekeeper will prize Cottolene.
Beware of imitations. Ask your grocer foi

everywhere. Price, (Tttctra, '-ic.;
Ri.~oi.vi;\t, £1 .on. Prepared by .he -\>tti.u

<
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y
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Kiio\. Last Kliox, Morrill
and Boor’s Mills. Rohie Mens, proprittor.
Arrives daily at 11 a. m. : leaves at 1 p. in.
North Searsport. via Svvanville; (leo. \\
I
Nickerson, proprietor, Arrives dany at 12
noon : leaves at 2
j». m.
v

PALY IN HERYEY. Guardian of MARY A.
HAl gH, minor heir of THOMAS HAT(ill,
late of Belfast, in said County of A\ aldo, deceased,
having presented a petition lor license to sell certain real estate of said minor, situated in said Belfast, at public oi private sale,
ordered. That the said ( ah in gi\c notice to all
person- interested by causing a co| y ..t thi-order
1 «■
l nldished tliiee wi« k- -m cssively in the
ICej ttlnicaii Journal, j tinted at Bellas that thev
1 dd at Bid
u| | « ar at a l iobate < tut, to I
fast, within and lor said
(minty, on Mm sen.ml
’l',ie.-ua\ ot Eebtnary next, at ten «d the o'clock
bcioic ii'iuii. and sla.w cause. it any they have,
w by the same -ltotild ii"t I c
plow .1. apptowd and

I
1

<

S--V1

I.ineolnv ill**, 'ia. < i range ami Fast
Belmont: A. B. Knight, proprietor.
\ rriv es daily at 12 m »u leav es at 2 p. m.
via
So.
Searsnn
lit
Montville.
and
Liberty,
Belmont J. C. Fuller, proprietor. Arrives
at

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesda\ of
January, A. 1>. 1892.

\ true

■

■

Freedom,

County of Waldo, deceased, having
a petition praying that administration
said deceased’s estate mav be granted to
SAM CEL (1. NORTON, of Palermo.
Ordered, That the said Henry and Ambrose give
notice to all persons interested’ by causing a
copy
of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Bellast. that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
he second Tuesday of February next, at tenoi the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not
ne granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestBohan P.
Field, Register.
on

when she finds that one half
the quantity answers every
purpose.

"i

Camden. \ :a. Biueo'nvilh Ilearli. N• t ii1- <■. loan,
j'ort and Lest N. 11 h ; v ^ : K.

daily

cheaper

housekeeper

every

m

j

ty, in said

j

I presented

as
Marion
Harland, Catherine Owen,
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, and many
others; it is healthier—so
says every, thoughtful phy-

The new Wood and Skin Purifier and greatest :
Humor Remedies, internally (to cleans*- the 1.
all impurities, ami thus remove th■
a:u
I'lTtfi KA, the great Skin Cure,
rut i.
Soap, an exquisite skin Heautitier, \'.!":-r tile skin and scalp and restore the hair),**
rv sp--cies of
agonizing, itching, burning.
and pimply diseases uf the skia, scalp, and '*

at

proprietor.

Norton ami Ambrose h.Norton,
Henry
'brothers of .JACOB NORTON, late of Eiber-

housekeepers

■

at

|

ter than lard or butter for
cookin
so say such noted

Cuticura Resolvent

S| ring

Court and

Breaching

STACKS

; At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday of
.January. A. I). 1892.

in.

streets.

School

Whatislt?

San Joaquin, Drinkwater, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 18 for New York; spoken
Dec 12, lat 12 20 S, Ion 128 AY.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San j
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Francisco Jan 5 for New Y’ork.
Masonic. The bodies meet at Masonic
State of Maine. II G Curtis, arrived at j
Port Townsend Oct 27 from Shanghai.
Temple, at the corner of Main and High
Thomas Dana, C N Meyers, at Seattle streets.
Palestine Commander;.. K. T.. No. 14.
Jan 21, to load grain for Europe.
Til lie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed Regular meetings 2d Wednesday ev ening in
each month. Special meetings at call.
from New York Sept- 19 for Portland, (>:
King Solomon Council, R. N: S. M.. No. 1.
spoken Nov 20, lat 42 S, Ion 5t» AY.
YYandering .Jewa D C Nichols, sailed from Regular hum ting 1st Tuesday ev ening m each
month.
New Y’ork Dee 1 for Hong Kong.
Special meetings at call.
Corinthian Royal An h Cliaj ter. No. 7.
\Ym H Alaev. Amesbury. sailed from San
Fram isco Oct 25 for (jiiiriistnwii.
Regular inn t.ngs lsi Monday veiling folAYm 11 Conner. Frank 9 Pendleton, sailed
lowing lull moon. Speoia.s at call.
Plnemx Lodge, No. 24.
from New Y ork Sept 9 for Sliangliae : spoken
Regular meetings
Momiax eveiong on «>r l.i lore full moon.
Nov 2, lat 24 S. Ion 20 AY.

Willard Mudgett, Crocker, cleared from
hook concern, 81.029, the Wesleyan Asso- Boston .Tau 2S for Buenos Ayres.
I
BRIGS.
ciation. £724. and invested funds.
in

12

arrived at

1800.

Among the Lake Region’s exchanges from
enterprising citizens, other points outside the State, there is no
we appreciate more than the Belfast
one
and of the Journal especially.
May it
(Maine) Republican Journal. "We have been
continue to grow in usefulness, and in the receiving this paper for years, and have ever
esteem of the people. We should highly remarked upon its elegant typographical

sight of the Penobscot Bay and a waft of
Could such a
its delightsome breezes.

|

:

San Fram isco l)ce 1 from New York.
Mary L Stone, C C Bark. Manila for New
Y’ork, passed Anjier Dec 24 for F. S.
Nancy Pendleton, .1 N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Nov 5 for New York; passed Anjicr Dec 8.
R 1) Rice, A B Colson, sailed from Liverpool Oet 20 for San Franeiseo: spoken Nov
22, lat 8 S, Ion 2ti AY.
R R Thomas, P B Nielmls, arrived at Hong
Kong Dee 9 from New A’ork.
Raphael, Darkness, sailed from New York
Nov 20 for Melbourne.
Robert L Belknap. Staples, sailed from
Havre Jan 5 for New York; passed Isle of
Wight- Jan 7.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 20 for Liverpool.

Three annual conferences contributed 2._>

watchword of its

prize the privilege of looking in upon the
city one of the days of next summer. I
cannot express the longing we sometimes
feel for a chat with former friends, and a

Manuel Llaguno. E<lw Smalley

Preaching

Covered with Scales. Awful Spectacle.
Cured in Five Weeks by the
N
Cuticura Remedies.

meanwhile were scratched off
again. In vain did I consult all
the doctors in the county, but
without aid. After giving up all
hopes of recovery, I happened to
see an advertisement in the newsyour Cuthtra
paper about
KemBDUB. and purchased them
from my druggist, and obtained
almost immediate relief. I began
to notice that the
scaly eruptions
gradnally dropped off and disapone by one, until I had
peared
been fully cured. 1 had the direase tnirieen months before 1 begpn taking the
Remedies, and in four or five weeks was entirely
cured. My disease was eczema and psoriasis. I
know of a great many who have taken the Remi
dies, and thank me for the knowledge of them. (spoeially mothers who have babes with scaly mr
tions on their heads and bodies. I cannot t\my thanks to you. My body was cover- ■'
scales, and I was an awful spectacle to
Now my skiu is as clear as a baby’s.
GEO. COTEV, Merrill, Win.

Sunday. Sunday School at 12. Prayei meeting at 7.20 p. in.
Congregationalist, corner of Market and
High streets, Rev. R. T. Hack, pastor.
Preaching at 10.45. a. ni. Sunday School at

1 >ec 8.

third rank several churches

or

Baptist, High street, Rev. John
pastor.

Nichols, cleared
from N< w Y’ork Sept 8 for Sliangliae.
Luzon. A L Carver, sailed from llong
Kong Nov 17 for New York ; passed Anjicr

longer considered for the
best places, although he lias lifted from

fill service

STEAMBOATS.

AND

CHURCHES.

.Ian 22, lat 0 S. Ion 22 25.
Lu<\ A Nickels, C M

may tind himthan twenty years of faith-

press, folded and trimmed i»y a
It pithily says:
“The JourDexter folder.

Through its columns we
years go by.
have kept in more vital touch with Belfast

of natural

RAILROADS

PROBATE NOTICES.

MORTAR-SPOTTED SKIN

Trains leave 7.20 a. m., ami 12.30 and 4.15
p. in. Arrive at 9.25, ami 10.25 a. m., and
0.30 p. m.
Boats leave for Boston, Mondays and
Thursdays at about 1 p. m. For Bangor
and intermediate landings Wednesdays and
Saturdays at about 9.30 a. m.
Steamer Castine leaves for Buck’s Harbor,
Sedgwick, Brooklin, Oceanville and Green's
Landing, making connections for Bar Harbor,
every Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a. m.
Returning will arrive Mondays and Thursdays about 1.30 p. m.
Steamer Electa leaves every week day
at 2 p.m. for Ryder’s Cove, Hewes Point,
and Castine: Leaves Castine every week
day at 7.45 a. in., for Islesboro and Belfast.

.Josephus, Thomas Rogers, arrived at llong
Kong .Jan 20 trom New York.
Llewellyn .). Morse, Savory, sailed from
Baltimore Non 15 for San Francisco; spoken

lie

sponsible positions.

on

past years, but those specially interested
prophecy a brightening future, and look
forward hopefully to the coming Spring.
We hardly recognized the Journal in its
new dress: but we appreciate its weekly
visits more and

of si.500. and at the same
great business house otter

one

to

have

him >il5

to

daily newspapers are published here,
Republican paper in the morning, and

i.

;i

salary

awake refreshed and reinvigorated for the labors of the next day. Three

sleep

receive above

never

contributions of the

re-

development.

In

lie ministry and

The whole

These varied
iron. lead, zinc and onyx.
are only in the infancy of their

a

a

these «kS claimants been

resources

some

give up
ter 1

lit* may
pay him.
business of s:*,.500 a year t<» en-

they

worth all

a>

More than 400

gion is rich in its mineral deposits of coal,

you
with

the pastor of a church paying $3,500
and tind himself appreciated by bis peo-

bers ami

also has

city

BELFAST DIRECTORY.

30 for Boston.
Henry R Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed from New York Jan 0 for San Francisco.
Henrietta, A. M. Ross, arrived at Melbourne Oct Hi from New Whatcom: in port
Nov 30.
Icenerg, I-. \\ lreat, cleared trom New
York Sept 14 tor Ilong Kong; spoken Nov
14, lat <> S, li»n 21 AY.
Iroquois, E 1) E Nickels, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 12 for Havre: spoken Nov 21,
lat
N, Ion 118 20 \Y
Jacob E Ridgeway, F (i AA'atsen, arrived
at Sliangliae l>rc 2 from N» w A ork.

come

this will

ity. the •‘Frisco*' running east and west
Memphis" running Northeast,
'Fhe

paying $3,000
paying but $1,500.

church benevolences, gave 80 to veteran
ministers: 77 churches with 4.308 mem-

and the

and Soutliwesi.

He may

church

a

and sent to one

salary

uting 81,378
run

a

reduced to one third.

salary

his

of

salary

have the

between

pride.

amt

Two lines ot mil road

He has

church which

deter-

earnest,

no power to choose
He may he sent to a
does not desire him and

law.

his field of labor.

ple

■ii

by

lect it

Killing h"ii. < "le ge y« sterdav noon, came
As 1
into ; he Iniuse w ith frozen ears.
k l Ut m la \ a n c*riio"U.
lit*-. ;!1 ;•«

>n
■

without

works

has

ono

sc\c

slave who

a

He is the only laborer for whose
wages.
services no attempt is made to pay the
full value received.
The compensation

tal Maine winters, has not been
iiu- >in» since returning trom church
’I wo <*t his hoys, resundav night.

braved

Deep Water Vessels.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
Liverpool Dec 28 from Philadelphia.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York Nov 9 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, at New York for
San Francisco.
Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for
San Francisco, sailed from Delaware Breakwater Jan 8.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at New
work Jan 18 from Havre.
C C Chapman, arrived at New York Nov
1(5 from London.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Manila
Nov 23 from Newcastle.
Charger, D S Good ell, arrived at New
Y'ork Jan 24 from Taltal.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 28 from New York.
Frank Pendleton, W G Nichols, sailed from
New Y’ork Oct 21 for Calcutta spoken Dec
4, lat 25 S, Ion 27 W.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, sailed from
New York Oct 27 for San Francisco.
Gov Robie, Amos Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong Oct 30 from New York ; in port Dec 8.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Melbourne Nov

Republican Journal.]
minister is the only la-

for the

[Written

Sun-

snow.

for weather

day mornings predictions

below

of

SHIPS.

were:

and

Register

a

BY REV. JAY BENSON HAMILTON.

The;

“Sunny Eolith" is today carpeted with
about

but

.Journal.]

Mo., .J ax. 19, 1892.

bi’JiiNoFiKi.j).

Salary,

a

Support.

of the

|< urn-spondence

Ministerial Wages, not

John

Squire & Co.,

*

a

FEW

MOKE GIRLS

WANTED AT ON< E.

steady employment, good wages. Ai»pi> to
W. F. KELLER & CO,,
Shirt ManwfacturtrB, Camden
3m52

Tax Collector’s Notice.
TAX COLLECTOR will boat his office, the
Assessors room), SATl’RDAYS. from ID t" tA. M. and 2 to 4 i\ m.
Belfast, Jan. 7. 1H‘J2. Itf

The

give public notice

E subscribers

t"

trust

in the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by pix in^ !"■
the law directs; he therefore requests all per-"
w ho are indebted to said deceased's estate to oi
immediate payment, and those who have any
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settler
THOMAS O. STICK M1'.'
to him.

County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; they therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, ami those who have am

demands thereon,
ment to them.

to

oil

and taken upon
tor of t he estate

PRINCE BESSEY. late of Thorndike,
in the

last,

rPHK suhseriher hereby •tives public notice t"
1
concerned, that he lias been ilulvfappoio;
himselt the trust of \dmim-i
of
I’ll KBK K. HOPKINS, late ol Winterport.

all

hereby
TH concerned, that,
they have been duly appointed
of Executors
themselves the
and taken
upon
of the estate of

VI.DOSS.

\N \l
lS'.rj.
the estate ol

as

exhibit the same for settleCHARLES F BESSEY.
WALTER P. BESSEY.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
WM. H. HATCH, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs ; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settleLYDIA A. HATCH
3t4
ment to her.

subscriber hereby p,ives puhlie notice !■
eoneerned. that he has been dulx appou
and taken upon himself the trust of Admimtor of the estate ot
AKIXKNK K. McCUNTOCK. late of Bell;*-'

THK

THE

|

in the Countx of Waldo, deceased, by nixing
the law directs; he therefore requests all
who are indebted to said deceased's estaf
make immediate payment, and those who
anv demands thereon, to exhibit the same t
HOI STO'
NATHAN t
tlenient tn him.

as

sons

t

Concerning Raked
Mrs. Helen

Boiled frosting is the hardest kind to
make; it is affected by the atmo sphere and
needs most careful watching.
A wire whisk is best for bea ting frost-

Reans*

Packard last week gave

ing.

interesting sketch of “Three Old Fash•n<‘(l Dishes,'.’ in your Farm, Garden and
Household Department. Exceptions, how-

Do not let

in

taken to the

are

mt.

prepares her beans for
cipt for baking beans is

baking.

Jm-

•ned"

Her

No

one

within the circle of my acquaintance, in
'*..■!fast at least, parboils a bean before
To parboil them is time wasted
the bean is not thereby improved.

-.iking.
md

way modern cooks bake beans in Belist, and b\ the way. thc> arc served here
palatably as in any place in New Enge

.«*

ind,

is

follows:

as

take

beans—pea,

quart of

a

white

or

yellow eye, according to taste- and wash
'" in
Then
thoroughly in cold water.
cut them t" soak ••ver night in cold water,
quantity of wat* r should 1 n* such that

completely absorb it all.
b'-an will then b.- mvoIIcu up full and
c
sj.fi.
They may hi washed out
lucins will

tin. it _\ on. t-hoose. but should go direetto the baking pot from the water.
! If a pound of salt pork, with a streak
The amount of

ban. -iiouhl b. added..

:

erk

increased

be

ma\

how

-rding

fat

should.

i i:i‘\

diminished,

or

however,

be

ac-

quite

tut.

spoonful

of molasses, (a small

•inch of mustard will improve them.) salt
necessary, cover with water and bake
dl

day in a moderate oven.
kept covered with water.

They

should

When nicely
ooked (he bean should he whole, soft and

•••

.cd. and the juice thick.
It spoils beans
o have
them mushy, as tjuite frequently
We
lappetis when they are parboiled.
; o\\ some etioks who do
not even soak
beans.

They arc washed, put into
with pork, and set to bake at

'he pot
ih

served

.i1 is
ess

•"

the first

by

mentioned

will be delicious and when eaten,

word for it. you will
■oil a bean.

a.uain par-

never

T!:e following is tin- method laid down

h.ikin.u beans in Mrs Lincoln's cooki-k. the h iik used b\ Miss Farmei in
Belfast

o.)kinu School

(

lt appears to he
inner

of

;i

last

ol

cross

lined above

of

:

t

quart

■

oi

!m
•ti'is

if;,

11; >"!

ken. with
sides.
’.side of

cxeellenee of baked beans

bean-pot.

'lie

It

should lie

nioinh and bulg-

narrow

This

shape

is

seldom found

New England, and is

said t<>

bee]

modelled after the Assyrian
In spite of the slurs against T>os-

Baked

Beans" it

is

often

remarked

strangers enjoy them as much as lines; and many a New England bean-pot
;■

—

been carried to the extreme South and
! ! hat
people there might have *T»ak-

beans** in

pcrfeetioii.

it ions and

cheap

They afford

food for

in the open air.

r

(.'ream three fourths cup of butter, add
two cups of sugar, and four eggs,
one at a time without first having beaten
Beat the mixture well.
Mix two
them.

of baking powder with three
eups of Hour and add this to the other
mixture alternately with one etip of milk.
If the hatter seems very thin add gradually one tablespoonful more of Hour hut
tio more.
Bake in shallow pans, and
spread between layers and over the top
with

teaspooufuls

The fresh cocoanut is much nicer than
the prepared cocoanut which generally
has an oily taste.
If the latter is used
soak it over night in milk.
Mark or line
the frosting when cooled very slightly.
JK18SKY

Cream one-half cup of butter, add slowly one cup of powdered sugar and onehalf cup of milk drop by drop; then add
one and seven-eighths cups of bread flour.
Flavor with orange.
Spread the batter
very thin on the bottom of a dripping pan.
Mark in squares
inverted and buttered.
and bake in a moderate oven about live
minutes.
Koll while warm like a cornucopia. and till with cream prepared as follows:
Whip a pint of heavy cream sweetened
and flavored, add a tablespoonful of gelatine soaked and dissolved in hot water
beaten well together.
The success of these wafers which resemble lilies. is in having the batter spread
very thin and baked carefully.
Any delay in cutting and rolling will be disastrous but when rightly made they are the
daintiest confection one could imagine.

people
*

*

a

who
*

1»KM ONSTKATEl)
1N<>

Making.
AT THE

IHKHiX

COOK-

SCIKIOI..

ike puff paste, rake is far more faseiijg t<» make than every day dishes, and
enjoys tin* poetry as well as the prose

rooking. As an introduction to the
ruing*s work. Mrs. Dearborn explained
general rules of cake making, while
assistant buttered pans and measured

Ships

and

■

'•*

1

■

1

see

of

question

Shipping.

to

seems

bun--masted sailing vessel was recentat (iiisteiiiunde.
Her length
S'10 feet and her carrying rapacity about
•l.bOO tons.
ii»e mainmast head is 1PP
l’eet above the keel and the lower yards
i feet long.
aiv
She is the largest sailing
ship e\or lmili in (iermany.
\

Not

long ago the figurehead of

a

ship

it]* near a little island off the
coast of West
Australia, which from the
course it wa> pursuing had evidently just
arrived there.
It was identified as belonging to a vessel that had been burned
was

at

picked

sea

near

<

ape

Horn..at

a

point

fiooo

miles away, two years and a half before.
S.iii had made an average of six and a
half miles a day.
American tour-masted sclioon11it'll have arrived recently ;it English
ports from Georgia with hard pine lumber. have been lined A10 for carrying deck
loads on: of season.
rile penalty is A100
for voxels stt offending arriving at the
I'nited Kingdom ports between the last
day of October and the lffth day of April
in any y>-ar.
Tin captains were ignorant
of the law and so escaped file whole line.
Several

ers \v

Maim-. Saii.ou.
The Plainlield. (\.
■\.) ('oust it in ioualist in a recent article
advising people who wish to g.. South to
lake (apt. .lack Ilulpher's good steamer
\Koanoke.” has this t«- say of the chief
mate of that
vessel. Mr. Ira W. Tapley.
of llrooksville. .-1 brother of Mr. Omar W.
Taple\. of Ellsworth: •’The lirst officer.
Ira W. Tapley. is one of the most efficient
in the e mtpam's service and an unusually faithful "lli< ial. Night after night in
the ports of New Voik. Norfolk. Portsmouth and Newport News, you will lind
him watching from the dock the loading
and unloading of the ship.
Five million
pounds of freight are stored away in the
hold and between decks, yet he knows in
just what spot is placed each package
from hr<-crackers to pianos going South,
or from
green peas to pig iron coming
North.
Then you will lind him a most
instructive man to listen to if he has a few
minutes to spare.
He'll entertain you on
any subject, whether copper mining, reciprocity. salad making, or the single tax.
He should have a ship of his own, but
that would be a great loss to tlie ship he
is now on.”
A

the

Penobscot River.

Col. Jared A. Smith, of Cleveland, lately of Portland and in charge of rivers and
harbors in Maine and New Hampshire,
has completed his annual report.
Referring to the improvement on the Penobscot
river, he says: Tin* total amount appropriated for the work above Crosby Narrows, below Winterport and elsewhere
was SI 10.000, while the expenditures at
the close of the above fiscal year were

Crosby Narrows. .*5,240
Relow Winterport. 51.517
From appropriation Sept. 1*>, 1 sth»
:ins
Abov»*

02
50
50

need is fewer studies in school,

we

SHUT UP

less worthless

memorizing of dates and
names and unimportant events to be soon
forgotten, as they will be, and more exer-

The

vital

that

me

in the house

is apt to be
fall heir to
constipated,
some disease for lack of fresh
air and exercise.
Such sedhabits
lead
to
a debilentary

of Latin.

When l

school

at

was

an

participant

they

to become

an

artisan of

me

1 must

ecaries must know it in order to deal out

M1*S.

medicine, which is labeled in that language.
Custom, or the law. might soon obviate'

E.

I’,

No other

an

a

not

that
Botanic Ci

write and have

or

more

idea of the meaning of what they
If the mass and responses were

an

repeat.

uttered in

positively pathetic.

might in time be benefited by it. A nothfor continuing its use is
er reason urged
that the study strengthens the mind.
This strengthening process has been going on until, to use the language of one of

perhaps

oldest and

our

we are

out

turning

Lilliputians,*'
I have just

a

race

best

Mrs. Pinkham’s letters from ladies in all
parts of the world average One Hundred per
day. She has never failed them, and her
fame is world wide.

Fireman.

“Now then, one at a time—hurMr.
ry up, if you all want to get out alive!"
Benthayre. “Save the rook first—we may
never be able to get another one!"

educators,

of “intellectual

much

mental

power

and

ns

!

ability to overcome the difficulties
their pathways and did accomplish as

much
in

much

the students of lSbO.

as

branches of

study they

In

to

In the old time school six stud-

taught: in the modi

were

four.

remedy

The

lies in

a

There is

they

and the

twenty-

rn.

only remedy j

return to older and better ways.
much adverse ciiticism of our

public schools.

Judge.

Haw you anything to say why
>'l death should not be passed upon
seiitem
you?" Prisoner (haughtily). "If 1 have,
anything to say. I'll say it m m,\

The critics themselves do

autobiogra-I

not know what the matter is.

but they
rotten in Den-

Wednesday

Fire aai Banlar-Preef Safes

5

what retained: still. 1 wish
and abler writer would

some

keep

i

ymiiiu'er

aibtatin"' the

question until we "et such a reform as ;
shall enable mir youii" people to come out
the educational mill sound in

of

body

and

one

H.
of

school only to

another, and then another, and perhaps another, for years, keeps the student
from bis fellowmen in other lines of ac-

enter

tion. until be is

really ignorant of many
tilings to be met and overcome in life. Ibis physically and mentally unlit to make

a> !dcr< <i g«-iier"us who
ma,\ be
g 1 \ *■> you a ticket to a parish fair, but tin*
next tune he offers sm h gratuity you will inapt to decline it with an intiiitie preeipiracy.
man

A

under tin* least unfavorable cir-

headway

Husbands

cumstances.

This failure should not he laid to the
teachers charge, for as a class they are
well qualified and discharge their duty

faithfully;

nor

yet

to

pupils, for the
they can. With

the

most of them do the best

many of them the contracted brow, the
flaccid limbs and flabby frame tell of overwork.

In this age of reform, when, every
other need is looked after, when even cru-

elty to dumb animals is deemed a crime,
why should the student of to-day be crammed with studies that he may never want
simply for the gratification of saying he is
educated.*

Almost the entire community
to he educationally crazy by introduc-

Husband's

Mistakes

often permit wives,and parents their children, to sutler from headache,
ton

Epileptic Fits, Falling Sickness, Hysterics, St. Vitus Dance, Nervousness,
Hypochondria, Melancholia, Inebrity, Sleeplessness, Diz-

ziness,

Drain and

Wife.
‘“The fact is, you have no* regard
for women.” Husband. “‘Oh! yes. I have.
I regard women especially adapted! to the
sewing on of. one's buttons,”
BuckbnN

Arnica

ing

studies and

more

wanting

more

refunded. Price 25 cents per box..
For sale by E. H„ Moody.

citizenship requires

money

hands need

send forth sm h a>
antelope
powerful ordor of musk that even at the d'ia*e
tam
of tew yards lie can smother his enemy
to death.
Dudes have tried this in a hajiroom.
They sicken without killing.

that the body, the
mind and the brain have each their share
of training. The eyes, ears, feet aud

educating in the laboratory of
Kvery faculty of the mind should
cultivated and developed.
If half the

nature.

he

present routine of school life were spent
in developing the faculties of the mind and

exercising the limbs in some useful employuieut, we should timd the in xt generation better qualified to meet life’s storms
unaided.
Another paper, lean by another educator at the meeting above referred to, contains this remarkable statement:
myself would say that six weeks Lu the woods,
spent by a person of good ability and a
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Vaults, Bank Vault

Doors, and Deposit Work of all kinds
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This medicine has direct action upon
the nerve centers, allaying all irritabili
ties, and increasing the How and pc ver
of nerve fluid. It is perfectly harmless
and leaves no unpleasant effects.
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Many of the branches that are now studied for recitation, term alter term, might
be carefully read over in school and ex-
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plained by the teacher so as to interest
pupil, who by that means would grasp
and retain as much knowledge of the sci-
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now,

and in after years (when his

body has strengthened and mental powers matured) if he finds a use for it he can
I readily look it up and absorb its contents
without
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PU^£7 ECONOMICAL.
SAMPLE FREE.
STEPHEN L.

BAfiTLETT, importer, Boston, Mass.
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& Fancv Goods.

«5PStrictly One Price. -©a
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by Vermont Black Hawk.

COAL

ami

“Lehigh Coal.”

Leave orders with F. H. Francis & Co.,
of Spring Street Belfast.

Printed Circular of information sent with Sam

ly 12

pies.

Easiman Bros & Bancroft,
PORTLAND,
ELYS

ME.

Catarrh

CREAM BALM

STRAW.
or

Nasal Passages,

Allays Pain and
Inflammation,
Heals the Sox'es,
Restores the
of Taste
and Smell,

Senses

WOOD OF AImIm KIKDS.
HAT and

we

Cleanses the

WHITE’S.

For

“Plymouth Vein,” “Jerrayn”

t<> us, stating the articles you wish to buy,
will send you saui| les by mail, free, with
width of goods and price per aid marked on each.

Write
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Humbletonian Id.
Mambrino Chief.
y Anderson. ( Kate by Pilot dr.
Hitchcock's Ashland by Mambrino Chief.
Toronto Chief.
f
|
Old Kentucky.
(Lady Bryant.
!
(Townsend Mare.
^
Volunteer, llatubletonian Id.
( Lady Patriot.
L dam by Imported Balrnwnie.

j dam the Clias.Kent
| Daml\.
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Alexander’s Abdallah

THAGKAMBAU
f II1FRN

Thorndike.
Knox...
Brooks....
Waldo.
< ity Point.
Belfast, arrive.

! dam by
( liislmp HamWiau

Thackainbau 3b02. Record, 2.35. By (4rtleon. 1.45% sire of Ezra L.. 2.21 1-4: Bay, 2.27 Oretchen,
dam of Nelson, 2.10: Skip, dam Independence,.2.21 1-4: filenarm,2.22 2-4; (lideoitby Hamhletonian
10. Tliaekajnbau’s dam was by Dixigo, 1.15% the sire of little Fred, 2.2b 2-4: Camars, 2.25 1-4: 2d
dam bv Vermont Blaekhawk.
Thackainbau is a rich, dark bay, tbhands high, weighs 1 ISO lbs., is a splendid driver, quick, trappy
walker, line style, ttiee mane anti tail, which he transmits to most of his colts. His record of 2.25 was
made over a muddy track in a rain storm. His colts are noted for their game qualities. 1 think he is
destined to become a great broodmare sire, and that his fillies will be sought after for breeding purposes.
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came

(her Fifty Years.
An Old and Wkli.-Tkikd IIk.mkdy.
Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrluea. It is pleasant to the taste. Sold hv druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr49

S.3<)

Invented fo
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Pills,

disturbed by my boy when he
in, Mr. Stubbs?” “‘Yes; I came to the
conclusion that I was in the land of 1 he midnight son, and could not sleep."

AM.
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e

^fortlipoi-t

on

WINTER’S

wear

*>

Waterville.

1 vl

instructor, is worth both sophomore
and junior years at college.’’
If this

rough

I p.
«*>

7l"'

p'.- rJ..
1 >.

Boston,

iR

Agents Wanted.

as

men, incapable of bearing the
and tear of existence.

AM.

1" 25
••..30
Flag station. The 12 3u p. .v tr: in with Flying
Yankee lor P inland and Bost.m.
Limited ticket- lor Boston arc u.-w >ol at ?5.uu
Champion Record also in the tirent (i.i.noo r;rc
from Belfast and al: stations on Brandi.
I
Through tickets t.. all points West am! No? ’h west
via all routes, for -a! by V. L. Crow i.o
\g< nt.
in 1871 : in the tirent Boston /■'!,•• in ls7*j, o„>l
Belfast.
PA 5 ■>< >N 1 IVKLR,
Vim- Pres and ».>•
Manager.
F. K. BO( >TIIBY. ( jen'i Pas.-., and Ticket \geut.
1
Portland, N>v. 2o, ls*.d
in all the a're at tires since. S**nd for circulars.

Good pasturage or stabling for mares from a distance at reasonable rates at owners’ risk, but good
3m2
Act on a new principle—regulating the care will be taken to prevent any and all accidents.
liver, stomach and ho we Is. through the nerves.
TERMS:
Dr.
Miles’
new
Pills
A
discovery.
speedily
the season, with return privilege. | Thackaniban, $10 to insure.
cure biliousness* bad
taste* torpid liver, Phillips* $25 by
statement is correct, it is high time we
CASH OR SATISFACTORY NOTE AT TIME OF SERVICE.
piles* constipation. Uuequaled for men,
MUDGETT BROS., BELFAST.
parents see to it that our descendants are women* children. Smallest* mildest, surest! 50 doses* 25 cts. Samples Free, at It.
not overworked in school by going so long
II. Mo* '(ly’s Drug Store.
in order to master so malty studies as are
It is not considered good form to give up
now crowded into our schools: and then
your seat in the street ear t'** the young womlie liable to come out intellectual Lillipu- an whose new bracelet shows up in high relief as she clings to a strap.
tians or mental dwarfs, or what is quite
Lane’* Family Medicine Moves the Rowels
as bad, physical softs, putty meu and woEach day. Most people need to use it.

taste

—

I'M.

5 35

+
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ily&
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•..

in the 2.2" li-:.
tin- -ire of
Phillips. N«». 72»H. wine <•«>l<ovd brown. was -ired by the great \!<•/•
1 in t u’m 'nave -i mb
.-on-, w i:
i • n-India a the grca t 4-\ ear-oid MiK inn«> 2.12 1 2. Ale> one ha sired
i» i- .* v. el m.ow n
2.2,<) j er formers. hi- -on «quarter ma.-rer. v. i.ii-li is in it S years old.ha iug • in the ii,»•
fact that n- Iilooil ^ rains in or re; nodih-, ;. 'i-i 1' like tin- .. o! «; -oig,- Wi'!<•■-. X'rvniie, the
M< K i it I it-> 4 cars. 2.12 1-2 A lrr> ui. 2.1 •’»: Iona. 2.1 7 1 -2
i’iiillii -s. ha- : la* following in the 2.2" ii.-t
Martha Wilkes. 2. IS 2.-4 t.oloeii limt. 2.id 14: Sil\erone, 2.1d 2-4. he by tin- gm.t; <o-..r_, Wiiio-,
2 'J
\ !which ha- 74 2.2" |.crfonm rs. 'i lie da:n ! Phil I in- was by (Jen. V it her.-, the -in n <' T. I.
he 2.2" list, including Fanny \\ i; Inn-; »o n. 2.1-4:
mom Maid, 2.20: he l.\ A Imont. si re of 2.s in
Piedtnont. 2.1 7 14: Aldine.2.10 1-4; Karl\ llo>c, 2.2" 1-4.
I:
7
Second dam b\ \d.luutccr. wi h 21 in the list. lie is the sire <>f St. .Iniicn. 2.11
1 da n a ulitnco.
inc.
2d dam h\ Imported P-ai:
A Hey. 2.10 ; Hoi line. 2.1 0 14: Dri\»*r, 2.11* 1-2
Pliillip.- i'oah-1 in l>s7. i> a wn handsome horse. L7> 1-2 hands high. uoighun: l"."." in-. >:mrg.
I,, lim-.
good icneth.oi
smooth made, ..lieu-and feet, an expressive eye. broad, inti liigent hca
worktapering ear-, and tine dispo.-ii ion. Hi- gai: i- even, frirtioniess and elasi i< am ai: hoiigli ia"
the tir-; order.
a noia-r
ed for speed, lie can -i >>\\ enough to coin iina- tin* most sk»*p: i<-a I that he
After \ lie n st 1st lie wiiMic placed in training for a mark of 2.2d or be: ter. w hnli we l:a\e rea- mild,
grounds to expect he will do. A-a sire we believe he will be a success, as the .->u- of A'-wmie ate
siring speed of a high order.

the mower!”

YOU
will never regret sending three 2-ceut
stumps to pay postage, to A. P. Onlway &
Uo.. Boston, Mass., for a copy of Dr. Kaufman’s great Medical Work: 100pages* colored illustrations: of great value to every fain-

4.15
4 22
M.is
4..V)
it
5 33
5.50
n.i >
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.Mass., since that irreat tire, i Burnham, denart...
I’nity .i.

150 sold in T.vnn,

MUDGKTT liROS,.

at

It is suppf sed that it was a jilted lover
who hail been cut out by a farmer who exclaimed, “‘Oh cursed spite that gave thee to*

1*M.

| Boston, J ^
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once.

Miles* Serve
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PHILLIPS <& THACKAMBAU,

loBsumplion.

Kemp's Balsam will shop the cough,

Hid-

Portland.11.30

A/nni/s jireserrc their contents.
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P.M.

PM.

The

Salve.

school,

Isle,

P.M-

Thf, Best Salve in the world Sor Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Fleers, Salt Kliemni, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively mires Piles, or no pay repaired. It is
without realizing that to be educated for guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

seem

\ > I> *,»r
< ireeu’> I,

..

1

Safes,

Bank

nal Weakness.

dizziness, neuralgia,sleeplessness,tits, nervousness, when hy the u>e of I>r. Miles” Re-

storative Nervine such serious results eouhl
easily he prevented. Druggists everywhere
say it gives universal satisfaction, and has
an immense sale
Woodworth N: Co,, of
Fort Wavne, I ml.Snow & Co.,of Syracuse,
N.Y.: J, C. W.*lf, Hillsdale, Mich,; and
hundredsof others say ‘■‘it is the greatest seller they ever knew.”
It contains no opiates.
Trial bottles and tine book on Nervo-nts Diseases, free at E.. II. Moody’s..

l

a:i

7.20
12 30
+7.2o
12 35
Waldo .H2+,t
Brooks. 7.4.1
-,'.l
Knox.. s.(Cj
i. 1.;
Thorndike.s 12
1 22
1 32
Cnity. >.22
Burnham, arrive. >45
1 55
Waterville.
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2 25
*; 3<»
Bangor..11 45

A NATURAL REMEDY FOR

success

t|naii

>

lIKri'TNP'i;

Maine Central R. R,

8** —.\ Valuable Book on Nervous
Disease* sent free io any ad-ire.es.
ami poor patients can ui>o obtain
j
this medicine tree of charge.
T.uis remedy lias been prepared by the Bewrend
and
i’at of L lemg. «•! Fort Wavm-, lnd., since
isn.)\v prepared under his directi"., by the

believe tliaf the
is perseverance. Therefore
he persists in ke< ping the liilest line of ]><• rliinieries. toilet articles, eosineties. drugs
and ehemieles on the market. Ile especiali.\ invites all persons who have palpitation,
short hreath. weak <*r hungr\ spells, pain in
the side or slioitlder.
oppressing, night mare,
dip ioii”|i. si,naltering. dropsv *or heart dist rv hr. M iles' nn*
ease 1
d New 11 eart
1» iias tin largest
Cure, before it is To late.
sale oi any similar remedy.
Fine look of
testimonials fret
hr. Mde1 lestorative
Nervine
is unsurpassed for sleeplessness,
headache, fits. etc., and it contains no opiates.
A

ing-

A.M.

Moody, druggist,

o

mind.
This "'raduat in"'from

i!.

secret

Blake's Point, Buck's ii. rbor.

or

Sedgwick. Urooklin, < )uoanvil

Bottles, $2.00.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,
Attorneys & Counsellors Law,

j

S rfn rtl it/,

o'clock

10

1'roni (rreen's Lin ling Mondays and TinnsnvYS
at 8 a. mfor above landings, arriving in Belfast
about 1.80 r. m.
S. H. BAilBol'K. Manager.

1
W in. Timmons.
know that something is
Postmaster of Jdaville. J
1 iid.. writes:
“Fhetrie Fitters iias done
By our false and pernicious meth- j more for me tlian all orlier medicines com-Ij
ods we are raising a generation of intel- Lined, lor that bad feeling arising from Kid- ;
!
lectual Lilliputians, the schools are turn- j liey and Javer trouble." John I.eslie. farmI-.Qtzmc WSED. CO.. Chicago, If!,
er and stockman, of the same place, says:
ing out baldly anything besides mental ■‘Find Kleetrh Fitters to be the best Kidney \
Sold
by Druggists at $1 per Bottle. 6 for
’*
and Liver medicine, made me feel like a new j
dwarfs.
Large Size, $1.75. 6 Bottles for $9.
man." J. \Y. LJardner, hardware merchant, :
I y r5:l
1 have quoted largely from this paper i same town, says; Fleetrie Fitters is just j
the thing for a man who is aM rundown and i
.1 <»si-'.i'ii Williamson.
.los. Williamson, .hi.,
knowiii"1 that the Principal of Colmrn1 don't
care whether he lives or dies: lie found
Moran Public.
( i>lh»ctions a specialty.
Classical institute is in a position to know new strength, good appetite and felt justlike lie had a new lease mi life.
Only do a I
whereof he writes.
It seems to me that
bottle, at It. JL Moody’s Drug Store.
the rottenness is caused almost wholly by
Iu the Street Car. “Paul, sit still or you'll
at
the "reat number of studies the student get a thrashing!" “Mamma, if you
punish
Offices 0\er American Kxpress Office, Belfast.
must master before he can graduate.
We me 1 shall tell the conductor that I was four
years old yesterday, then you’ll have to pay."
1 21
KSTAl!I.I>lli:i) ism,
need a weedin'*1 out of even study which
The Secret of Success.
is not of practical importance.
1 am too

or

l
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Belfast, depart.
City Point.
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mark.

old to dictate what shall Ik* discarded

at
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lloosiers.
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Steamer CYSTINE

Mass.

follows:

1

confirm this statement.

Sudbury St., Boston,

64

TIME-TABLE.

Thc\ were
not only ipiiekly relieved, blit the disease
left no bad results.
We ask you to give this
reluctl\ a trial and we guarantee that you
wiii be sat stied W.I || res ii Its. or tin* purchase
price will be refunded. It has no eipial in
La Crippe. or any Throat, Chest or Lung
Trouble. Trial bottles free at R. II. Moody's !
I>rug Store. Large bottles, 5t.)c and sl.UO.
:i

E.CJORRMO Belfast & Deer Isle.

Belfast.
it ,st«,n.
Boston.

On and after Nnv. 2(1, I so 1 trains connecting at
Burnham with through trains tor and from Ban
gor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as

the

used

grammar was more thoroughly studied
and better understood than now.
Scholbetter arithmeticians than

Pries 51c. p:r Bottle.

Orippe Again.
>uring
epidemic of La Orippe Iasi season Hr. King’s New Ifiscovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, proved to be the'
best leinedx. Reports from the many who!

those of the present day."
He
also says they ••were better readers than
those of the same age to-day.
Knglish

perior

FRED W. ROTE. Auent.
(’ALVIN ALSTIN. A-U*ur.
WILLIAM IT. IllI.L. <ien'l Maua^er.

ETC.

“You make love in a very reckless manner." she said, in response to his outburst of
emotion.
“Yes," was his sole reply. “I’m ;
familiar with danger. I’m a widower."

I

su-

from Boston.

RETl'ENINO

THROAT, INFLUENZA,

La

some

decidedly

were

steamer

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at d.nnp.M.
From Rockland. Wednesrlavs am Saturdays at
about (l.on
m.. touching: at ail landing.
From Bueksport, Tomdiim.: at S:-.irsporr, Mondays and Thursdays at ll.on
w.

FOR COUGHS, COLDS, SORE

“A (iod-send is Ely’s Cream Balm. I
had catarrh for three years. Two or three
been leading Dr. Hanson’s |
times a week my nose would bleed. Your
paper read at the eleventh annual meeting I Balm lias cured me." Mrs. M. A. Jackson,
of the Maine Pedagogical Society.
lie j Portsmouth, N. H.
I was so much troubled with
catarrh
says, (after summing up the advantages j it seriously affected my voice. One bottle of
the scholar of to-day has over the one who j Ely’s Cream Balm did tile work. My voice
is fully restored. I». F. Liepsner, A. M.,
attended school fifty years ago) that the \ Pastor of the Olivet Baptist Church, Philastudents of that
as delphia, Pa.
ago

“possessed
dicipline,

of

lyr9t

THE GREAT INDIAN VEGETABLE REMEDY.

of “mental dwarfs.**

long

Belfast, weather ami ice per
mittinjr, as follows
For Camden, Rockland and Boston, Mondays
and Thursdays at about l.on r. m.. or upon arrival of steamer from Bueksport.
For Searsport and Bueksport. Wednesdays and
Saturdays at about '.t.oo a. m., or upon arrival

Sagwa cures Con-

Scrofula, Rheumatism and
Ch!!L-', and Lever and all disease::;
arising from impure
Wood and deranged liver.
Lor sale at all Druggists.

trip. The label said Adamson's
aigli Balsam.

The project of furnishing glasses to the
p"or is a good one. The idea of living in
Boston and being destitute of spectacles is

spoken language they

their

1 1 lerbs.

Roots

from

4, 1892,

Jan

Commencing Monday,
Steamers will leave

—

stipation, Liver Complaint,
Indigestion, Loss of Appetite,

e

often cannot read

ing is
general stirring

made

remedy,

a

cants

as a

Boston.

Waek ta

a

flit;

up of the system with Kickapoo Indian Sagwa, Nature’s

n.

necessity. Another reason assigned
retaining its use is that the clergy
“How's your baby's health, Newmust know Latin, especially the Komish pop? Sound, eh?" Newpop—“Yes, 1 sometimes think lie's all sound."
priests, who say mass in that tongue, and i
He
into the cars blowing like
the communicants make responses in the
porj poise. gotFor minute his roughing
was awful.
same
language. Those very communi- | H took a sip from a bottle and coughed no
that

good

so

Trips

Ammgnmeut.

KNOW THYSELF.

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
YOUTH,EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and ail DISEASE J
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300pages, cloth,
125 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $2.0J
y mail, donble scaled. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements mpr I
CFND
of the Press and voluntary kKkk I
testimonials of the cured ■ IIUL. NUV/,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY ai.d C
TAIN CURE. A(Wroacj TV. W. IT. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Buliiuch Sc.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imiHerald.
tators, but no equal.
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Rea 1 it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG •— Jledical Review. (Copyrighted.)

and
for i t
:
n o t h-

preparation combines the posit i\ e
economy, the peculiar merit ami the medicii nal
of
Jlond's Sarap irilla.
power
!
Drown.

for

Two

ing,

some

type, if circumstances required. The recreation should be of a class that would develop all the faculties of the mind. Every

Vitality!

Winter

feel-

study it if I wanted to be a
teacher.
After living almost three quarters of a century without finding any prac- sense
should be brought into use, so as to
tical necessity for using it, the question
produce the most benelicial results. Then
arises: Why teach it at all?
the coming student will have a better recOne reason for retaining it is that apoth- ord than the present one.
told

Strength!

itated

The manual part
exercise and recreation.
should be of such a kind as to enable the

the dark ages, might be expunged from
the course of study—among them the study

Boston & Bangor 11 Co.

one
or

education its proper share of
the student’s time—book-learning, manual
branch of

of the studies

some

which have been handed down almost from

ies

1;. launched

Wliat

Journal:

the

importance to-day is
whether the study of the dead languages
cise in the open air and in social life with
is (d practical advantage in the business
nature and mankind for object lessons and
transactions of life, or whether they might
teachers. We need an educational sysnot be dropped from the list of studies in
tem that shall judiciously allot to each
In this age of reform, it
the schools.

are now.

that the fire is right, and that
•va n is ready or will he re d\
when
Tot il.S'S2.1_0 10
ake is ready to go in.
There was a balance available of *2o,rD stove or range lias its own peculiar- 044.30.
The estimated amount for the
wluieJi must he understood by the
completion of the existing project is
maker: she must know how to handle *330,000 and the amount which can be
as to control the heat and ensure
prolitably expended in the liscal year endi. slow or quirk baking as she wills.
ing June 30th. 1S03. *100.000. Colonel
I or butter rakes the oven should he
Smith did not seem to regard the mill
•drratel> hot, or hot enough to hake a waste in the Penobscot as a serious imrake in lilteen or twenty minutes.
pediment to successful improvements. He
Put rakes on lower part of oven on a states:
nr or sheet of tin.
When cake hakes
“In compliance with instructions an
fast on top it forms a crust which eon- employe of this office has visited all the
> the carbonic
arid gas which is the mills on the river from Oldtown to Rucksarming power, and the cake does not port and a report has been submitted covo
proper size and lightness; if the ering the facts and names of all parties
this concerned as
•'•Mire of the gas hursts through
nearly as can be ascertained.
the semi-liquid dough boils out and Most of the waste comes into the river
ins a misshapen loaf.
Sometimes when from points which arc not
navigable in
oven iix .too ihot on top it may he cooled the usual commercial sense.
The materlids
over the oven.
This
the
1
in
ial
the
river
and
tributaries is
lifting
already
In* determined by experience with ! so great that it
be
may fairly
questioned
1 whether the
own range.
stopping of further deposits
Line the pans with buttered paper i and a temporary relief by dredging will
ng a pastry brush and melted butter. J result in an immediate and permanent im1
paper should he thin and tough: have | provement through the natural action of
xiend above the pan on two opposite i the river itself."
for convenience in removing the
I*in© Tre© State Club, of Boston. J*
i ake.
Next measure all the materials, count j
The second in the present series of winter
lie eggs.
Measure Hour after sifting: I
and social dinners of the Pine Tree
ling powder with teaspoonful slightly' meetings
State Cluh took place last evening at the
nding ; hutter packed solidly.
Copley Square Hotel, its presiding officer be-e
pastry Hour for cake,
ing the Rev. M. .1. Savage, and the Secretary
boivt select either the largest of small- Mr. Daniel C. Robinson. The.re were about
eggs and thus alter the correct propor- a hundred gentlemen present. The guests
were Dr. Fred Payne. Dr. Houghton Kim,
■tis of ingredients.
ball, Horatio Souther, Mr. Henry L. Masoiire;im tlie butter but do not melt it.
Chandler \V. Smith.
The evening was
ted butter produces a salvy cake.
pleasantly tilled out with personal reminis"• line
granulated sugar in cake un- cences and musical exercises, the speakers
To
other kind is specified.
some
being President Rev. Minot J. Savage. (Jen.
on butter
pour hot water into a bowl A. P. Martin, Mr. Dana Estes, Dr. William
!"1 turn it out at once, then use a wood- Appleton Rust, Capt. R. (1. F. Candage,
1
spoon for beating the butter to a Capt. Charles K. Nichols, Mr. Charles W.
Holden, Mr. Oscar Marden, Mr. A. C. Drink>mv consistency.
Mix spices with Hour instead of adding ! water. The following new members were
Mr. J. K. Montgomery, Mr. Clias.
elected:
j
ake batter.
| H. Black, Mr. I. M. Fogerty.Mr. Charles A.
l o
the
matters
ingredients may Brown, Mr. J. L. Gooch, Mr. Charles D.
expedite
,"
measured the day before but cake mak- Brown. [Boston Journal Jan. 21.
o-.i

To the Editor of

ars were

Improvement of
Cake

LILIKS.

between the

pea beans in cold wai>vei night.
in the morning put them
fold water, and simmer until
!>* fresh
enough t<> pierce with a pin. being
n;' not to let them boil enough to
k
It you like, boil one onion with
When soft, turn them into n eo]m.
i--r. and pour eold water though them.
‘are them with the onion in a bean-pot.
ir boiling water ovei one quarter of a
and of salt pork, part fat and part
Cut the
m: >erape the rind till white.
u lialf-ineh snips: bury the pork in
.«■ beans,
leaving only the- rind exposed.
! x
tie teaspoonful of salt- more, if the
r'k is not very salt- -and one teaspoonful
nustard with one (juarter of a cup of
Fill the clip with hot water,
e•!;;ssi*s.
•el when well mixed pour it over the
ins: add enough water to cover them,
■■cp them covered with water until the
'i hour: then lift tie* pork t" the surBake eight Icurs in
and let it ei is]'.
1’se more suit and oneoderaie oven
1
of a enp of nit ter if you dislike
list half a pound of fat and lean
-v. or
'led heef.
mustard gives tlie hean> a delicious
!i•
and also renders t hem more w le»le>!an\ ad i a t.-aspoonful of soda to
aiei in w i i. h the beans are
boiled,
st r •> t he acid in t he skin of t he
Y How eyed beans
and
I.ima
■;s are also good when baked.
one

CAKE.

slowly

Slllll-

parboiling and tin- method

1,u as out

s";ik

GOLDEN CREAM

nut.

he pork should be buried in the beans
until the rind is level with the surface.
urcat

CARAMEL FROSTING.

Boil together one cup of sugar, onefourth cup of milk and two squares of
Baker’s chocolate, cut fine, until it ropes.
Add one-half teaspoonful of extract of vanilla.
Beat and spread quickly over the
cake.

nmiAXI'T Fll.UMi.

i

a

col d before

l»eat the whites of three eggs to a stiff
froth, add enough confectioner s sugar to
spread, cover with freshly grated cocoa-

Wash tie pork thorouu'hh in warm water.
'.apt t in- rind. ami notch it into strips,

\dd

quite

Cream one cup of butter, add slowly two
cups of sugar and the yolks of four eggs
well beaten.
Mix two teas poonfuls of
baking powder and one tablespoonful of
cinnamon with two and three-f ourtliscups
of Hour: possibly a tablespoon ful more of
Hour will be needed.
Add tlii salternately
with one cup of milk.
Add t he whites of
four eggs beaten stiff.
Bake in shallow
pans thirty minutes and spread with caramel frosting.

likes their beans.

otic

cake get

SPANISH CAKK.

“old fasli-

as

the beans themselves.

as

a

frosting.

in which

manner

Educational Problems.

ing cannot be hurried and result well.

1 AK>1, GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

warehouse foot
^ct

TRY THE cure.

HAY-FEVER

A particle is applied into each nostril aini is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mail,
registered, 00 cents
Iw3S
ELY BKOL’HEIiS, 50 Warren at., New York.

Searsport Locals.

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Frankfort. Mrs. Thomas Page is recovering slowly from her long and severe illness_ Miss
Katherine Dingh y is much
better-The Reading at Miss Sara L.
Pierce’s was Tuesday evening.. Mrs. Win.
Belches, of Winterport, and her twin sister
Miss Blanche Tyler, visited Mrs. Willard

Palermo. Mr. Jacob Cane and wife died I Winter port. Mrs. Margaret U. Chick,
home at East Palermo last week. widow of the late Amos Chick, died at her
She died "Wednesday and lie Thursday, and j home on Friday at the advanced age of
were both buried on
Sunday last. They nearly 80 years. She leaves one son and two
leave four orphan children, one son and three daughters to mourn their loss. Her son, Mr.
daughters. The services were held at the F. E. Chick, of Cambridge, and her daughter,
house and conducted by Rev. (4. J. Palmer Mrs. Parsons, of Gloucester, arrived Sunday
of North Palermo-Mr. William Bowler and the funeral services were held at her late
lost his house hy tire last Friday. The barn residence Monday afternoon, Rev. H. W*
was saved.... La grippe is still
raging ami Norton officiating_Mr. and Mrs. Ritchie
there are some fifteen cases at Centre Paler- and Mrs. Emma Larrabee and Miss Julia
mo-Revival meetings are being held at Miller left for their home in Lynn last week.
the Methodist church and some have been _Mrs. J. N. Kilburn has gone to Boston to
converted.
spend the remainder of the winter-Miss

at their

Capt. Clifton Curtis a ml family arrived
from New York last week.
Capt. R. (I. Waterhouse left
San Francisco, last Friday.

for

Manilla,

via

Bark Conquest, Capt. Alanson Ford, has
lieen condemned at St. Michaels.
A. Robertson and wife left for their

Ci.

home at Augusta Wednesday morning.
There will he

sociable at tin* Congrega-

a

tional Conference
Feb. 5th.

Camden. Camden is to have a visit from
Tillson Light Infantry, of Rockland, on
Tuesday, Feb. 9th. Iu the evening a drill
and dance will he given in Meguntieoo k
Lieut. Charles Tibbetts will have
hall.
tin-

charge of the drill squad.
East Searsmont. John Cummings, of
New York City, spent last week in town....
Miss Ella 'Wyman is spending a few weeks
in Tewksbury, Mass., with her sister, Mrs.

Friday evening, Q. F. Bean_Mrs. Jennie Cummings was
called to Camden last week by the death
Schooner (ieorge Curney, at anchor in of her sister. Mrs. Martha Ogier-La grippe
Thorndike. Rev. Mr. Hall was present,
liong Cove harbor, has recently been robbed has been raging in this part of the town, hut at the Centre Church last Sunday and his
of running gear.
we are pleased to say that all the afflicted
earnest remarks and good singing were
much enjoyed by those present.Stephen
N. C. Shiite has bought in Boston a new are now on the road to recovery.
hack which lie will use in connection with
Belmont. Henry Staples went to Boston J. Collin and son are marketing a large
his li\ cry business.
Tuesday. Horace CL Jordan accompanied quantity of potatoes this week—40 bushels
The monthly contribution for the support him_Airs. Amanda Briggs is quite sick to the load.... We were much interested in
.Nichols Bro. have again the land problem, recently discussed in tin*
with pneumonia.
o| preaching at the Coiigl. Church will
started up Their mill and w ill do quite an ex- .Journal. We would respectfully say to the
« nl!< d f« r
next Sunday.
1
trusive business sawing staves and beading.
originator of this problem that brother
W. 11. Mathews, having decided to per_W. K. Newbert, H. C. Lease, Jr., and W.
Cordon is quite ;i yo<u!<me to sol vc pr«iblems,
w
ill
sell
his
nt
\
reside
in
m..ia
California,
A. Harwood, allot' Appleton, were in town and if there is an error in them Daniel is
!ion<. on Ml. Iv hrana si reel.
Tlmrsdav visiting their frimd T. W. Lease, pretty sure to find it... .Considerable hay
M.
l:. ( ..I. id. w Jio l.as boon \ isit- who is
M
teaching school in His. N<>. '1- and lumber is bring hauled To the .-rat on. A
in- Ir
i.d" m \. x\ Y< rk and I‘ 1 Ladel] \ ia,
School in His. N>*. ■'< closed Friday, Miss litlh more snow ami business wiil be brisk.
rain last \\ ;•• k.
rdiirntMi ip
Sadie Jordan tear her, and m His No. J. Mrs.
Swanyili.k.
Ccorge T. I’cavey and Chas.
Nettie 15. Marritter teacher.. The sirk are
<>rn f< r
ibar .u r, ved wit li
a. (
.; T<
lb Nickerson have been appointed by town
all better Hut la grippe still rages. ...Miss
a
.!
i solui rgt d and loaded
b
Nil
Clerk, \. ( Ellis to a< as sub registrars for
Lizzie Flagg is quite sick with la grippe.
1
lor b •*. ooa! f.-r A. lb. Na-kerson \ t
the town.
.The grip serins losing its hold.
..Miss Eva Donnell *»t Searsmont was in
/. L. Downs is hist rrrovrring Irom it. Lil:a\c iii'i
re. ri ol from Cyrus B.
I., to
town Mniidav visiting her frit nd Miss Sadie
lian Phillips has had a run of h but is better.
a
cars at Mobile
itl-'-d
to,.
>
Jordan.
Celia Nickerson inis also had an attm k ami
roci-iuA. which report him convalescing
Cknthk Mummi.lk. The term of school
w as out of school
hr several days... .Our
raj idix
ii ilist-riel N«». 7. taught by Mr. George K.
Lake is closed again, and we hope for the
Tla'ie x\ :;i b. a sociable and picnic lunch
Nash, closed last week. The whole number remainder of tin- winter. No
sleighing. .We
a
\Iaritier's lamlg«
Tuesday
1 scholars was ‘1‘1: average attendance is.
are [(leased to barn that
brother RobertMt'llibcrs of tile Lodge
o\o];ing. Feb. bill.
Margie 15. Howell. Geneva P. Sprowl, < *co. s'm’s broken ieg is fast recovering under
la. ila ir friends are invited to be present.
room

■

—

and Setli Stewart

r. Carter

“Hiawatha"

I at iif

amount thox

amount

buying

the

t.»

sij5.

imw

requested to send in
contemplate contributing.

interested

Ail those
'In

toward

contributions

are

having their annual
dry goods. The bargains
they are offering during this month will enable the public to buy goods at wholesale
pri< es.
*N Bailey shipped a
Niekersuii
Messrs.
hundred sack lot of spools Tuesday, and
have several standing orders which will
probably give continuous employment to the
h

<

int nt

A’ Adams

ar

mark down sale of

»ne-lialf

day,

were

not

they tardy

were

nor

absent

or

Brown.... Swan Lake Litermeet at Albert S. Xickt rsoii's, Friday night Feb. Ath. All who are
interested art* cordially invited.

dis-

missed, and as a result each did a good
term’s work and received a present at its
•lose. Fred Stewart, Georgie Palmer, Grade
Foster, Annie Stew art, Artie Stewart and
Ada Stewart were absent only when excused on account of sickness. They were
not tardy or dismissed and deserve special
mention for their interest and work accomplished. This was Mr. Nash's tenth term as

the

care

ary

Club

of Dr.
w

ill

The prohibition prize medal conoccurred tit tile church last week. Eight
young ladies and gentlemen took part in the
Titov.

test

exercises

follows: Miss Cora Monroe,
Rhodes, Miss Annie Barker, Miss Mabel Stone, Miss Helen Batehelder, Miss Lettie AY ebb, Miss Fostina Whitaker and Geo.
Cook.
Tlie parts were all exceptionally line
and a credit to the young people of our town.
The prize, a silver medal, given by Mr. Demurest of New York city, was awarded to Miss
as

Lewis

teacher and his fourth in that district. It
was a pleasant term for the teacher and a

..Miss Luta

went

and coni nued to improve rapidly. I take great pleasure in recotnmendi’v; it f r Rheumatism and

George
family.
improving.... Mr. James Saunders and

Kidney Li

school teacher, has been ill with a cold, and
son
unable to at I cm 1 to her duties last week.
Harry of Blue Hill are in town on a v sit, the was
It. M.
Mr. and Mr>. Wal- She resumed her school this week..
^ quests of 1. F. Gould.
Roberts and wife are sick w ith la grippe..
are in town "ii a
ter
of

..

The

for Rheumatism and Kidney Disease. For many years
I have suffered from Lame Back
and Weak Kidneys. 1 had te
make water very often, and could not
hold it at all. Nothing I t»ok gave
me permanent relief until I began
taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
It was very highly recommended to
me, and I found it all and more than
recommended. I have taken two
battles, and can say that I am pracf
cured. Its effect is wonjl. I felt benefit in two or
three davs after beginning its use,
ue

Clark last week-There was a horse trot
on the pond Monday afternoon... .The grip
has been so prevalent that the members of
the sewing circle and Christian Endeavor
have not met for two weeks....Mr. Isaac
Clark visited his brother John, in West
Sullivan last week.... Mrs. Hiram Treat is

Hagan
Grace Harlow arrived from Chicago Monday improving slowly..
to a Bangor optician Friday to have an operaon a visit to her parents, Mr. and.Mrs. A. 1)
tion performed on her eyes.
Harlow.
Stockton Springs. Miss Maude PendleProspect Village. Among our sick ones
ton is at home from Camden on a vacation.
are Mrs. Hervey Partridge, Mr. Elijah Lane
...Mi'S Lura Simmons entertained a few
and daughter Jennie, Mr. and Mrs. C. <>.
at
her home Wednesday evening j
Hatch, Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Ridley ami friends
Ward's
Others, we hear, are Jan. ‘27. .Miss Ada Ratsou, the grammar-

■»>s

n.

Kinnebunk, Me.,i
June 10, ’91. /
I have found Allen’s Sarsaparilla
the only remedy of permanent val-

Haley

Winterport

V«

week's visit to his brothel* James Huh \
Mrs. James Haley lias been poorly sue c the
death of her sister, Mrs. Norton of Bangor.
Mr. Fred Fames with his men am! teams
have st.art<‘d for the Keimebee to w-t, h r
.Mr. and Mrs. t
Mr. Berr\ cutting ire.
II.
Littlelleld are both d".\ u sick u ith pnennio-

Aim

Ne’.ef

Monroe.

before

take
v

w a.N

both

and

were

lire

without

Friday,

until

help

Ft

so

w<

preparing a ml

Coieord

in

ami hovel

on

begin

ope rat ions

soon.

l'ex

ing

I

<

M im

evening

for Tpo V.
‘•Service

pellant
This

the

:1)

from do

I'.

I

1

ease

Judge

re«

i>

«

notice

>

notire

ex

meeting
P.

;

OF

the

to

afternoon. The funeral services were conducted liy Rev. II. Small. She died after a
short illness of congestion of the lungs. Mr.
and Mrs. Jones wrere married over fifty'years
ago and have lived in Brooks ever since..

klNL )S

AI

A POINTER!

Men's and Hoys’ Felt Hoots and Rubbers,
Men’s and Hoys’ begins and Rubbers.

in with

came

for those who have not
learned hv experience that

Men's Wool Lined Hoots,

notes

liquor, and through his
counsel, W. H. MeLellan, petitioned to reThe Judge of Probate refused
open the as»
to re-opeu the ease and an appeal was taken

Brooks. Christine, wife of Libheiis .Junes
this tow n, w as buried here last Monday

AI.l

W. T. Holburn s.

It grew out of the

ltervvards
lent for

Men's Heaver ( loth Hoots,
Men’s IIi»»-h Cut Three Hueklc

the best

f A reties,
reties,

profitable one for the pupils-The party
and found its way to the Law Court. The
given by Miss Gertie Foster at her home
mill.
law court o'-errules the exceptions and eonevening was largely attended, and Annie
Friday
.1. !•'. Biekmore has harvested his ice for
Barker, and the second prize, Whitlinns the d -eision of the Judge of Probate
was a very enjoyable occasion... .Our resitier’s poems, given by Mrs. Sarah Rogers
local use. securing it a little more than a
Rescript :
dent physician. I>r. A. D. Ramsey, is kept
loot thick—some of the finest ice ever cut
of this town, was awarded George Cook.
The exceptions must, be overruled. The
Mrs. Mattie Stinipson lias been very dangerverv busy, and has marked success in the
here.
W. E. (Irinnell has also put in a slipease was first heard hy the Judge of Probate
! The parts were all so finch rendered that
ously ill but is now somewhat better.. Mrs.
treatment of the various cases, not having
the committee of award expressed regret
on petition to have time extended in which
py lor the use «>1 the hotel.
Sylvira Lang lias been quite sick but is betlost ;i single patient.
that they could not give each contestant a ter.... Rufus Ward is said to be
the appellant could present his claim before
< icorge 11. Kimball of Cleveland, Ohio, arvery sick
Miss Jennie Sawyer is at
“silver medal."
Sandy Point.
i*i\ ed in town Tuesday and was the guest of
and it is a hard job t<* take care of him as he eommi ssioners of insolvency on the estate of
C eorge Young w ith his
"W. (i. Cox, det eased. His prayer was deI. C. l>ul«-h.
Mr. Kimball lias given orders (’apt. Harriinan's.
Libkktv.
Mrs.'Olive Howes died at the is a very large, heavy man.... Mrs. Alonzo
j
wife ami two children, from Rucksport, are i home of her
nied. He then appealed to the Supreme
to (hang*- the model <*f the steamer he inson-in-law, ,1. F. Brown, in this Roberts can live but a very short time..
\ isitingat her father's, Mr. Jacob Young's.
tends building Imre, making her very mm h
village. Thursday. .Ian. _’Sth, aged M years. Mr. Charles II Nealley has been very *dek Court, ol Probate, and the presiding J its! ice
Wiilis N oung recently niarrie«l a Miss Salaheard the matter and passed a decree ;dfilinhug* than at lirst planned.
.Jacob Cain and win-of Fast Palermo, w.t.h a lever, ami at om time it was thought
Friends extend i died of
mon in Somerville Mass.
ing t lie dcriee of Judge of Prohate, and delast
week.
Mis.
Cain
doubt
t'ul
if
recovered.
His
H.
he
friends
A.
A
La
mi
in
s*-hr.
L.
consumption
very
bee,
HopCap!.
nied the prayer of the pet.turner, who thereeoiigratillations.(!. Rlaek's little girl died the “Ttli and Mr. Cain f!., “Nth. Ilctli are now hopeful. 11 is daughter Lila. who
kins. hay loa*l**<l. made another tpiiek ti ip to
•M aided
herscll quite badly las! week with j
Boston last week, making the run in A)
lay dead in the sann bouse. at tlie same t .me has been ill at Hampden. is now convales- upon ex ‘Opted and his exceptions were ala « up of hot water and was quite su it from
lowed.
Kxeej tnms do not lie to matters of
and a double funeral was Held the both. cent
Mrs. Mary Wel.b. r. who bus been
I "iir'.
This is the third eoiiseeutive trip
the etft• ts of it... \Ye are glad U» announce
They left four small children, tin oldest dangerously ill with a heart trouble, seems disc ret.« n, or when the ruling is based upon
Capt. I,anab* *- hits niiuh- from Searspoit to
That Dea Do** and wife Mrs. Lucinda Harri- eleven years of age.
M r. Joseph Mason, a
questions of fact. This ease falls within the
to be belter.
Essie Webber, who has been
Bi-stoii vv uhin three weeks, in which lie has
maii. Mrs. Flvira French, and Mrs. Albert
rule.
.Moreover, the original decree of the
native of Montvi11 e. died m Ellsworth. Jan. in a critical condition since the severe hemi* It S*-arsport one day arriving in Boston the
.Cam.
Daniel
convalescent
Supreme Court >t Probate passed by the preShut**
hit
II is remains wmv
1st, aged about SO ears
next.
orrhage of last autumn, is so far improved siding justice is before us, with the original
Cousciis reached his hist, hil t Inlay last Satur- brought to Mont vil le, Eeb.'Jnd, fur burial...
that she was at the viilag. and did some
bill of exceptions thereon. This is an irregThe Cong. Y !*. S. C. E. held si very pleas|
lie and his wife, and Mrs. Fust is, The state of health has somewhat
day.
improved shopping this week. .The w I. <T Benjamin ularity that should not be countenanced.
ant service on Sunday evening, under the
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original decree and bill of exceptions
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quite
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.Mr. Ed;
j though ver\ many are quite sick
Rowe is said t" he ill with a trouble that,
should remain on lib m the court's office m
presidency of Miss Edwards. in observance the
II is S' n Daniel F.. and wile are
Sheldon, of Waldo, passed through this il- threatens to make her a permanent invalid. the county where the ease was lu-ard. The
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I Christian Endeavor day.
A collection on
the same disease... Mr. Iage Monday, with four \--ry nice team
also sick with
The original deI'll is is a hard ease, us Mr. Rowe has been : exceptions are overruled.
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cree ami bill of
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nt r.but jeii voted out of tint r* aMiry t*»be
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<jnit<• poorly.... M r. Isaac i hoped That no comrade will l<s< his interiet ims of la grippe, Vic- est hut put his shoulder to tin w heel man
ing quite sick.
fully, and in a vcr\ s'uort tiim we will have
Will ( ’ummiugs :m<l .1«*s«• j»h ! a new hall.... Charles Bradstrcet. Esq., w lm
V1*pI.kto.n.
has men sick so long, is impr«>\ing.
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Bvcksport.
News lias been received of'
days ago..
Mrs. Olive Wentworth and family of Hope
flu-death at Seattle, Wash., of .Mi>. Mary
OnmAiiV.
Mrs. I torothy
(’apt. Edward K. Park died! have all been siek with grip.
Ann Buck, aged -S:>, at the residence of her
January Moth, aged II' years, K months, ('apt. J Wentworth, Head of the Lake, Hope, died son, Edward I*, look. Mrs. Buck was tin
Park was tlie mly sun of tin* late ('apt. Jos- !
Monday morning. She was one of the oldest widow of the late Daniel Buck of this town.
eph and Hannah E. Park, and was horn in j if not flu oldest person in town. The cause
..The Bueksjiort Dramatic Club have acSi-arsport. May lidii, 1S4P. An only sister,! of her death was a shock. She was a very ceded to the request of friends and have
apMrs. Elizabeth Robertson, of Augusta, sur- \
intelligent woman, had remarkable good pointed Friday, Feh. 3th, as the date of their
1
rives him.
('apt. Park began going t<» sea judgment, was very decided, \ cry industri- second appearance in the drama "Above the
with Ids unele, (’apt. William H. Park, in
j ous, uml died respected by all who knew her. Clouds/'-The remains of Dr. Fred Buck,
hark ( arrie E. Long, in 1HIJH.
He rapidly
Her husband, the late Lemuel Wentworth,
late of Philadelphia, arrived on the evenrose in his chosen profession until in 1S74
l.SlJ.\mes
was a soldier in the wai of
ing train Thursday for interment at Oak Hi I!
hark Edward Kidder was built for him at
Brothers are putting a new water wheel in
cemetery-Capt. A. A Fengar left for his
Newhuryport, Mass., and he took command, i their stave mill.. Now who will be the first home in Erie, Penn., hy the early train
sailing in the East India trade. While in man to subscribe s200,(RM> to the (ieorges Thursday after a day's visit with his daughcommand of the hark he made the passage
Valley Kail road 7 Don’t all speak at once. ter. Mrs. John .V Swazey. who accompanied
from Bombay to Calcutta in 13 days—the
him as far as Bangor, returning hv the evWhen the road is built Belfast will be the
quickest on record. He followed the sea for terminus, and don’t you forget it. We un- ening t rain.... A ladies’ st ring quartette has
several years and on retiring attempted mer- bound to
I been organized and the first rehearsal was
get there some time.
autile business in Boston, but not liking it
j held last Monday evening. The members
he returned to his native town.
Pittsfiki.d. Mis. Susan Conner, who was are:
It is pro-'
Violins, Misses E. C Snowman and
verbial in Searsport that the word of a Park horn in Palmyra, hut who has lived in Pitts- | H. P. (linn : v iola. Miss E. A. < ioogins ; cello,
is as good ns his bond, and (’apt. E. K., like
field sinir her earh < hildhood. died \ cry
MissC. \V. Folsom.
From the well known
his ancestors, was no exception; always suddenly of heart failure .Jan. 1 .*>, at the
musical talent represented we shall expert
j
standing by any agreement lie made to the home "| her daughter. Mrs. F. P. Dyer, to soon have some tine entertainment?-.\t
was
visiting, | the regular meeting of Sisterhood Branch.
letter, no matter how trivial. He had been in Portland, where she
;i great sufferer for several
years and during aged 70 years. She was a sister of Isaac Jl. >o.l047, Order of Iron Hall, held in Cnion
tlie hist of his sickness liis sister, Mrs. Rob- and Win. K. Dancy of this place, and her fa- Hall. Jan. 25, tin* officers for the ensuing
ther kept the first hotel in Pittsfield. Sinre term were. regularly installed as follows:
erts* u, left her home ami
ame here to minher husband's death, the late Hiram Conner, Mrs. M. P. Hopkins, P. C. J.: Mrs. Addle
ister to his wants. His funeral sen ices took
place Monday afternoon, and were conduct- she has lived with her daughter, Mrs. 1). M. P. Heath, C. J.; Mrs. Minnie P. Snow, V.
The remains were J.: Miss P. B. Trott. Aect.: Mrs. P. M.
ed b\ Rev. R. (i. Harbutt. The Moral trib- Parks, of this village.
utes
w ere
profuse and beautiful.... Mar- brought here for interment and a long pro- Adams, Cash.; Mrs. M. L. Went worth. Ad j.:
garet, wife of Daniel Sullivan, died Fell. 1st cession of relatives and frie nds followed her Mrs E. J. Farmer, Prel.:Mrs. Hannah M.
aged MM years, :> mos. Mrs. Sullivan was to her last resting place in the village ceme- Ware, Her.: Mrs. 11. L. Smith. \’ id.; Mrs.
born in Glynn,:Ireland, and came to Sears- tery. .She leaves one son, ,J. F. Conner, and
X. M. La Cross, Watch.: Mrs. Etta J. Homport with her husband in June, 1.S31. She three daughters, Mrs. J. H. Davis, Mrs. er, Mrs. M. Cunningham and Mrs. S. M.
Parks, and Mrs. Dyer, besides many other Colby, Trustees; Miss P. B. Trott, Sen. P.
was the mother of eight, children, all
of
whom, with her husband, survive her. Mrs. | friends to mourn their loss... 1. IP Dancy C. J.
An invitation had been extended hv
Sullivan was a quiet., motherly woman, a and wife and Mr. Dancy's sister. Mrs. Maria thr Sisterhood to the members of the Local
good neighbor and kind friend, always ready Niekles, haveall lieeu very sick w ith thegrip, Branch, No. fS5U, (>. I. II., for them t<> pay
Elizabeth Coffin them a visit on this occasion, and after the
t<» minister to the wants of those around her. I hut are recovering.... Mrs.
Sin- was an exemplary member of tlie Catho- and her daughter Mrs. Jennie Porter, have installation ceremonies were concluded the
lic Church. Her funeral took place from her I been very sick, hut are improving... .«T. S.
Brotherhood were let in and most cordially
Davis was taken with a very violent cold, entertained for a short time. Then all relate residence, the services being conducted
his “folks” siieeeeded ill breaking it up
b\ Rev. P. J.Garrity.
paired to the banquet hall, where the tables
j hut
immediately, so that he was eon fined to the were laid with delicious refreshments. After
NORTH
S KARS Pi HIT
ITEMS.
! house only one day, and although lie is nearpartaking the company returned to the main
T. B. Haynes, who has had an attack of la
ly K4 years old he lias taken care of his horse, hall where the remainder of the evening
is
grippe,
improving.
pig and hens at the stable all the winter thus was spent very pleasantly with various
Don’t forget the sociable at E. R. Moore's
far-The firm of Perkins and Warner has
this. Thursday, evening.
games.. .At the stockholders annual meeting
been dissolved, Mr. Perkins continuing the of the
Bucksport Loan and Building Assn.,
Mrs. Joel Haley, of Winterport, has been
business as sole proprietor.
Mr. Warner held on
Monday eve., .Ian. 25th, Hon. Parvisiting her sister, Mrs. James L. I)ow.
will remain in the store for the present_
ker Spofford was re-elected President and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Colcord, of Swanville,
Perkins Hall, in the new Perkins block, was Rufus H.
were in town last week
Emery re-elected Treasurer, but
visiting the family
dedicated Friday evening Jan. 22d, by
of James L. Dow.
notwithstanding the earnest request of the
a grand ball.
Music was furnished by number
Miss Laura E. Nickerson, of East Belfast,
present Mr. Emery positively deBrackett’s orchestra of seven pieces. Sup- clined
was in town last week visiting her sister,
holding the office longer. Mr. Albert
Mrs. S. D. Flood.
was
served
at
the
per
Laney House.... A F. Page was then elected Treas.; Rev. P. J.
course of lectures began
at the Institute
M iss Emmie Whittum, <>i Searsport vil- I
Garrity, of Winterport, and I. L. Brown,
lage, was the guest of Mrs. Marion Mathews chapel last Friday evening. Rev. Martyn Warren A. Hey wood, Rufus H. Emery and
for a few days last week.
Suminerbell of Lewiston, was the first lect- C. 0.
Homer, Esq., of Bucksport, Directors;
urer and Prof. Purington of
Farmington, Hon. Guy W. McAlister, Wm. O. Buck,
The voting folks of this vicinity enjoyed a
Prof.
of
Mathews
and
others are Esq., and C. C.
Waterville,
very pleasant time at the home of Mr. ami
Homeiy Esq., Finance ComMrs. S. D. Flood last Thursday evening.
to follow. Several new students have entermittee; Hon. O. P. Cqpningham, Attorney;
Between fifty and sixty were present and ed the
school for the last half of the term, Wm. O. Buck,
Esq., Auditor. I'pon the adplaying games and dancing was the order of
anil some have been obliged to leave on acthe evening.
journment of the stockholder’s meeting a
count of sickness-The “Pittsfield Electric
director’s meeting was called and Dr. Geo.
The winter term of school at Mt. Ephraim Club” was
recently organized to take some H. Emerson re-elected Vice President and
closed last Friday a successful term of nine I
course
for
advancement in elec- Hon. John ,J. Lee re-elected Sec. Secretary
weeks under the instruction of L. T. Dur- * particular
Lee
confined to his home with a seham, of Monroe. The following pupils were I trical science-It. A. Conant has been si«k vere being
cold or grip the evening business was
not absent more than one day for the term: 1 for several
and Prof. Basford, the performed by Wm. O. Buck, Sec. pro tem.
weeks,
Charles and Bennie Merithew ami Myra and
The showing of the year’s business of the
Kate Scribner. The prize for the best spell- blind piano tuner, has filled his place in
Assn, has been excellent and there is every
ing was won by Blanche Nickerson.
j the church choir.
prospect of grand success in the future.
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announce to the public that during
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The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”
the Pure Food Exhibition.

whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell

selling low by

HOWES & CO.

TAX

NOTICE.

taxes on real estate •<’<
the tow n ot I .ibertx. !■
Brow,
year IS'ju, in bills committed to A.
lector or constable' of said town on tin* I lth
of September. 18'Jl, has been returned b\ him
me as remaining unpaid on the lltli da\ ot >■
tember. l.SBl.by his certificate of that date
imw
remain unpaid: and notice is herein gr*'
that if the said taxes and interest and chargenot paid into the treasury of said town wit
eighteen months from the date of the* commit m>
of said bills, so much of the real estate lav
will be sufficient to pax the amount due their:
including interest and charges, will, wit!
further notice, be sold at public auction at
Post Office in said town, on the 20th day of K>
ary, at 1 o'clock r. m.
Propertx of Julia Brown.
S. T. YOl NtTreason
Liberty. Me.. Jan. 2d, 1«V>2. 3xvf>

following |i>t ,,|
rpm:
1 resit lent owners in

lyr5
-—-

or

A.

A.

ulne.
urigiiini and only
always reliable, ladiis. ask
Dru-gist for Otic heater Rngliah Diamond Brand in Ked ami Gold metallic
boxes, sealed wi h blue ribbon. Take
no other. Refute dangerout substitutions and imitationt. At Druggists, or send 4o>
in stamps for particulars. testimonials and
**K«llef for Lad lea,” in letter, bv return
Mail. 10,000 Testimonials. Same Paper.
Oblonener tbeucal Co.,MmIioii Nqaara
all Local Druggist*.
Philada. Pa

For Sale

BtolS.

Direct from the mills ami

• AFC.

j

1

Choice Brands Flour

Pennyroyal pills
! fold by

Sale.

ot ton larm,

1 1-2 miles from village on shore road. l'Mt rods
frontage on Penobscot Bax woodland, pasturing,
and mowing fields, underdrained; cutting about
1 oo tons best hay large ham. 40 l>\ so feet, with
house, smaller barns and implements.
Pxeeptionally tine spring water. Location \er>
elevated and commanding an extended outlook
Also point N. v.. of the village, known as Mack >
Point, 00 acres, finely timbered woodland, mixed
growth. Apply to
rtf
CHAS. F. GORDON.
Pare National Bank, Sears port. Maine.

rhlpheafpp'N F.ngllsh IMnmon.l Brand.

Seal Brand ®
f • Coffee.

for

of

CAKVKK.

BKN.I AM I N

|

at

8

Said farm consists <>i >o a
land, situated 114 mile- 1
Belfast. It contains an •■rcL
of Ji'n apple trees in tfood bear,
condition, and
plum and |
trees, also a large piece oi blackberry ami
Here
berry hushes ami strawberry vines
excellent ehanee to raise earlv vegetables. I
a
also sell 111 egg business, with
capacity ol li
Hie hind
ing no thou-aml ilo/.ens of eggs
in Inui-a
a
cistern
with
are in gooil eon>iitio.i,
barn, ami a good well of water tti.it never g
-ix years o
line
a
"1
horses,
Also
pair
dry.
h
grey color, handsomely matched, and two
cows.
Owing to a change ol business I sbaii
"
K.
MAltsn
heap
n-'-f
lid Iasi, A tig 4, l^'.'l

j

>
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ot
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Machine <(' Foundry
Belfast, Me., Aug. Ill, ism.—;i4
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I
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Hoisting Winches, Ac.
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i

This is the Coffee served in the

1
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M‘d O'
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not i|o
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you
about
perhaps
believed all t hat \oii have seen in i-iint.but
suite tells its own story, ami you will be l"-;
wonder when sou set* i'. How it ean b* >"ul
«
*m.' al"
v *111
siuTi a Injure will be a rind e
'"'v
and echo wb.it we say abou. i..aao don
In* opportunity wi.n
to take advantage of
visit will a Hold us t<* -how ymi mi entire

;

the erec
mud
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justly called

mi

If'money

Circular Saw Mills.
Holmes' Stave Machine,

I'iue farm,

—

the handsomest kind

Also manufacturers of the

4mf>

Java and Mocha

iwir some ot

DANA SARSAPARILLA BUILDING,

lAne.
Also Wash Bowl I'o/is ant! Shelves.

A.

v

>18.(X> BED ROOM SUITE.
I

Hall's Stare Jointer,

Cemetery

art* ivii

emnpliments

short notice

FKRXAIJ).

Belfast. Fell. 1. IS* 12.

SHUTE,

Main

September 24, 1891— :i'.*tf

j

Belfast, Me.

.VO TRoniLE TO SHOW
1‘EREErT ,S-I TISEA* TI OX or AHA XTEEh.
|
PLEASE HIVE IS .1 (ALL HEEORE />/ Ron ASIXO.
F.

CALL

E.

£50

We have the heat S rE \ M POLISHING MILL in the State. Also FOUR PNEUMATIC
TOO 1.8 for cutting anti lettering marble or granite the only ones in .Maine. Father tool will do
the work of from two to three men We can furnish work, cither marble or granite, ('ll FA I’FK
than any other firm in the State, and do as nice work. We carry the largest stock and do
the most business of any local firm in Maine.

A.

A

on

M ARRLF. OR GRANITE WORK that

to

GUARANTEED.

ME

GIVE

Proprietors,

Granite Monuments and Tablets, Headstones,

And everythiny in the

PRINTING,

■*

their orders.

to

r»tf

Kml of Shoe Factory,
warn

kind- of

by
promptly attended to.—
People from out of town will do well t<> write
me for price* and samples before placing

Place.
the
llellast.

as the Pillsburx
acres, and situated

lot of land known

THLeiintamini: about f>7

& MUDCETf,

inform all in

to exerute all

JOB

«

North

prepared

am

AT HOME?

111. IIOI))l\

Store,

Clothing
and

BELFAST MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS,
We ""ill*I

1

Xlsiin *»t., ovrr Kalish's

."><>

gone

season's supply of ice.
AIphonz.o B. Huff
has moved his family into the house of Hilliard Seavey, where in* has rent.
Manley
Ellis has bought Huff's farm.

Brick Annex at

MOOD AT HOME

PRINTING!

I 11A \ K I.KA.'KI)

yellow e\ es 1 To n "i •
"Ji• it *2.4
Bu.ter. 11 th.
./ 7 1 L*
’oi aloes.
40
Be.d. pit,.
Barlex p bush.
7t>« 77> loiiml llo-. p It..•’.//(■. I 2
I On 1*2 Sr raw
Cheese, p tt..
p ion, r. oo./ 7 oo
I I’m 1 I Tnrkev. p lb.
1 ♦> n 1 S
hi. Uell. I* It.
..(»*/ 7o Neal, p It..
Call Skins.
7 // <S
1 ‘J a 1 4 Wool, washed.
41 u 42
Dllek. (1 th.
1*0 Wool, unwashed. 24./ 24
I'.njrs. t do/.
Sr/ HI Wood, hard.
i ow-1, p tt..
4 rut// 0 oo
14m 1 (5 Wood. soft.
.4 OO// 4 r.o
(b-ese. p th.
I
Uriah /‘rin.
llvtnil Vurkrt.

For Sale.

FERNALO

High .GrgRt,

Rinck.

^

its \*i

7 <• s I.iiue, p ldd. 1 OO// 1 Oo
Beef, corned, p th.
4./ f>
IS Oat Meal, p lb,
Butter salt, p box.
< urn,
to Massachusetts and mine host "(i.-orge"
BO < tnions. p lb,
2 1-2n 4
p Imsh,
bo < til,kerosene, p jial.S // OO
( racked corn \» l.u,
has lots of business to look after.. .Michael
4 1-2//0
Bo Pollock, p tt.
< urn Meal, p l.u.
I
1*« 10
14a 17> Pork, p lb.
Chase began cutting ice here Ti esday on I ( luie.se, p It-.
( ottoll Seed, p ewr. I 40 Plaster,p bbl.l 0O« 1 Of>
Marsh River.
Miss Lena Chase has sever- ( odtisli.
4
</ 0 I Rye Meal, p
lb.
7
th.
dry. p
;
1.20
al pupils whom she inst ruets in inst rune-lit a I ( ranberries, p «jt, S« lo Shorts p cwi..
4 I -2 /* o
( lover Seed, p th, lo« IS Suita r, p lt>.
music.... Dr. A. W. Rich is suffering from
40
F lour, |> bbl. 4 oOf/7 2o Salr.T.I., [) bu.
II.< J.Seed, lm. 1 7~m 1 SO Sweet Potatoes. 2 1 -2 a 4
an attach of sciatica, sufficiently severe to
lO.« 12 1-2Wheat Meal,
2 i-2a 4
Lard.
lb,
curl him up in tin* corner part of t he time.
Baehelder & Hall are finishing up the
Dkiwktmknt <>i State,
Washington. 1). ('.. January 27, 1822.
second story of C. S. Brackett ’s building. It
Information lias been reeeived at this depart
will he used by Mr. Nealley, a Lewiston arment from Mr. J. W. Walker, the Viee Consul of
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